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SMALL TENEMENT with Sebago water
Convenient for small family. Enquire of
W. H. JKRRIS,
Ileal Estate Agent.
deJ4tf

A

OO^a

Kates of Advertising: One
inch ot
in
length of column, constitutes a "square." space,
§150 per square daily llrst
75
cents
week;
per
week after; three
insertions, or less. $1 00; continuing every other day after iirst, week. 50 cent*.
Half square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week.
00; 50 coûte per week after.

To Let.

Ά.

Special Notice», one third additional.
Under head of
$2 00 per square
per week ; three •Amusmements,"
insertions or less
50.
Advertisements inserted in the$1"Maine State
Press" (which lias a
circulation in every part
of the State) for .*100large
per square for first Insertion,
and 50 cents
per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms, on Wilmot near
Congress Street. For particulars call on
L. TAYLOR.
lioltitf

A

M. I)

For Kent.
FIRST CLASS residence, cent rail ν located, con13
taining
rooms, bath room, &c., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
novl3tf
Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

,

A

has removed to

Cornel-ess Street,
the

A Few Good Rents
applied for at once.

|

j IFuovfkltf

Paik.)

MATTOCKS & FOX,

Office Hours from S to 10 A. M., and2 to 4 and 7 to
j
M.
del3tf

9 P.

COUNSELOR

AT

LAW,

j

No. 30 Exchauge Nl., I'orllauil.
Formerly of the U. £. Treanury Department and
Attorney Γη all the courts in the District of olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of < laims before
the
Court of Claims and the various departments at

Washington.

One

Co.,

and

To load Lumber at Portland, Bangor,
■Machias. Calais, Montreal, and South
era Ports, for the River Platte.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou, Lingau, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, theSouond ports^
and St John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB,
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St., New York
nuvl4
d3m

IOAT and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
CHKSLEY'S. 1C7 Middle et.
sp26tf

—

1872

AND

YEAR'S

(KID

DOZEN

GLOVES

KERCHIEFS.

MARKS

AND

Worsteds

for

Filling

!

Blue," Varmiugton, LTle.

& Job Printer

and carefully

Ladies'

&

&

Co.,

see

301

rid of freckles

Street

Congress

Christmas Presents!

PORTLAND

GERRISH& PEARSON,

MACHINE WORKS

§6 HUDDLE STREET,
have received

ENGINES.

£ team Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks. Sliaft
Castings
iig, Mill Gearing and General Machinery.
Repairing
of every description made to order.
promptly attended to.

cy New and Second-hand Engines frr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
215 Commercial Street,
»1 u;m Portland, Me.
m
W. IL KKSSKNDKN.

Also

We invite the attention of
called

PEARL

No.

Styles.

women

of Fnrniture In Maine,
manufacture, we are prepared

THE

call

BARGAINS
they will l>i satisfied,

!

that

PRICES

THE

to be found iu this city.
In order to keep our men at work throuahu..wi·
wlu.w
ter, we shall «ell onr stuffed Furniture nt w""<e>Mle
until the first of March, 1873.

prices,

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.
NO. 46 EXCHANGE
(BETWEEN MIDDLE AND
dec23

of

a

<lel2

FORE

an·
men

2w

MUCH

aud lias

triumphed both here and in Europe.
public on their guard, against the falsifications

profit,

but take

Lockets, Charms, Seals, &c., Gold

BOTTOM

our

and

Gold plated

K MIDDLE STREE T,

Ini"

PRICES !

great variety, Plain, Chased, Carved and Seal

Spoons, Forks, Napkin Bmgs, Fruit Knives, Pocket
Knives, Cake Baskets, Castors, Butter Dishes, Cards
Receivers, Vases, &c. Also optical goods. All styles
Cii

OPERA
154 MIDDLE STREET.
B.

C. H.

EUTLEE,

LAMSON'S,

SO. 77 MIDDLE

advantage of the

IN A FEW

IMPORTEE

WEEKS,

and stock to be moved to Baltimore.
£3F*Goods selling without regard to cost for

days only.

a

members of the Cumberland County
Agricultural Society, are hereby notified that their
annual meeting, for the election of officers, ard the
transaction of any other business that may
properly
come before them, will be held at the office of Frank
Noyes, Esq., Portland Savings Bank Building, Portland, Tuesday, December 31st, 1872, at 10 o'<Hock A.
M.

THE

EXCHANGE STREET.

decSd&wtf

BARIC

de«18dtf

CHARLES H. CHASfi & W.

1872.

del9d&wtd51

Teacher of the Cabinet Organ and Piano

Vessel for Sale.

"LINDA STEWART" now
discharging
this port 234 tons register and in
good order.
For particulars inquire of

SAMUEL DINGLEY. See'v.

18th,

comfortably carried on the aver ge female
form divine, it not
unfrequently happens that
beauty and worth go a begging in the matrimonial market. And it has
long been ·
problem with Yankee paterfamilia», whose
households are verstocked with
marriageable
daughters. aud whose c nfid -nee in the seniment, that a thing of beauty is a joy forever, is somewhat sliakei. ; e say it has long
been a problem w:th tbise gentlem"n how to
"move," adoptirg a commercial phrase, their
surplus attractions. Jn the light of these
considerations, the following paragraph is

first cost of

more

TO PIANO

Their uniform success has been due to

legitimate

Reference, G. Walter Goold. References and ordirs left atStockbridge's and Hawes & Cragin's.
octlB
eod3m

to

A New Orleans
man

we

a

suptime to cut

In this

we

in both

have

Inventive

policemen

saw the figures of a
disguise sneaking out of
other night, and, suppos-

man's face ; when he found himself confrontby his maid-of-all-work and her athletic

Hibernian cavalier.
ous, but not fatal.

His injuries

were

seri-

A Paris correspondent argues that a married woman on the stage exercises less magnetism over an audience than a single woman

does, that the fact that she belongs to another, that the brightest glances, sweetest
dimples and most musical tones are for him,
unconsciously diminishes her influence ; and
states in Illustration that there were offered
in I aris what were called Christine Nilsson

watches, which had a great sale, but when
she took a husband their demand so sensibly
diminished that the proprietor changed theii

long accumulated experience, have accounted for the success of the CHICKEBINGS
These, more than the deserved honors bestowed at the French Exposition, have contributed to
build up and sustain the confidence which is everywhere felt in the CHICKERING Pianos. It

A Danbur youth carries one o< his girl's
teeth as a fond reme nbrancer. When he is
married he can h we all hsr ι aw.

talent, thoroughness in

a

that not only have exceptional instruments taken prizes innumerable on both sides
for this
of the Atlantic, but that uninstructed purchasers feel such a degree of assurance in the splendid
aud enduring qualities of any instrument which hears the liamo of so trustworthy a house.
reason

is

being

served

promptly,

and who may favor
and upon the same terms as

produced

us

with

though

an

order

by letter,

can

rely

upon
they were present and made their

AU the great artists who have visited America have used the Chickekino Pianos. Thalberg,
the greatest piano virtuoso, pronounced thein UNEQUALLED IN THIS COT;NTIiY AND
UNSURPASSED IN EUROPE.
These

were

pianos pitted against those of European manufacture, at
1851, when, in spite of prejudice and competition, they took

the first American

World's Fair in

the

the
England, in
The Chickekino Pianos revealed to the makers there the system, first introduced by
this firm, of the complete iron frame; which was highly approved of, and gave rise to the expression of "Pianos made after the American plan."

medal.

It

was

at

this Exhibition that the

plan

of

"over-stringing"

was

first

brought

girl graduates."'
Emptv Basket.—Some time ago a well
known angler was fishing in a trout stream
in Scotland on a Monday, when he was accosted by the minister, who asked him as to
his success. The angler, alter replying, said

name.

[From the Danbury News.]
Λ little Danbury gill told a visitor that hei
grandmother chewed tobacc with her nose.

and

to excite a reasonable amount of
the minds of cautious bachelors :
"The girls in the first clan of tbe
High
School in Portland, between
thirty and forty In
number, have agreed, with only two exceptions, to adept for a school dress a plaiu, »ubstantial. and not expensive material. Overskirts, laces and velvets are to be wholly discarded, and ribbons used only to a limited extent. Vο jewelry except a plain pin and one
plain ring is to be worn, l'he girls agree to
wear no other costume to school Detween this
time and their graduation next June.
Many
pupils in the lower classes are following their
example, aud it is hoped that it may become
quite general in the schools. Among the
tilings discarded, slaug talk înavbe mentioned,
which they agree to drop entirely."
In imitation of the crusty moralists who
see nothing but total
depravity in five hundred dollar sets of furs, aud who scent brimstone in velvet at $40 a yard, we feel called
upon to endorse the reported action of the
Portland girls. But if any young
gentleman
shoul i become a Benedict through the wiles
and witchery of one of these exhibitors of
"plain subs antial dres > goods, and should
afterward discover tbat tbe model maiden
had a special and unappeasing appetite for
overs irts, laces, and velvets, in
conjunction
with an extensive aud diabolical accurate
knowledge -f slang; and should acquire the
additional infoimation that the author of the
pleasant paragraph quoted above is a Portland editor, and at the time of writing it had
five unmarried daughters in the school alluded to, how bitterly will he lament tbat he did
not take the Dispatch, and that he never
read the editor's re.naiks ou the New Englaud system of''moving" the crop of "sweet

suspicion in

man

every detail of work, the use of the best material^, constant attention to the latest advances of
the applied sciences, liberality in the pay of competent workmen and in the purchase of stock

eauses.

calculate

are

ed

the same

hemispheres

The

yard, the
ing the woman to be his wife, followed the
pair till they brought up at a masquerade
ball. He thought to confound them in their
meditations, and struck the gentleman a
heavy blow and tore the mask from the wo-

place in

years's

two

give tbem

1

and woman in

his back

stored

pond.

and, in the main,
good looking, and they do solemnly affirm
that they will behoid the city counc'l, one
and all, sweltering amid the thermal discomforts of Avernus before they will thus içvite
contagion, and then they won't.

BUYERS.

to-day enjoy

than a trout

whenever any policeman finds a patient on
the street, it shall be his duty to take him or

name

American Pianos famous in the Old World, and
prominence which they have always held.

profitatble

The Louisville city council has passed an
ordinance in rcfercncc to small pox, that,

everything.
a

be

has undei taken to b.eed seals for the market.
What's to hinder?
The seal is hardy and
easily tamed ; a seal pond would be vastly-

Why.

into notice in

Russian Pianos.

Chickering & Sons first used the large scales for Square Pianos,· from which has sprung all tlio
present excellence of that class of instruments.
Chickering & Sons have manufactured over 42,000 (forty-two thousand) Pianos, and it is call
eulated by those curious on such subjects that this House has supplied one-quarter of the instruments in the United States. We claim for the

*»

I

to the minister:
"Dae ye 110 try the rod yersil' ?"
"O, no!" said the minister, with pious
awe and eyes upturned, "I am a fisher of

men."

"O, indeed!" replied Sandy, "but I doot
ye're nae great hand o't, for I lookit into
your creel (basket) yesterday and it was unco
empty.

_______

»

Eight yards of tippet wound about one
yar 1 of boy, tumbled off White street bridge
this morning, but tvere not hurt.

The Leipzig Siynale tells a good story about
the lat" Keetboveu Festival. The house maid
of a well-known professor there came to her
mistress while the festival wan in progress, and
said, "Please excuse my asking a question;
cook and 1 have been disputins; about who
Beethoven was;I maintain that lie was the inventor of railways, and that is
why the festival
is held." On her mistress explaining to her
that Beethoven was the greatest of musicians,
she answered, "Well, at all events, 1 am «lad
that cook was wrong, too, fer she declared he

A B'ookfle'd gi I dares not use her father's
paper to make up 1er "bay window''with
b;cause there is so much due on it.

An anxious gentleman bargaining for a
rent fr >ra old McMasteis, Monday, asked bin
if the h >use was cold.
"Well,'' said the olc
gentleman auii >usly, "I can't say as ίο that
it tands out doors."

was a

A rural gentleman standing

registei
in one of our stores attracted general attention to hmself by observing to his <vife, "Ma
riar, I guess I'm agoin' to have a fever, I fee
such hot streaks a runnin' up my
legs."
over

CHICKERING

niT*I!VKNM NOTICE*.
Ργτ them Down —Remember that if
coughs,
colds and other affections of the lungs and
throat are not met in the beginning with the

J. M. Ives returned Friday night from ε
three weeks effort to kill ducks in Xortl
Carolina. He could have killed hem heri
just as well, perhaps, but he went to a sec
tion le-3 populous, and his prudence is to tx

proper antidote, they may soou become fatal.
Put them down with Hale's H.trwy of Horehnunj
and Tar. It is infallible.
Sold by all

they are

the

BEST,

LASTING,
equitable value

MOST

and

consequently,

THE CHEAPEST.

Every

per

for their money—wo say emphatically that no
desires to get the fullest
Piano manufactured in the world will bring its cost if a person desires to
sell, as quick as
CHICKERINGS'. A conclusive proof of their WORTH, after the long test of half a cen«on

tury

othe^

of public criticism.

Pike's Toothache

The remarks relatives and friends who at
tend a funeral make upon the merits of th«
deceased, are frequently instructive. At th<
funeral of an ancient resident of Slawsons

Advertisers

NOYES/

GENERAL8 AGENTS

TEXCHAftGE
uo*SM)

STREET.

ME.
PORTL.AN»,
eod2ui&w2m4

nevnr

forget that day

as

long

a

On the first page of this paper is an articl<
recording the mvsterioes disappearance of a
seedman named Lyman, a resident of Leverett, Mass. It is believed that he lias absconded, although there is a faint impression that
he is dead. If he is dead, we are eight dollars out, unless somebody w0 01VO died at "le
same time, aud was wiU'i'g t0 tur"
ac
count. But then that is merely speculation.

in 1 minute

naturally

seek the

means

of

those of the best quality. The Daily Press
fills the bill in both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maine.

I

live.

cure

reaching the largest number of readers, and

The sleighing never was and never can bi !
better thau it was Saturday afternoon. Mail
street fairly shone with sleighs, and buffal·
robes, and horses and red noses, and occa
sionally a driver. Everybody who could ge
a horso and cutter was out
jeopardizing peo
pies' limbs aud lives. The life insurano
agents ,vill

Drops

dec27eodlw&wlt

Saturday, neighbor feelingly observed thai
the departed "wouldn't rare and cuss abou

they

BAILEY &

Drug

gists.

commended.

taxes any more."

PIANOS,

great general."

η

a

3!iO CONGRES* STREET.
a

larity continue, the increasing slaughter ot
seals will produce a scarcity of fur.
Reasoning from these premises, an astute Yankee

the pest house.
mostly men of families,

ANNA J.ULMEK.

48

lw

Dec.

tures are r robably possessed ol all the
graces
and substantial accomplishments that can

of CHICKERING has for half a century been identified with the manufacture of
pianos in this country, in such a manneer that a history of the operations of the house would give
a fair record of the history of American Piano-making.
They were the ff?5t to make Pianos in
America; they have always stood first in the successive improvements which have rendered the

that

Notice.

fe\

Seil-skinhas latterly become so fashionaand the gannents made of it are so beautiiViiTintf serviceable, that, should its popu-

her

of interested parties.

dim

Sebago Lake,

119

The

STREET,

dec!3

Colby's Book Store.

[From ilie Erie (Peon.) Dispatch.
The Views of an Uncharitable Peunsylvanian, Who ought to be Ashamed of
Himself.
It is well known that New England is blessed with a superabundance of the lair
sex,
and, although most of these delightful crea-

ble,

are

A WORD

(near Post Office.)

tf

(lecl.3

GLASSES,

Magnifying Glasses, Steriescopes, Microscopes, Spectacles, &e. All selling at lowest prices at

TO BE CLOSED

firsl-cla<w, 7 oetave Piano for sale on eai
tarais.
M. a. PALMER**

Call and

FINGER RINGS,

goods.

As "strikes"

best Pianos that can be

Silver & Silver Plated Ware
and examine

read the

We have thus expressed our estimate of the CHICKERING Pianos, because the prices of these
instruments have just been reduced. Instead of yielding slowly to the "beating down" of individual purchasers, as is generally done, they have established a fixed scale of prices decidedly
This will save both the time and the patience of
ower than have obtained for several years.
buyer and seller alike, and will be much more satisfactory to both parties. Those who want the

CHAOS,

—

L A. D I Ε S

A.

Piano for Sale.

\ΓΕλν,

STS.)

1872

Gold Yest, Opera, Leontino and Neck

—

127 Tremont Street, Boston.
Materials ot the beet quality for Oil and Wat<
Color Painting, Drawing, λVa χ flower inakli.g, Di
ealcomaine, &c.
HOLIDAY PRTCSENXS.

STREET.

CHRISTMAS

WATCHES,

MUFFS

UNDER REGULAR PRICES.

please call

decl3

Company,

All Styles of Swiss and America·

M. G. PALMER

WALKER,

&

77 Middle Street.

BOOTS

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
A.

VELVETEENS

tf

FOR

—

please

which most purchasers demanded, and have placed our instruments at a price which affords us a
fair profit, and throws off the fictitious discount to the purchasers.
The Chickering Pianos are still the same sterling instruments, but we have a settled price all
over the United States, to those who wish to buy.
And this is, after all, fair and straightforward dealings.

WEAR.

men-

in

kinds, Music Books, Folios, and Sheet Musi
large variety for Sauta Glaus to deal out in tl

Holidays at

CHILDREN'S

JEWELRY,

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

A.

LOWEST,

—

—

HAVE

Piano will

not recognised in Boston, we do not suffer from enforced increased
per centage of wages, from time to time.
Fifth and lastly. We have not lowered our prices; we have simply taken off the discount

ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MEN

Covell

We should say that the moral of this
story
must be quite obvious to : ny other widow
who may meet with her good fortune and
bad luck.

patience, modesty, unselfishness and tenderness, and that consequently
"old maids" are swarming everywhere and
making the earth a hard and dreary desert.

Thousands of people about now are asking how it is that CHICKERING· & SONS can sell the
same Piano Forte to-day for §475, which a few weeks
ago ruled at 8000?
The reasons are many and sufficient:
J<\rst. We have the largest and most complete Factory in America—indeed in the world. In
this Factory every portion of the Piano Eorte is made, so that CHICKEKING & SONS
pay no

Fourth,

Sets Bracelets, Sleeve Buttons, Studs, &c.
see our fine selection of

υί all

LARGEST AND BEST
—AN D-

OITR

CONEY

A full assortment of Overshoe» for
and children at 33S Middle St.

—

Our stock is too large to enumerate, therefore if cusus a

FOR

Chickering
following.

the wood at their convenience, and to ship it when freight is at its lowest price.
a vast advantage ovei other manufacturers.

ictu:

Ρ

HA WES & CRAOIN

MANUFACTORIES.

tomer» will give
our stock is

a

Slippers.

dec!6deod3w

largest stock

DAY!

ASTRACHAN

LADIES

<|.*18

SPLENDID

ar

Alio GERMAN ΡΚΙ,Τ BOTTOM Booto

St.
Remember 92 & 96 Exchange
<12w

Portland

■>ΓΗ

the great variety of articles, too numerous to
tion, is a fine line of

PORTLAND, Mi

WINTER

—TOGETHER WITH"—

give

RECEIVED THIS

NEW.
citizens to

FOR

NUBIAS IN LARGE VARIETY.

161 Middle Street,

—

Encourage

our

competition,

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT

CLOAKINGS

passed through.

Somebody writing in the London Olobe
talks about the "unpopularity of women."

the charms of

Second, All the labor-saving machines which modern ingenuity has devised, have
our Factory, 8o that all the parts of our instruments are produced at the lowest cost.

HON.

BURT S

Articles ami Toys.

to

PRESENT.

dec!4

CRAYON,

dec!8—2w

Albums, Bibles.
Stationery, Fancy

OF

A. M. McKENNEY,

beautiful.

own

NICE DRESS IS AL-

NICE ASSORTMENT WHICH WE SHALL

SELL AT COST.

tf

GOODS!

In

new in the art, which
ssrpassei
ever yet introduced.
This new Pictures is especially adapted to colors
and is decidedly a Hit.
To be seen is to be appreciated. Please call an<
examine specimens at

—

The largest ami choicest stock iu the city, tanging
I» more beautiful than
from 50 cts. to »30. 00. What
on the
a nice Framed Picture hangiug gracefully
wiills of a ijuiet and cosy home! What more approanother?
one
give
priate present can
full line of PRAIVO'W ( IIROTIOH. very
Also a large stock of

Having the

A

ACCEPTABLE

-WE HAVE

HOLIDAY

Something entirely
in beauty anything

Chromos

GHiGRAVOGS.

nearly all of our

AN

Str

PORTLAND.

AND

No. 92 and 96 Exchange Street.

a

Tlie Reasons

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.

GLASSES!

SOMETHING

COLESWORTHY'S

in all the Latest

Congress

Ware, after the Japanese

great variety to please purchaasers, who
invited to call and examine.
de9
dim

purchase

ΟΛ,τίΤτΟΝ.

transferred to him as

not. She may have a new set of admirers.
She may be seized with new fits of generosiSue may again bave the feeling come
ty.
over her that it is bothersome to take care of
so m ach lucre.
If we should hear,by and
by,
that the silly widow had managed to
get rid
of it all, ai d had been sent to the
poor house
in her last years, it would not be more surprising than the experiences she has already

He declares that there are more bachelors
than there used to be ; that women have lost

We therefore put the

EMBROIDERED

FOR CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH MANY

a

a

all

to

SHAWLS

WARE.—FRENCH CLOCKS.

Get them at

Jewelry

PINK, BUFF,

Ladies' Furnishing Store,

dee7

FINE HTOCK OF HILYER PL ATE1

OPERA

SYSTEM,

this to be the proper course, which will secure JUSTICE to the
purchaser, and estabSTANDARD PRICE for the Pianos of the Chickering
manufacture, wherever they may

opposition
reputation gained by nearly fifty years of honorable and successful business, has risen superior

IN DRESS GOODS WE HAVE

LARGE STOCK.

Α. M. PEABODY'S

style
attern, very popular.
Nankin Kings, Silver and Plated.
A

Presents.

AND

CLOTHSBY

SHAWLS

A

fine assortment of

of Silver

a new

PRICE

FELTSKIRTS FOR LADIES AND

WAYS

one.

Why not lay the ax at "Λιβ
root of the tree and abolish this thine which
is too bad to describe ?

public, the best way to meet this is, to produce our price list, and insist upon
having a piano on the same terms! This will test their manufacturing philanthropy.
The house of Chickering & Sons can stand a great deal of
of this kind. Their

BEAUTIFUL

MATCH IN

CHILDREN.

Silver Ware,

with

Presents Σ

a

adopted the

middleman's

Gold and Silver Watches, Chaiiii
of all kinds, Jewel cry and

HURRAH FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

—

the

ONE PRICE ONLY.

345

manufactured,

We say to the

may

(EORMERLY C. STAPLES & SON,)
Marine, Stationary and Portable

Framed

at

PRICES,

to further crime.

have

we

Third, On the several acres of land attached to our Factory, we have
ply of lumber, and as we deal direot by contract with the lumbermen,

moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
I^MoUo-Uood work at Moderate
20

STEAM

PIECE.

TOW-

Courvoissier,

.TIE.

Pleaae.

LARGE AS-

ABNER LOWELL,

Street.

Copying and enlarging done io order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, ov Mezzotint card, and the retouched

Aim to

goods

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

and other Foreign manufacturers, which witli my
usual stock of Home made, will furnish excellent opportunity for selection. Terms satisfactory. Call

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Prices.

our

VERY LOWEST.

2d. To prevent all from purchasing the Chickering Pianos, these dealers will take off
sufficient
discount to bring their prices within a few dollars of our
prices. They will do this for the love
they bear to the public and from their disinterested desire to save them from buying a poor piano
Falsehood (philanthropic) No. 2.

TABLECLOTHS AND NAP-

TO

our

EMBOSSED AND PRINTED TABLE C OV-

A

Perreganx, Borel

and

get

Furnishing Goods.

We oiler

Patek, Phillipe

J. If. LA1USON,

we

KINS

print

wc

Falsehood Ko. 1.

usual assortment of

ERS.

lyr

process

YARD AND

Nardin,

my28

new

our

A

NAPKINS,

GREEN AND DRAB.

Jnrgensen,

Order Slate at Ο. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
GSir*All orders promptly attended to.

PORTLAND,

&c.

FRENCH

together with

—FROM—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

card, by which

Variety

Watches Suited to the Season

PAINTER,

No. 152 Middle

&c., &c.,

in which

next

ever brought before the British Court
of
Chancery.
the
disenthralled widow will now
Peruaps
keep hold of the money she has got—perba ·»

Deviation whatever.

or

The manufacturers bitterly oppoo.
...m.nrice system, and are using every effort to deceive
_the public in regard to its operations, and other reasons for adopting—
I t. TlMjy.jia.v we îuuke
cheap Fiauos. This is true. But they mean by "cheap;" inferior
Pianos. This is false, for all our instruments are
thoroughly made, in the largest manufactory
in the World, by the most accomplished
workmen, and of the finest a.id long seasoned materials

ELEGANT

ELS, DOYLIES, TABLE

OF

EEILER,

FRESCO

GLOVE BOXES.

succession ; which the conservatives opoose
as being a new-fangled innovation on the
time-honored custom of letting each householder put up any number he like».

ALSO

BEAUTIFULLY

SORTMENT OF

Springfield, Mass., talks of put in : the numbers on its houses in the usual arithmetical

just,

All who desire to

MADE HANDKERCHIEF AND

FANS,

Principal.

Λ very Great

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

L.

SOME NEW AND

STYLES.

JEWELRY,

Discounts

IMPORTANT

ASSORT-

BEST

countrymen.

to live within an income," modestly
replied the clerk, "but what I should like ti>
know is, how a fellow is to live without

be offered for sale.

MENT OF NECKTIES ΓΝ

RIBBONS,

CATALOGUE,

no

was

to board her and give her a small
annuity.
Two years ago, wb le the
smiling widow
Taslivin; under t îese circumstances, the
man died, and bis relict then claim d
the
proper y which had been ves ed in him by
the widow. The wretched widow now
got
alarmed, under the impression 'hat sh«
have
to
might yrt
pass her old age in a poor
house, and determined to bring suit 'or her
The
case
was on trial for five
property.
day·
last month m the Court of
Chancery, in
London.
The decision was in her favor.
Tin Vice C iancellor ordered the cancellation ο the deeds she had given to the man,
and tria her that by the merest chance she
bail been saved from hopeless poverty at the
close of her life. Th festive .vidow is now
in possession of som -thing over twenty thousand dollars out of the fortune of half a million bequeathed to her by her eccentiic
lodger
ten years ago.
The name of th? eccentric lodger wa3 Robinson ; the name of the fluctuating widow
was Baker, and the name of the man who
did her was Loader.
The case, as developed on the trial, is regarded as one of the most curious romances

Hugh S. Brown, an English reverend, has
just finished a tour of observation through
the United State's, and the result of it is that
he now thinks we are taller,
soberer, leaner,
moreafTable and fonder of finery than his

reporters to witness nnd report executions.
They think it barbarous, and believe it leads

A

LINEN SETTS.
THE

(COLLAR AND GUFFS)

NEW

EMBROIDERED

OF

sufficient to
or
whether

was

Being convinced that the prevailing system among Manufacturers ef and Dealers in Musical
Instruments to charge very High Prices, and make Large Discounts, is
wholly wrong and un-

lish

EX-

ALSO

was

provoeation

The New Y >rk clergymen are going to ρ >tition the Legislature not to allow newspaper

PENSIVE PRESENT.

send for the

believing

LARGE ASSORTMENT

watches!

I09 EXCHANGE «T.,

W.

^

a

ONE

HANDSOME
FOR AN I

With

An Iowa schoolboy recently killed his father for telling him to behave himself, and
the average jurymau can't make up his mind

and

ARE

VERY

Patterns

convenience,

Our object is to furnish to our Patrons the very best Pianos which can be
the very Lowest Prices which will yield us a fair remuneration.

HOLLYWOOD

Embroidered Linen Setts,

FOE BOYS,

dec6d2in

Every Description of work promptly
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

AND

IN SCOTCH AND

HOSIERY!

r>n HE WINTER division of the 32d year of its sucJ!_ cessful prosperity will open on WEDNESDAY,
Jannary 1st, 1873. All the comforts of Home combined with the school in which are found the ablest
teachers.
ALDEN J. Β LETHKN, Α.. M.»

2mis

Book, Card

We this day issue

and from which we make

CASES

NEEDLE

or

which, also,

justifiable homicide
insanity prepense.

and to f >ur of her par-

lier sole trustee.
Tlie absurd widow was now induced to
leave her house and go to live with the
man
and hi· wife, in a hoiue they had taken.
Here she made a will
bequeathing him her
whole estate, exceptiug a lew small
legacies ;
but, as the time of her death was uncertain,
9he made him a gift in hand of ten thousand
dollars, and soon afterwaid another ten. Not
satisfied with this, and still uncertain how
'ong lie might have to wait for her bequest,
she next assigned him, for immediate delivery, all her rem ining property, he agreeing

"You shou'd live within your income,"
said a harsh ol I capitalist to a clerk who
asked for an advance of wag s. "It's easy

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

WE

HAVE SPOOL
—AND—

INSTRUMENT,

cheerful,

prehome-

enoui h

BOXES.

&)RTLAND, COMPRISING

Store and Window Shades made to order.

M.

PUT

at

ABBOTT

Residence No. 6 Bradford Street.

WM.

ELEGANT

if unable from lack of time

or

ALSO MOTTO HAND-

PORTLAND, ME.

nov25

CHICKERING

EACH AT ALL PRICES. A

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKER-

STREET.

FAMILY SCHOOL

DIES'HAND-

TIAL HANDKERCHIEFS

dMW&F6wW(iw50

At "Ijittle

All Persons who intend to Purchase a PIANOFORTE during the
près
ent season should visit the Warerooms of Messrs. BAILEY &
NOTES,
of PORTLAND, and see the

a

a

as

given up
smoking, my son," remarked a gentleman to
his son. "Well, I mean to do the
same," replied hopeful, "when I reach his age.
The
boy had read the newspapers.

there

larger, by nearly one-third, than any piano-forte manufactory in America, and more than
as large as any in
Europe. It occupies four sides of an entire block. There are no private
houses or buildings of any kind except their
own, on the entire square, which comprises an area
of five acres. The length of the front on Tremont Street is 275 feet. The
length of each wing
is 262 feet. The entire building is five stories
high. The depth of the main building, and also of

"quite

speaks of

prison

You see tha, Thurlow »Veed has

whether the

is

CHIEFS AT ALL PRICES.

Department

dell

up Stairs

SCARFS,

Slipper

UPRIGHT

double

KERCHIEFS WE HAVE BOXES OF j

M I Τ Τ Ε Ν SJ

tf

AND

acli wing is52 feet.

OUR EXTENSIVE STOCK A LARGE VA-

UPIN

Ί1ΗΕ

FRESCO PAINTER,

OUK PRICES, AND WE OFFER GRuAT

BARGAINSTOPURCHASERS IN EVERY DE-

MITTENS.
&c.

SQUARE

CHICKERING & SONS' Piano-forte Manuiactory,

A DECIDED REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE IN

D AY PRESENTS. IN LA

NUBIAS,

GEAND

VERY PRETTY THING IN INI-

annual course of Lectures at the Medical
School of Maine, will commence JANUARY 9th,
and continue TWENTW WkEKS.
Circulars containing full information may be obtained on application to the Registrar, D. F. ELLIS,
M. D., or to the Secretary.
C. F. BRACKETT, M. D., Secretary.

JOST,

SONS.

PIANO-FORTES.

1873

Montgomery county

to his view

senting

MAXTJFACTURERS OF1

holiday Presents,

for the season, consisting of

suitable

College.

Medical

Sqr. (up Stairs.)

good variety of cases always ready made.
jgg^*Mr. 13., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
jun26eod6m
A

The Norristown Ilerald man
cell in the

wants to go West.

1872

Lucy Stone will not lecture
Her little boy is only four weeks

old.

time,

ticular admirers, she was kind
enough to give
as much as
seventy thousand dollar· apiece.
In this way her half million dollars
were, in
two years, reduced to fifty thousand.
The hapless widow now made the
acquaintance of a man who had met with ill-luck in
and
invited him and his wife to
business,
take up their abode in her house. The confiding widow, wishing to do the man auother
good turn, transferred to him, as trustee,
stock of the value ol twenty thousand
dollars,
and soon afterward gave him the entire
management of what property she had left,

It is said that
this winter.

like look."

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

—

Bowdoin

owner

PARTMENT. WE HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

EDUCATIONAL.

m. ar. brums,
SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

Warerooms,

constitute

ALL

st.

lUNDEK HALL.)

jan24-ly

Organ

AGF.XTS EOR

HOUSE,

RIETY OF USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLI-

CONGRESS

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
53T"Particular attention paid to collecting.

and

CHICKERING&

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP !

1873.

Choice Selection of Goods

C. B. SAUNDERS,
253

Forte

;

dtt

TEBBETS

—

by purchasing a

to

.Iel3

NOTES

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

FOR SALE!

HOLIDAYS

LET.
FOR

&

lets from time to

Elijah Somen, a colored Marylander, is
credited with one hundred aud ill tee η winters. Smokes and drinks.

on

SPEINGVALE.

Having been recently refurnished and fitted up with
all modern improvements.

ERCAK (4. BROWN,
Counsellor and Attorney ai Law S

best locations

of the

jnjj· on the street ; tine neighborhood. Consists of
JIULtwo story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cis-

a"

block!

Parties, Concerts, Lectures

Apply

Piano

House No. 34 Emery St., head ol
Cusbmaii Street,

June 19.

CHRISTMAS

BAILEY

FOR SALE !

one

The generous widow soon fell into the
hands of her friends. She handed each of
them five or ten thousand dollars, more or

Let,

Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 31 Plum St.

Said house is

got

actual possession of the money. She was a
good old widow, but no wonder if visions of
glory now buret upon her soul. It seemed
impossible ever to spend such a van fortune.

An Indianapolis writer is linn in the belief
that Rubinstein ha* but few equals on the
lecture platform.

sep!9-tf

For Sale or To

•dfëfy

lodger, to the amazement of th
world, that the io<iger iia,i bequeathed to the
widow her entire
fortune, amounting to over
hali a million dollars. There
was no doubt
about it, for the fortunate widow
Boon

trimmings.

vorite

St. Lawrence House.
sepl3-tf

in great f *vor for bonnet

once more

Tlis chapeau Rubens is said to be the fastyle for ladies' hats.

unor

One of the most desitern, filtered ; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in tli6 city; close to
>ring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 3 P.
Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.

C

Alans.

same

PROCTER,
93 Exchange

TO
—

Jet is

and ilress

40 Rooms, Gae and

We have prepared ourselves for the

No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by
Fogg & Breed.
MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.

!

14S EXCDANUE ST.
janl'L'U

ST.,

a

same

SHADOWS.

Less than a score of
years «go, an eccentric
old woman, living in London, look
lodgings
in a rather mean
of
the city. She was
part
very dirty in her ways, very
stingy in her
habits, and very mum about her own affairs.
Ten years ago she
this
life.
departed
The lodging-house had been
kept by an old
widow, who knew hardly
anything about her
eccentric
Jodaer. But it was found, at the
death of the

out of place

Tho coiffure K ieliel is the last fashion of
the hair.

ALLEN HAINES.

Portland, Sep. 18tli, 1872.

As tlie

COMRESS HALL· !

CLOUDMAflî,

134 MIDDLE

PORE STBEET.

dec3tf

es.

the

by

State

on

jan31

Lowell

J. B. Hahel, Jb.

GEO. D.

house

are

arranging

Street, occupied
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built
brick and stone and lias all modern conveniences.

Store.

Vessels Wanted.

Philadelphia.

19 1-2 Market

paying char

BLOCK,

SHEPAKD & COMPANY,

STORE
Hoyt,
jeC-jf

PORTRAIT PA1JSTXKK.

G.

owner can

A watch cbaiu and locket
for full dr. 88.

CO,,

GEO. R. DAVIS At

To LeL

AND

Jai)23-ly

Clothing

SILVER WATCH,
by calling on the
S. & P., proving property

the P.

LET.

J. C.

BROKERS,

il. L. (j It EGO,

a

169

R.
ATThe S. & P.R.
have the
Ticket Master of the P.

to Loan ! ! !

For Sale.

ASMAKT
Enouire at
de27dtf

SOME OF ITS LIGHTS AND

Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
tf
sep24

Wanted
YOUNG MAN in

Widow's Life.

A

Gossip and Gleanings.

ted with loans.

Ognnquit (Wells).

HEW

THOMPSON

je5dtf

Warren & Gregg.

lOW Walnut St.,

dec27dlw*

THE PRESS

Wi! are prepared to loan money in sums
from $100 to any amount desired, 011 IIret
ela«M mortayeM in Portland Cape Elizabeth, Weetbrook, or Deerîng. Parties desirous of buildrug eau also beaceommoda

the premises.

those large and commodious stores

THE

Or,

MERCHANTS

JLoet 1
T7IROM the rocks 23d inst. my white DORY, about
_F 14 feet long, with three oars, painted blue, one
cloth soil, two lines and one dead duck. The finder
will be suitably rewarded upon
advising me.
MOSES L. STAPLES.

KW If applied for immediately will be let low
Inquire of Î91KS. II. IS. THOIflPSOUT,

AVENUE,
Jan31

H. L. GREGG &

COMMISSION

of

as

BOX 747 PORTLAND, ME

$20,000

_LET.

TO

MERCHANT,

PHILADELPHIA.

Successors to

more

IN

AJiD

J.

TERMS Î8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

ESTABLISHED IN 1823.

Ho: 47-49 Middle St.

Gregg.)

DELAWARE

man

Store and Basement

BROKER,

SHIP

1872.

ESTATE.

Let.

1872.

TO

C1IAS. A. WARREN,

SOUTH

DECEMBER 30,

BULLETIN.

YOUNG
to act
BOOKKEEPER. Good
A
references required. Address in handwriting
dec28 ISt

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing 13
rooms, with modern improvements.
Enquire of
MARK WIGGIN,
on

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and
shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined
by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also tor sale at lowest market
priee,
Wilkesbarre, Scran ton, Lackawanna, and Pitteton
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the
tranportation of coals from
port of shipment!: any point desired.
tfapr27

< <HlillSSIO\

septlldtf

Portland, Sept. 4tli,

on<

rit#

BRICK

i7iP Commercial Mt., Portlaud.

SHIP

brick store in the Racklett Block, comer
of Middle and Ceureh streets—basemunt and
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
<lr\ eooris or ottier similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

To

dec28

Wanted.

large

JrÊL

I

ROSS A. STURDIYANT,
WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

&

4

LET.

TO

|

octll-tf

(Formerly Warren

88 Middle street.

STORE

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,

I

MORN TNG

Geo. R. Davis &, €o/s

Found.

To Let.

PHYSICIAN A\D SURGEON,

(Opposite

NO. 4* SPRING STREET.

de23tf

For Kent.
4 GOOD Dwelling House, No. 24 High Street, conil. mining 13 finished rooms, well arranged, hard
and soft wa'er, good drainage.
Also, a good private stable, containing two stalls,
carriage house, harness room, water. &c. Inquire ol
JOHN C. PROCTER,
06 Exchange Street.
d(vVJ )-3w

BUSINESS CARDS.

307

FURNISHED CHAMBER.

4

Found.
City Hall, Thursday evening, Dec. 26th,
INpair
Gents' GLOVES. Apply at this Office.

REAL

Bookkeeper Wauled.

To Let.

Is published «-very Thursday Mo κ
nixq at §2 50
year; if paid in advance, at §2
year.

No.

for two small fami
Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate ami Loan Agent.

rente, of six rooms each,
lies, at No. 23 Water ville st.

Exchange St, pobtland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

STOCKMAN,

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

To be Let.

,

At 109

C. W.

MONDAY

....

v.iiu UU»

Terms:

PORTLAND,

Chapped Hands, f»«"· ">ugh sI»n. pimples,

ringworm,

salt-rh*""1' and other cutaneous af-

fections crnreJ. ■'",I the skil> m;«'e soft and
the Jl NIPER t*b Soap, made
smooth, by
Be
bv Cas«>'H, Hazard & Co.. New York.
get the Juniper Tar Snap, as there are

iniiny worthless
tar.

imitations uiade with common
no ν 14-12 w

The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver
on·
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the seashore from fresh selected livers,
by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
pure and sweet. Patients who have once take a
it prefer it tc all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oil* in

market.

novl4-12w

lass three members graduated as Civil Engineers. During their course, they executed
>et veeu thirty and forty drawings apiece,
■ome of them being complicated ; made a
railroad surrey of about a mile in length ; designed a number of beams, bridges, retaining I
walls and arches; besides solving many small-

EI Ε PEES8.

I

MONDAY ΧΟ&ΗΙΗβ» DEC.

30. 1872.

attache of the Press is furnished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pallcn, Editor. All railway, steamboat aud hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
o*· ieatfole of every person claiming to represent our
j.ni· ual, as we have Information that several "buniniets" are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Pr'ws, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such fraud.
R ν ICR γ

wit»·

regular

W κ do

practical use» of chemisof natural history ha»
The
department
try.
Prof. C.
commenced
the
been
past year under

lar attention to the

The study of botany has been
success, as well as practical
with
prosecuted
iloi ieultur<\ Prof. Fernald has given the SoH. Fernald.

real anonymous lotters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

not

es Mens.

lisjiensable, not necessarily for publication
:»·ιι us a guaranty of good faith.
•V cannot undertake to return or preserve com_a iuicauori^ that are not use;J.

all ûr'tfesin

phomores instruction

»

Smith, of Saco, is favoramentioned iu connection with the office

experimentof manual labor has proved
highly satisfactory. One thousand dollars
have been paid to students for farm work and
improvements and the Faculty regret that
they have uot the mexns to afford more employment. In this connection the President
The

Senator Mokrill is not unwell
but is

repo.ted,
spending
home, enjoying good health.

has

as

at

the recess

In Boston last week there were 63 deaths
from small-pox to 09 the week previous which
indicates that there has been but little change
for the better during the week.

says:
In place of remunerated labor, the upper
classes have employed, under the direction
of a professor, the three required hours of
daily work in the field or in the laboratory

The office of the New York Era, an independent democratic p»per that excited the
hatred of the Tammanyites by its course the
last campaign, was entered by some unknown
parties recently vho threw the type on the
floor aud set the office on tire. The early
discovery of the fi<e prevented a serious conflagration.

pursuing their studies, and thus acquiring a
practical education.
A part of the work performed on the farm
has been devoted to the prosecution of experiments for the promotion of agriculture.

Few farmer's possess the faeilities for conducting accurate experiments, which settle
principles and increase the general knowlNo one
edge of the science of agriculture.
supposes that these carefully conduced expertinents will be attended with immediate
The object of the inpecuniary returns.
quiry U to settle vexed questions of practice,
and to establish (irmly the great principles
til»!, underlie all successful efforts in farming.
The whole community reaps the benefit ol
As there are no shops
these experiments.
for mechanical work a large portion of the
time the students cannot be employed in manual labor.

The Washington Republican states that a
project for the annexation of Santo Domingo
will be brought forward in the House soon
after the recces and that it will originate on
the Democratic side. Wherever it may origbelieve the country at large is as
hostile to the scheme as when it was present-

inate,

we

ed two years since.

The last

emigration society lias been formed in
Berlin by mechanics and farmers which has
82,000 names on its books. It will soon be
affiliated with the English agiicultural laborAn

In

and there is

States,

for

a

says:
The cordial interest of the people in this
vicinity and the gratification which many
visitors from different parts of the State have
e: pressed in the aims and methods of the
Maine State College, will lead, we hope, to
more substantial proofs of sympathy on fhe
part of individuals and the Legislature. The
cabinet and library should be enriched.
Mi ire buildings are needed, and a greater endowment should be secured to enlarge the
sphere of usefulness of the institution and to
accommodate the increasing numbers of students.

that the

rumor

legislation

at

the

hands of Congress daring the next session.
Elibua Lincoln

formerly of Kennebec
county went to California, was not heard
from for more that twenty years, administration was had on hie e»tatc and the property
was distributed.
Now Mr. Lincoln writes
from Brown Yalley, Yuba County, Cal., that
he is alive and well with abundant

ability

to

administer his own estate. In Yuba county
is the classic town of Yuba Dam—which

euphonious appellation
very appropriately quote
administrator.

But

isn't it

a

rather sinful

game on Lincoln's part to hold out inducements to posterity to believe him dead and
then disappoint their reasonable expecta-

various ki ids of food for animals.

tions in this wanton manner ?

ing experiments, but at an early day we hope
to present a summary of them.

Last summer the New York Tribune published a scurrilous letter respecting Hon. John
L. Stevens, of this State, cow United States

The repoit in mil is one of the most intervaluable that will be made to the
and it is to be hoped that ar

esting and
Legislature

Minister to Uraguay, which was extensively
copied by the Democratic press. Mr. Stevens

ran

emenls will be made to

ute it among our

has written a letter to the Tribune which

published last week, showing the utter
talsity and malicious character of the charges.
was

He declares that he maintains the most extensive ctablishmen of any representative of

foreign government at Montevideo; that the
rumor of his connection
with, or emp oyment
of Bailey, the defaulting New York revenue
collector, is false ; aud instead of employing
a

cluded in the last report, and we can theretore repo t but nineteen, the five excluded
roads being the Boston, Barre and
Gardner,
the Mansfield and Framingham, the Fraininghara and Lowell, the Fitchburg, and
the Massachusetts Central. The other qine-

able to translate all the official correspondence a.id otherwise do the business connected with the mission. It is hardly
possible
a

man

9,490,333
freight,
against 7,864,392 tons the previous year,—an
increase of 1,525,930 tons, and ef 19.2 per
cent.
The gross earnings of twenty-one
tecn roads carried

of Mr. Stevens' well known indus-

try and

application would come short
requirements of the position he holds.

of the

tons

or

roads

Animal Reports of the Officers of

tlie

Agricultural College.
The report of the Trustees, President and
Farm Superintendent of the State College
of

and Mechanic Arts to be pre
sented to the Legislatur , contains many
matters of interest to our people. The Trus-

Agriculture

tees, all of whom

are practical men, state at
the heiinnin? of their renorf, that "a review

of th" year just ended inspires new hopes
and expectations in the mind? of the Trustees and office-"» of the College, as to its future usefulness and effi

referring
Institution, they
In

t-j

iency."

the present condition of the

amounted to $28.335,058 this year,
against $25,367,910 62 last year,—a gain of
$2,967,147 38, an.! of 11.7 per cent. ; while the
net income of the past year was for the same
roads, $7,823,695 49, against $7,113,722 19 ii
1871.—an increase of $709,974 31, or 9.98 per
cent.
The increase of net income as above
«mounts to more than one per cent on the
entire capital or the roads reported—a result
which surely reflects great credit upon the
management which has achieved it. It is
not. however, to be taken for trrantad that.
the shareholder» in these railroads are to receive an additional dividend. The companies have during the year added little to their
capital stock, but quite materially to the total of debt. The aggregate indebtedness of
ail the railroads reported in our table was

$52,' 26,317 63, again·;

$20,155,777 20,

as

say :
reported last year. But the debt of the
The number of students has been largely
Hafrtford and Erie road, toough not repotted
increased. Seventy-one now respond to the
in 1871, has not been increased within the
"roll-call." Of these, fifty-seven belong to year. As α matter of fact, the figures for
the two lower cl-sses. The Fresh nan class,
1872 eing $52,026,000, those.for 1871 should
now numbering thirty-two, is almost certain
be $42,655,000, showing an increase in the
to be increased considerably at the beginn ng year ot 9,000,000. The increased revenue
is,
of the next term. Perhaps not more than I therefore, just about equal to the payment of
one in ten of the young men connected with
seven per cent interest on the increase of
th Institution would ever have attempted to
debt.
obtain a liberal education but for the f icili
The North Cabolina Outlaws.— Another
tii s offered at the .State College. We have
accommodations for one hundred and twentyOne Killed.—A Washington special says:
live students. There is scarcely a doubt but.
At Eureka, a small station on the Wilmingthese will be u ly appropriated within the
ton, Charlotte and Rutherford Railroad, in the
next two years. The students have prompthead of the Scuftietown region, and about eighly and cheerfully performed the tasks assigned
ty mile from the city, there was a Christmas
if the elass of the outlaws on Thursof
or
of
work.
whether
eathcriug
Fo
ir
them,
study
day. Steve Lowry waas absent, but An drew
years of experience and observation have
A. Strong was there with a number of his
confirmed the conviction of the Tru tees and
friends. At about 2 o'clock in the day, while a
officers that manual labor is a most valuable
number of negroes were in a store at the stanecessary auxiliary to study and health. A
tion, one of them stole a namber of locks and
member of the class which graduated at
secured them in his pocket. He was
charged
Orono in Augmt, declared publicly that he
with the theft by a young man named William
had performed the most study when he had
Wilson, a clerk in the store, but he denied havworked the hardest. Mr. Cornell, in speaking taken tlieni. Mr. Wilson then put hishai Ί
ing of the students of Corncîtl University, on in the man's pooket aud drew forth the locks.
Tho crowd soon afterward left the store. About
a
recent occasion, said that "the hardest
an hour after this Andrew Strong, who bad evworkers are the best scholars." The Trusidently been drinking, came into the store and
tees only ragret that they cannot furnish
ordered Mr. Wilson to leave the county, swearmore labor.
ing that if he did not lie woull kill him. The
The trustees ask for au appropriation from
young man informed him that he would do so,
whereupon
Strong left the store. About five
the State of $20,000 to be devoted to permao'clock he returned, more intoxicated than benent improvments. increased facilities of infore, anil repeated his commands, telling Mr.
Wilson that if lie found him there at 6 ο clock
struction and the payment of outstanding
in
the morning he would certainly kill hiin.
debts amounting to §8,000.
After saying tliis the outlaw turned to leave the
President Allen's report gives a full exposi- store, and as he did so Wilson raised a doublebarreled gun and discharged one barrel at the
tion of the year's work in all the department·
outlaw, planting eighteen buckshot in his neck
of instruction and plainly sets for h the ad- and head.
Strong fell with scarcely a groan
vantages and wants of the institution. Of aud expired at once. Rhody Lowery, the widow of Henry Berry Lowery, the defunctoutlaw
the instruction the past year the President
leader, and sister of Andrew Strong, Sent in a
says:
deputation requesting that the body be delivered
In pursuing the course of instruction, with
up to lier, but this was of course refused
Word was sent to them at the same time by
the mjans ht our disposal, the constant endeavor has been made to impart to all who Mr. Wilson that he would shoot the first man
who dared to touch the body. Nevertheless,
hav;> availed themselves of the nrivileces of
the institution, a thorough knowledge of the
sciences moat necessary t· be known by tbe
industrial classes, and to show the applicaEstion of these scienees to the arts of life.
pecial attention has therefore been given to
those sciences which are closely connected
with agriculture and kindred pursuits. Much
time and care bas been devoted to tbe studies
of chemistry, botany, zoology, human and
comparative anatomy, and physiology. Suprior facilities of accquiring a thorough knowledge of the higher mathematics have been
afforded to all ; while those who are seeking
to qualify themselves as civil engineers have
beeu required to put in practice tbe principles they have learned in the recitations, by
actual surveys in the field.
While endeavors are put forth to impart a
thorough training iu scientific studies, literExerary culture has not been neglected.
cises in English composition and declamation
t-.e
recitations
in
accompany
rhetoric, and
studies in history, physics, natural science
and la <r are pursued by means of lectures and
recitations.

Preirtent Allen suggests a gradual rise in
the standard of admission to tbe institution,
in order that the students may be better prepared to fully obtain the advantages of the
instruction. He also complains of the inad

equacy of the library and suggests that <;xGov. Coburn in donating $500 ro that department has set an example worthy of imitation. The President during the year has

given instruction In rhetoric, logic, English
literature, political economy, tbe constitution of the

States and lectures on
rural and international law. The department
United

of Mathematics and

Physics has continued
under the officient superintendence of Prof.
M. C. Fern aid. Prot. Pike has had
charge of

the

department

of civil

engineering.

port, he says :
•'The department of Civil

Iu his

Engineering has
been in operation about a year and a
half, and during that time tbe lirst class that
e ntcied the college has graduated.
Of this
now

KUilUg « iWOVUVson
and a number

"O

UUIICIUIJIUJU,

-1HLC.

now

living.

The Eastern Terminus of the Pacific
Railroad.—The fficers of the Union Pacific
Railroad have presented a claim to the War
Department which will involve the settlement
the part of the government of the question
whether Omaha or Council Bluffs is the legal
terminus of the road. The parties in interest
have also made up th· «as· for presentation to
on

Interior department. Those contending
for Council Bluffs have a copy of Mr. Lincoln'»
order fixing a point in Iowa opposite Omaha as
the terminus. The chances now see·» to be
that the government will decid· in favor of
the

Council Bluffs.
Gossip.—The
New
York
Speakership
Herald's Washington special says Mr. Wheeler
of New York, has been heard from. He lias
assured

houses distant, on Christmas evening, suddenly
fell dead from fright.
If Mr. L. N. Bonaparte, wife and family
really intend making a tour of the United
States next spring, it is devoutly to be hoped
that our friend Jenbyns may be, during the
whole of their sojourn, either imprisoned for
debt or confined in a small pox hospital.
Hiram B. Sowles, who was President of the
St. Albans Bank for several years, and well
known and highly esteemed in that section of
Vermont, died on Wednesday at Plattsburg, N.
Y., where he went on busiuess a few days pre-

Speaker

Blaine that he will not be
a
candidate for the Speakership under any consideration. The New England liepresentatives
will revive Maynard's
speech on Northern benevolent institutions, delivered in the House a
or two before the
year
war, which, it is believea, will settle nis chance for the Speakership.
Freeman Clarke has not more than half a
dozen supporters, and has not the slightest
hope now of defeating Blaine, who, it appears,
has been quietly strengthening his purpose to
remain in the Speaker s chair.

MACALAStTr

Α

Ο

*1.

a :—«►—

from
tic course for the students of that institution.—
Mr. Sargent left last week for that purpose, and
will he absent about six weeks.

A Book tor
Every JVlan.
"SCIENCE OP Li ίΛΕ,οΓ SiL L* -n&isyjs κ ν a
TION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,

PISCATAQUIS
A company has been formed in Doverfor the
manufacture
of cane seated
and
chairs,
Mr. Geo. G. Downing has gone to Fitchburg,
Mass., to purchase machinery. The factory
will start up as soon as possible.

lOA

<31.·-·

Tului

·*τ·

c

or

...

M··.
*

by

NEW

CHARLES M. HAWK ES,
28 Exchauge st., Portland.

In

Manufacturers of

AND
or

D.

83 Commercial

se28-eodtf

Agent,

St. Portland.

en

nice

want a

Photograph

or

Tin

Type,

go to A M. McKenny,'s 161 Middle Street.
He warrents them as good as can be made in Port-

ag5-eodtf sn
BANK OF PORTLAND.

On,, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
Discounts,

in the

Banking Business.

regular

W.

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
j un23newit then

sn

course

city,

Dec.

30 years.

of the

N. GOOLD.

Farming

PASHKNGEBS.

BELET.
on

floor in the Canal

the second

National Bank Building, recently occupied by Mattocks & Fox.
Also

rooms

in the

Tbird story.

Enquire

Bank.

at the

dec7sntf

ATTENTION SMOKERS!

Cuba
Sarmatian
City of Havana
Cit7 of New York.
Oceanic
Parthia

Nevada

CIGARS
offerer! for sale in this
lowing brands :
ever

Henry Clay,
Partagas,

city, comprising the fol-

Espaniolaû,
Operas,

Moro Castle

especial inducements.

APOTHECARIES,
30.Ί CongrcftH (9treet9 Portland, Maine.
dec!7
sntf

J. B.BROWN &
Β
ο.

SONS,

α ν κ ε IÎ s,

40

Exchange Street.

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

DEA1
in Government and other Investment
in Gold and Silver Coin.
Securitie
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and interest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing nterest as by agreement and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
STERLING Exchange purchased. Siglit and sixty

day

drafts

the

principal

on

Englnnd, Ireland, Scotland, and

cities of

rency Checks
sold.

on

Europe.

al

Also, Gold and Cur-

Boston, New York and Montreal

Agents for

the

Male of the

First mortgage Bonds ot the Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
se30

su

M&Stf

"WEBER" and other emineut makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,
5 Cahoon Block, opposite City Rail,
AT SEDUCED PRICES eomly
my IT

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

Jan
Jan
Jan

New York. .Havana
.New York. .Liverpool
New York. Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool

Jan
Jan

Jan
Jan

New York.. Havana
New York. .Liverpool

Cle<*patra
Baltic

New York. .Havana.
New Yerk. .Liverpool

Polynesian

Portland

..

Jan
Jan
Jan

Liverpool

1
4
4
4
4
8
8
9
9
11
11
11
18

Deccimhrr 30.

7.30 I Moon sets
4.37 I High water

MARINE
PORT OF

Jan
Jan
Jan

.Liverpool

...

iVIiniuUire Aluiauac
Sun rises
Sun sets

PM
11.00 AM

exhibition at

Steamer Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, Ν S
Porteous.
Eliza

Barque
Jackson.

some

of

SMITH

53 Exchange Street.
dtfanl
^

dec 18

MARKED DOWN

eodtf

oc22

LADIES NOW IS YOIIITIME !
ΙΟ

Our entire atock of

DRESS
—

our

—

manufac-

IB

! French

in

to New Year's.

MILLINERY GOODS

CO.HK AT ONCE.

THE LARGEST,

Wc

offered in this

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

city.

M. G.

PALMER,

No. 332 middle
drcl6

Our Entire Stock
must

Street.
eo<13w

it

hereby given, that the subscriber bas
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of

COGIA

b »nds
as the law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE JOHNSON,
Dec. 17, 1872.

Portland,

I

de23dlawM3w*

LBS. more of those nice FIGS just arrived and for sale at 10 cents a pound at

^ΠΠΠ
O
V/vJw

ΓΊΠΗΕ stockholders of Franklin "Wharf Company
A are hereby notified that the annual meeting of
paid Company will be held TUESDAY,
January 7.
1873, at 3 o'clock P. M.# at their office on the wharf.

Silk

Sipging School unfler the auspices of the

course

GEORGJC C. FOBES,
Clerk.

Bookkeeper.

F. & C.

Elaine
No.

B. NASH,

Ο ρ posit©

F. T.

mo ΤΠΕ WORKING CLASS, male or
JL female §60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital required;* full instructions and valuable package oî goods to
start with sent free by mail. Addiess with 6 ceut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 16 Cortland St..
New York.
de30-4wt

Agents Wanted for

Prof. Fowler's Great

Has

*or
which he will sell at greatly reduced
JO
wun to make
Now is your time to buy, a»
81)1(1
for other business ami my
Garments made in the mo"t ftI'P
warranted to fit. Cutting οttended to at short notice.
F. T. LITTLEFIELD,
de24dlw
Portland, Dec. 24tlr.

Treasurer.

Jles

fpNCH
Just

ifOl Congress Street,

On

hereby
Peering
payers
notified that all taxes
ΊΙΗΕ
property ot 1871 remainthe
of
the 1st

PER week to Agents, Male or Female.
To all who will write for an
we
"
Wonder of Wonders," the
copv of that
ILLUSTRATED HORN OF PLENTY. It contains over llfty beautiful illustrations, and will
be
jent FREE to all who may write. Address I. GARSIDE, Patterson, N. J.
de30 t4w

ptJvJ

svill seixl

a

of the town of

are

on

LOOK ! FREE TO AIL !

propJanuary 1873,
day
advertised for saie to pay thesame.
A. LEaCH.

I

larjre assortment of FRENCH and YANKEE
CLOCKS.
decl4d3w
a

on

de24d£wlw52

Collector for 1871

Ladies Dresses and Cloak

A

At

For Sale.
NEW SLEIGH for sale cheap.
times.
order, never been used but four

once

®rstAî|?îf!
Apply

to

cn<

*»

»

po

PLUM ST., STAliU.S,
371 Commeicial Street.
or

flttinj graceful am) easy. New
received. Sample* rhown

Baite<l,
l'atlerns constantly
CUT
goods
and

Agency

CLOCKS!

opened at

LOWELL'S,

NOTICE.

ing unpaid

stock of

room

THE

erty will be

large

days.

firm of Geo. Wyer A Co., is this
day dissolved
by mutual consent. The business will be con
tinned at the old stand, under the old firm name, by
Geo. Wyer wlio alone is authorized to settle the accounts of the firm.
GEORGE WYER,
L. T. JOSSE-LYN.
dcMdlw
Portland, Dec. 23d, 1872.

tax

a

STREET,

GOODS, FOR
MEN AND BOYS WEAR,

Dissolution.

Work

Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Phila.Pa. de30f4

(d&wtd)

1

WINTER

on or

21,1872.

ο e

Tailor'

151 MIDDLE

Savings Bank,

Ο tfi.

LÎTTLEFÏELD,

Merchant

dt28tf

.-J
made in this Bank,
before JanDEPOSITS
uary 3, 1873 will draw interest from Jan. 1.
TWO Coopers wanted to make Shook.
A. L. HOBSON.Jg
NATH'L F. DEEKING,
Dec.

Post

dec2U—dtyai>2

PORTLAND.

dec30d3t

Umbrellas.

MAHER & CO.'S.,

STREET,

prices.

CJaps,

For Ladies' and Gents'Wear.

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

C oopers Wanted.

Jockey, Alpine,

Also a Fine Assortment of all tlie Iraient
Style* of llatM and Capn for Men and
Boys
Wear at

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Having been appointed Agents for one of the
largest Lead Manufactories in New England are
now prepared to offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to
the trade at Boston

PERSON competent to take charge of the
Books in a Wholesale Grocery House, may hear
a situation,
by addressing
BOX 504 PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Dec. 30th, 1872.
2w

A
of

CAPS

Lined Kid Gloves and Mitts

Tuesday ni ht at ARCANA HALL.
(20 lesson·) will be for the purpose ft
the rudiments of music,under the
learning
thoroughly
instruction of Mr. Filch.
Ticket*, admmittiug gentleman and lady. $5; Sin
ieuian §i, lady $2.
de*13tf
gle
commence

MO. 17*2 AND 174 FORE

dtfi

AND

ouoicn» navaiock
[Indigo Blue Color.]

c. α. c

The

SEAL

Turbans,

117 EXCHANGE il'REKT.

Will

H
H

GLOVES.

J. D. SAWYER'S,

11

1872.

129 Middle aud C Temple Sts.

MAHER &C0.

Adm'r, of Dee ing.

CAftET GLEE CL.UB

Annual fleeting·

take account of j

dec27

Figs ΙΟ Cents Ponnd. FUR

A

137 Commercial Street.

wc

HASSAN,!*

JOSEPH JOHNSON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, decéSsed, and given

dec28dlw

Woodbury, Latham A, Glidden,

on

be lowered before
January 1st.

is

Administrator of the estate of

L. TAYLOR.
ti

for sale by

Closing Out

—OUR

BEST STOCK

a

are

NICEST AND

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber aud Plank

Portland, Dec. 28,1872.

Reduction.

DON'T DELAY.

For Men, Women and Children.

I

doc30dtd

included in the

are

General

SLIPPER'S

ever

at

NOW IS THE TIME

Egp-Country orders solicited.

Timber and Knees.

Portland, Dec. 30,

marked Down to Price·
which they Muat Sell.

From Christmas

The largest stock of RUBBERS in the city
at the lowest casn prices.
no26eod2m

as

Just received

GOODS

Merino,
All

BOSTON".

FOB—

30,1872.

»

Caehinere,

(Next street South of Boylston.)

HAVE the largest and best stosk ot Ship Knees
in the State. Also best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

Dec.

JIIHT CLOiE THEM OUT.

DRESS GOODS,

No. 60 Lagrange Street,

lwn

Portland,

Β
Β
Β
Β

Drap d'ete,

RUBBERS,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Ship

Β

HASSAN'S.

HOLIDAY

BOOTS, SHOES and

store

dec30

Β
Β

a

Until Jan. 1st at

WE

tf

IB

Buy

Ή

COGIA

shall offer at greatly reduced prices for 30 days.
COME AND SEE.

store.

our

Sl.OO Present for 75 cents

Λ large lot of PAIILSIT SHAWLS to be
sold less than cost. And in fact all our goods we

Wholesale Dealer and Jobber in

concerns

U
U

25 pereent.

to

all the goods in

GOODS
AND

! H

—FROM—

WALTER WHITE,

Loring, Short & Harmon,

White, Mahoney, Cardenas—Pliinney

Bri* Machias, Johnson, from Cedar Keys, Fla, was
in collision with Br brig Linus below New York 25th,
and carried away head gear. Was eight days North
of Hatteras with heavy weather.
Sch Saml Fish. Teel, from Georgetown, SC, was
driven ashore at Hart's Island night of the 251 h, but
came oft 26th without damage and was towed up to
New York.
Sch Neptune's Bride, Grierson. from
Calais, went ashore at same time and was hauled oft"
next day without damage.
Sell D Β Webb, Gross, from New York, arrived at
Norfolk 24th with loss of mainmast and part of her
shoe during the gale.

HALL L. DAYIS,

—AKD—

Office Stationery in great Variety.

John

Vineyard-Haven

Everything marked down and sale to continue until ifter the Holidays.
Don't fail to call and examine before purchasing.

COBB,

&

dec28

Printing and Rniing of all kind·.

MEMORANDA.

yard-Haven.

the largest
State.

such

—

Sch Intrepid, from Boston ior Portland, which sunk
at Wood Island 24th, has broken up and part #»f the
wreck come to the surface where it is held by the anchors. Her sails, rigging, spars, chains. &c, will be
save<l.
She was mostly owned at Cranberry Isles
and was uninsured.
Sch Smith Tuttlc, Southard, from Boston for Wiscasset, which went ashore at Wood Island 24tb,
was got oft 27th, afler discharging, with some
damage
to keel and bilge, and taken to tlie Pool. Part of her
cargo of flour was saved in good condition.
Sch Virginia, Fickett, from Boston of and for Millbridge, went ashore at Wood Island 24ih close to the
Smith Tuttlc, but came oft without damage and was
taken to the Pool.
Sch Wm Slater, Watts, from Port Royal, SC, for
Portland, was run into while at anchor inside Sandy
Hook 26th, and had bowsprit and head gear carried
away. She was towed up to New York tor repairs.
Sch Mahaska, Sawyer, from Addison Nov 26 for
New York, put into
36th and reports having been blown oft' Dec 10 across the stream
to lat 30, and lost deckload staves, foresail, jibs, and
boat. Dec 15, Emery Stront of Millbridge. aged 20.
was knocked overboard and lost.
Alade Fire Island
23d, but having no sails, was obliged to put for Vine-

Piries Ex Super Tinted and the
Parisian Grand Quadrille.

SOUTH GRAY.

LITHOGRAPHIC WORK,

and

Sunday, Dec. 29.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York—passenger·
and mdse to Henry Fox.
U S steamer McCulloch, Treadway, from a cruise.

—INCLUDING—

to be closed out at

CHOICE LOT OF DRESSED HOGS

—

Fancy Stationery

Plain &

at
This sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDA
the New England Fair, held in Lowell, Mane, also
the highest Prem um at the State Fair hold η In
Bangor. It has been extensively use·! before a criticising public for the last four years, and is apidly
gaining favor for the following reasons:
1st—it is vastly more durable, being con .ructed
without tenon or mortise, secured by bolts οτ y.
2d—The post with a brace is of best quality malleable iron.
3d—-Its elegant and light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties iutending to purchase are resj»ectfully invited to call and examine our varied assoitment of
both single and double sleiq-hs.

DRESSED HOOK.

Liverpool

Portmonies,

(Patented by Hngh Sulfa.Oct. 3,1871

Orders solicited for

CLEARED.

Smith,

Chess &c.

SLEIGH,

STUDDED

Banks, Counties, Copartners and
Insurance Companies.

PORTLAND.

Steamship Peruvian, (Br)
H & A Allan.

Boards,

67 Exchange St.

BOOKS

—ALSO

news.

ARRIVED.
Sell Frank Skillings, Doughty, Rockland.
Sch A Β Littlejohn, Wallace, Rockland.
Sch Emily F Swifht. Lewis, Southport.

Backgammon

GREAT BARGAINS!

years in

Portland,

Writing Desks,

Smith's Patent Metallic

the

Saturday, Dec. 98.

&

A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK & CO.,

Jan 1

.Liverpool
Portland.... Liverpool

Portland

Figaros,
Conchas,
Panetelas,

and a very large variety of Domestic
Cigars, all of
which are to be sold at very greatly reduced
prices,
far below the usual rates, making it an object for
any
smoker to supply himself at our store. To those purchasing cigars by the box we are prepared to offer

DATK

FOR

.Liverpool

Moravian

Regalia Britanica.
Cabana's,

ES re vas,

FBOM

New York.
New York.

to be found in

(The Best Thing Yet)

Checks, Drafts, Notes and Headings·

New York.. Liverpool

City of Bristol

Just received the finest assortment of

CHOICE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

and for

Fulton, H Aurback, Mr Valent.

NAUE^®

Library Inkstands

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs! Russia Leather

Portland Company,

FINE

UEPARTUBG OF OCEAN STEA.Ui-'siS

tf

—OF—

6's
6's
6'»
6's
6's
7's
7's
7's
7's
7.30's
«
7's

WOOD, Ag't,

Sept 7-dtfls

First National Bank, of Portland,

Peruvian, for Liverpool—A Lane. H Archer,
Redington, Mis? Bradshaw, C V Temple, J Lloyd,

Wiscousin
Tke Front Office

on

In the
E
L W

THE BEST ASSORTMENT

land.

Ε A R.

experience of 20
turing for

an

Books, &c., &c.

Juvenile Toy

FOB SALE BY

WOT. E.

Albums

Photograph

STREET.

...

mad· for the

aged

33 years.
In Madison, Dec. 5, Quiucy Blanchard, aged 71
years 6 months.
In Solon, Dec. 1, Mrs. Effie Thompson, aged 29
years 7 monthe.
In Sidney, Dec. 14, John Warren Wyman, aged
38 vears.
In
ton, Dec. 23, Mr. Charles Davis, aged 78
years 3 months.
In Boston Highlands, Dec. 28th, Mrs. Sarah T.,
wife of Alfred B. Fernald, Jr., formerly of this city,
aged 35 years.

7>*

SALE BT

«

under tlic management of

IS L· A IV Κ

28, Rensellaer Cram, Esq., aged

[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at his late residence.
In this city, Dec. 27, Mr. Geo. W. Whittier, aged

T»i

S. V. Gold

...

Portland Merchants.

In South Bridgton, Dec. 19, Mrs. Phebe I. Fitch,

M. YEOMANS,

General Eastern

In this
59 years.

Very Fine Line

A

Clay Connty, Illinois,
Iowa Central, Gold,
Northern Pacific Gold,
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ire-

DIED.

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

TO

who has had

both oi Saco.

Color*

6'»

VIN-

...
Portland City
Rockland City
Bath City
.....
St. Louis City
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook Connty, Illinois,

MU. L. G. PHILLIPS,

Immediate Application.

for

is

Wo now hare

SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

and make

Wilder,

Bindery

Prayer Books

In all Sizes and Styles.

GO WELL & GREENOUGH.

Our

Pownal.
In Biddeford, Dec. 19, J. Woodbury Small and Lizzie E.

Any Desired Shade

Prepared

25, Sam'l J. Marr of Sweden and

Lena Charles of Fryeburg.

Arerill Chemical Paint Co.,

!

Dec.

beautifully illustrated by

DALZIEL AND DORE.

BONDS.

Manufacture of Blank Books.

In Biddeford, Dec. 24, Clement W. Brown of Saco
and Flavilla Nason ot Dayton.
In Durham, Dec. 24, by Rev. N. D. Center, Royal
E. Larrabee and Mies Emma S. Dunham.
In Pownal, Dec. 22, by Rev. N. D. Center, assisted
by Rev. Geo. A. Perkins ot Gorham, Jabez True and
Miss Nettie Α., daughter of Sam'l Latham, Esq., of

8eptl2sntf

WHITE

Bridgton,

&

lOO MIDDLE
Sept 7-eodtf-n

for the

MARRIED.

THE

many

BOOKS

GIFT

HOLIDAY

Bankers and Brokers.

—

_Y

„λ

Assortment

—OF—

SWAN & BARRETT,

BOOKS

FOB THE

—

sep28snrf

PUREST

FOB

PORTS.
16, ship Magnet, Crosby, for

BLANK

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable iu the east, for sale by

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. i)0 Commercial St.
Or of
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

£legaut

8 H A ~W L S,

MUNICIPAL & REAL· ESTATE
SECURITIES !

mar25-dly

An

7>*

ATCHISON, TOPEKA

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

oct4-eod3m osn*

&

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Gold

Nov 29, lat 47 26 N, Ion 19 35 W, ship Edith, Goff,
from Liverpool for New York.
Dec 17. lat 23 10, Ion 74 08, sell J W Maitland, from
New York for Jacksonville.

GROCERS,

DANVILLE

CENNES B. R. Gold

147 Commercial 81·, Portland.

only

m

CHICAGO,

8POKEN.

IIASKELL,

SIIAW &

WHOLESALE

discretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
one on this class of ills
ever published, and the
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful ÏTench cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

·Ί·ι···

For Sale

ter.

Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the in-

Capt. Vannali, who was lost with the ship Peruvian, belonged in Gardiner.
pbnobscot "County.
The Commercial says that the number of new
cases of the small-ρυχ in Bangor, during the
past three days, it is difficult accurately to ascertain. Thursday, seven persons were" taken
to the pest-liouse from the Almshouse, several
of whom were children ill with the disease.—
Their mothers accompanied then» as nurses.
Three other cases are reported in the city.
Prof. Herriek, of the Banger Seminary, ha»
been quite sick for several weeks, and some
anxiety is felt in reference to his recovery.
The Bangor Commercial says that a horse attached to a sleigh belonging to President Jewctt of the Ε. & N. A. Kail way, was startled on
the bridge by the shoveling of snow from the
roof of a store. In endeavoring to ruu up State
street, the horse was forced to make a flying
leap over a jigger team. In so doing he cleared himself and upset the sleigh. The occupants
of the sleigh, a daughter of Mr. Jewett and her
driver, were thrown violently out. The young
lady was taken up insensible, but was found to
have sustained no more serious injury thau a
slight contusion on the left cheek.

its

BUTTER !

VERMONT

Standard Poets & Novelists.

7.30'»

R., Gold

EUKOPBAIV Ac Ν. AM. ».

delphia.

Sept21eodsnti

dec21sntf
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I Bibles and

dated)

Passed Anjter Oct 25, Etta Loring. Loring, Yokohama for New York ; 29th, Borneo, Walker, Boston
for Batavia; Dirigo, Staples, Sourabaya for Boston.
Ar at Barcelona 5th, Clarabelle, Tracey, from New
York.
Ar at Batavia Oct 29, Henry Buck, Nichols, from
Buenos Ayres.
Sid Oct JO, Clara, Nichols, United States.
Cld at Cadiz 1st, Anna Walsh, Lawrence, Boston.
Sid fm Calcutta (no date) Wm McGilvery, Nichols,
Dundee.
Arat El si nor· 7th, Wm Cummings, Miller, Helsingfors for Leitb.
Sid fm Girgenti Nov 30, Lawrence, Howes, Messina
and Boston.
Sid fm Samarang Oct 13. Bengal, Bates, for Passa-

τ>. I». ÏHEOMANS,

The

KBNNKBEC COUNTY.

Mrs. Catharine Iluntoon, the oldest inhabitant of Readfield, died Thursday aged 94.
During the 31 years that a record has been
kept at the Insane Hospital, the Christmas of
1872 was the coldest of that date.
The Augusta Journal offers a premium to the
Kennebecker engaged in the wood trade who
cannot conscientiously sell dozed worthless
stuff for "first-cla-s wood, seasoned under cover," and who won't always take pains to put
the few sound sticks there may be in the load
outside.
The "Bates family" will give a concert in
Waterville January 2d. Mrs. liurnham, of this
city, takes part

in

General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St., Portland.

An experienced SALESMAN to travel for a
Wholesale Grocery House in this city. Address "L."

en

private,

to be

ear

EDITIONS

7·η

WOBTHEBN PACIFIC JR. R

Hamburgjtb,

satisfaction, and in all cises has proved
fully twice as long, without chalking
acking,.as any other paint.

£

sntf

Press offiee.

and

CHOICE

CENTRAL R. R. Connoli-

ΠΑΙΝΕ

ίΐυ»ι-

for Havana.
Put into St Helen's Roads 7th, William Woodbury,
Herriman. from Shields for Bombay.
Off Deal 9th, Lucy France». Lorenson, from Bilboa
for Dordt.
Old at Lamlash 2d. Wiufteld, Miller, Matanzas;
Hope, Frazer, Pensacola.
Sid fm Bordeaux 4th, Don Justo, Bennett, for Baltimore.
Cld at Havre 7th, Proteus, Eaton, for Cardiff and
Havana.
Sid ftn
Shamrock, Dow, Cardiff.
Sid fm Alicante Dec 4, Horace Beals, Strout, from
Gibraltar.
Arat Ancona Dec 1, Etta Whittemore, Wright,
Newport, E.
Ar at Antwerp 9th, John Harvey, Lowell, Phila-

as new.

public

both

iwr

[Latest by European a team ere.]
Cardiff—Ent for ldg 6th, Samuel Watts, Hyler, for
Callao; El Dorado, Thompson, for New York.
Ar at Bristol 7th. Ellen Dyer, Leland, Cronstadt.
Newport—Ent for ldg 7th, Josie Mildred, Herriman

Oil.

versal

Wanted.

~ί·

Bowdôm College, receutly had a call
"Yale," to establish a thorough gymnas-

buildings

x>uug<>r

Island.
Ar at Liverpool 26th, ship Nonatitum, Knowles,
San Francisco.
Cld at Malaga 3d, barque Syra, Corning, for New
York; brig Ossipee, Sprague, Messina.

brick.

392 Congress Street and 95 Free Street,

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
at

est villas and

ν*raiwurui,

Hong Kong—Put back Nov 5th, barque Cariboo,
Wood, for Portland, O, in distress.
Ar at Hamburg 16th, ship Kcarsarge, Field, Baker

this country, north, south, east, and west, giving uni-

office to Rooms over George W.
Whittier's Drug Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now
ready at his new office to
wait on those requiring liis prolessional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,
PORTLAND, ME.

well

as

ιτοπ,ο Rico,

FOREIGN

covering
12th—The best paint for iron buildings.
This paint has been, and is being used upon the fin-

DENTISTS,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTT.

Τι

-11th—Superior

BROS.,

Have removed their

nov7

Cld 26th, Br schs Star, Sadler, and Ida J, Martin,
John, NB.
NEWPORT—Ar 26th. ecus Laconia, Hall, Rock-

Sid fin Yokohama Nov
London.

ready for use.
no thinning or drier.
6th—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
7th—Rain (before dry) does not wash it.
8th—It will not un or chalk.
9th—It is positively water and fire prooi.
for

BOOKS !

BLUE

I'm

Cld 24th, Bch Ilattie G McFarland, (new) McFarland, Cuba.

require

10th—Covers old work

Greatly Reduced Prices.

7'm

Cuba.

4th— To be all

NOTICE.

box

COOK COUNTY

GLOUCESTER—Ar 27th, barque John F Pearson,
Gould, Montevideo for Boston.
W ISC ASS ET—Cld 21st, brig Ε H Rich, Paine, for

ITSELF.

2d—More durable then any other.
3d—Lower in price then pure Lead and
5th—To

—AT—

Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Send for circular.
dec30-4wt

LOUISVILLE, ΚΙ.,

Sedgwick.

beautiful then any other.

more

a

STOCK

18

Crumbs of Comfort

lence; Senator Grimes, Philbrook, Calais for Provileuce.
In port 26th, schs Andrew Peters, Hopkins, Provilenee for New York ; L Ltandish, Wilder, So Amboy
'or Pembroke; Waterfall, Cameron, New York for
Boston ; Aurora Boroalis. Hamm, and J W Scott,
Eiourke, Providence tor Portland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs Margaret,
Slark; Dolphin, Smith; Union, Oliver, and Allston,
Fitzgerald, Port Johnson for Boston ; Erie. Bateman,
md Mary Lymburner, French, from Jloboken for do:
Julia & Martba, Lunt; American Chief, Snow, and
Sophie, Robinson, Elizabethport for Portland; Allezbanian, EUems, New York for Boston ; Ε G Knight,
Pratt, do "for Marblehead; Sarah, Richardson. Port
Johnsou for Salem; Merrill C Hatt, Rawley, Elizabethport for Beverly; Robt Byron, Clements, Bangor
for Providence, (broke main boom and shifted deckbad); J W Woodruff, Haskell, Calais for Newport;
Hiram. Tucker, Denny s ville for do; Mahaska, Sawyer. Addision for New York.
Sid 26th, echs Hiram Tucker, Tangier, Fred Dunbar, Ring Dove, Ned Sumpter, Eastern Belle, Lookout, Annie Amauen, and Lacoida.
Ar 27th, sclis John Boynton, Hill, New York for
Calais; Amirald, Hickey, Calais for Providenee.
BOSTON—Cld 28th, schs Jasper, (Br) Fowler, for
Portland; Edwin Reed, Hawes, Baltimore; Massachusetts. Bradbury. Rockland; Geo Kilborn,Stanley,

The Averill Chemical Paint

REMOVAL.

land.

COUNTY.

The Parliament of the Province of Quebec
has granted aid to the section of the Portland
and Ogdensburg railroad running through that
province, to the amount of $1800 per mile.

DENTAL

j

stomach,"accompani-

PLATER,

SILVER

Pulmonary

cure

organs that caused the cough.
of
π plaint and dyspepsia are the causes
Liver
of the cases of consumption. Many are
two-thii
with
dull
in
the
bownowc9:r
pain
laining
side, the
mes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
elssom
coated, ain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
less, and at other times drowsy ; the food
veryr
that is aken lies heavily on the
ed with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irora a disordered condition of
the etomacli or a torpid liver. Persons so attected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Sulienck's Pulmonic Syrup is anexpectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
ν es the food, mixes
Schenck's Seaweed tonic diss
with the gastric juice of the sto acli, digests easily,
a healthy circulano"rishes the system, and créât
els are costive, skin
tion of the blood. When the bo
a billious habit,
shallow, and the patient is
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
Dr. J. H.
These medicines aie prepaired by
SCHENC Κ & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, an l John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,
sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sueodtf

an-

anlw

If you

um

that will

consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very

1st—Far

dec30

which have been broken off while in a
frozen and crisp condition, may be picked up in
large quantities from the sidewalks of that

Daniel Stickney, proprietor of the Presque
Isle Sunrise, has sold half of the establishment
to Miss Lydia A. Whitney, who has had charge
of the mechanical department of }lie paper 'ur
several years. It is due to Miss Whitney to say
that few papers in the State have presented so
attractive appearance as the Sunrise. "Uncle
Daniel" always makes an entertaining paper.

SCHENCK'S MANDRAKE PILLS,

27 market Square, Up Stairs.

fingers,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

eCHENCK'S SEAWEED TONIC,

four doors below the old stand,

m»

Turner reports two and a half feet of "beautiful snow.
The Lewiston Journal warmly praises the
Portland Cadets for their soldierly bearing during their recent visit.
The Journal savs it was a Missouri, not
Maine court that decided that an assignment (>f
wages not yet due is invalid, however good the
consideration of the Instrument may be, and
even although it has been accepted by the emplo3-ers of the assignor in writing. The practice in Maine is the reverse.
The Journal says of 281 voters in Lewiston in
1830, but 31 now reside in the city and only 19
are living elsewhere, the rest being dead.

SCIIMCK'S PULMONIC SYRUP,

ATWOOD,

GOLD AND
Haa removed to

Carr, 19, wer· celebrated at Chester, Pa., the
other day.
A. voung lady ot Glen Rock, Neb., of white
parents and hernelf very delicate complexion,
has turned as black as a negro since recovering
from a fit of sickness.
The cold Sundays this month have induced
the ladies of one of the Methodist churches
among'tlie White Mountains to give their minister a new overcoat.
Mrs. Walter Jinowltou of lie^port, Tiearing
an alarm of fire and seeing
the blaze a few

NEWS.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

WILL PROVE

a funeral lermon, recently had his valuable fur cap
•tolon by a nephew of the deoea»ed.
The nuptials of Ezra Comfort, 80, and Eliza

STATE

novl4sn5jan 990 & 392 Congress Street.

only medicines

BETAIL

PROVIDENCE—Ar 25th, sch Tangent, Dix, from

ana;

»

Are the

as a

Price 25 cents

St

OR1N HAWK.ES & CO.,

REMOVED.

H.

specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG,

New York.

WORK.

HADE

READY

ON

Coupons.

A.

VEST

MAKERS WANTED

Coupons of the Portland & Ogdensbnrg Rail
Eoad Bonds, due Jan. 1st, 1878, will be paid at the
Second National Bank, Boston.
de30snlt
W. H. ANDERSON, Treasurer.

weigh sixty-seven ounce·.
A Montreal clergyman while preaching

A correspondent of the Washington Star
writes that the original manuscript of the Declaration of Independence is rapidly fading
away, and that, in all probability, but a very
few years will elapse before the naked parchment will be the only souvenir remaining of
the bold manifesto.

0

COAT, PANTS Aft Ϊ

The

News and Other Items,

frosty city.

sntf
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leansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned9 never neglect a coli, it is easily
•ured in it?* incipient state, when it becomes chronic
he cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
fablets

Out Sale

BONDS.

PATRICK MeGLINCHY, Prop.

del9

Portland & Ogdcmburg Railroad

Hon. Andrew Curtin is doing well with hia
Russia lecture.
A California lady has ju»t been aroused from
a nine years' nap.
A gold «pittoon wai one of Qu»en Victoria'·

This year's wheat yield in Minnesota places
that State third, possibly second, in the wheat
producing S ates of the Union. The total wheat
product for the year is 26,000,000 bushels, and
the average yield per acre 17 3-4 bushels. Of
this amount not more than 6,000,000 bushels
will be required for home consumption, leaving
20,000,000 for export, more than double the
amount exported last year.
According to a St. Paul paper noses, ears and

Works.

s

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Wales, 3,416; Denmark, 4,672; Norway, 6,406;
Sweden, 11,131: Austria, 1,256; Bohemia,3,638;
Hungary, 359; Switzerland, 4,490; Luxemburg,
1,103; Holland,.3,472; Belgium, 622; Russia,
4,137; France, 2,746; Italy, 5,858.
The number of emigrants in 1861 was 229,630.

*» II-

of other gentlemen hastily
placed the body in a wagon and conveyed it to
Lunibertown, arriving there at 2 a. m. The
body was at once surrendered to Sheriff MeMullan, and was yesterday fully identified. The
Sheriff at once paid over to the fortunate young
man $1000, the reward offered
by the county
for each of the outlaws, dead or alive. Besides
this, there is a sum of $>5000 to be paid by the
Slate.
There is but one of this noted gang of outlaws

tween Jan. 1st and Dec. 26th, 1872.
These are
of the following nationalities:
German Empire, 115,415; England, 31,581;
Ireland, (53,985; Isle of Man,151 ; Scotland,9,100;

<^w©ry,
Fore Street, Opposite Port-

No. Ϊ

Closing

WorihlcM imitation»* are oil the market but
lie only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid f0r
mng diseases is when chemically combined with
ther well known remedies, as in these tablets, ana
11 parties are cautioned against using any other.
lu nil ca»c» of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be
freely used, their

PEA RL

Casco

sfort.

for 1873 of the sterling medical

Α Τ Τ L Ε

R
AT

nual known as Hostetter's Aimanac is now ready,
and may be obtiiued. free of cost, of druggists and
general country dealers in all parts of tlie United
States and British America, and indeed in every civilized portion of the Western Hemisphere. This Almanac has »>een issued regularly at the commencement of every year for about one-fifth of a century.
It combines with the soundest practical advice for
the preservation and res;oration of health, a large
amount of interesting and amusing light reading,
and the calendar, astronomical calculations, chronological items, &c., are prepared with great care, and
will be found entirely accurate. The issue of Hostetter's Almanac for 1873 will probably be the largest
edition ot a medical work ever published in any
The proprietors, Messrs. Hostetter &
country.
Smith, Pittsburgh, Pa., on receipt of a two cent
stamp, will forward a copy by mail to anj person
who cannot procure one in his neighborhood.

preient· to the King of Siam.
The brain of a London laborer, who could
neither read nor write, was recently found to

During the year twenty iailroads, operating 1763 miles, exclusive of leased lines, carried 83,395,615 passengers, against 30,514,235 in 1871,—being a gain of 2,881,379 passengers, and ol 9.4 per cent. The freight returns for the Fitcbburg road were not in-

sVi» t.umpH aVutnt. iirwl
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HOLIDAYS!
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TABLETS.

Bartlett's Blacking

J. B. LUCAS.
D

1

VELLS' CARBOLIC

THE

throat,

Bore

Thd Ladies' Friend. Aek your grocer for it.
Sagua.
SAVANNAH—Ar 26th, sch Mary Patten, Cummings. Warren, RI.
Cld 26th, ship Wild Hunter, Howatt, Havre ; sch
La moine. King. Rio Janeiro.
always gives satisfaction. Try it.
WILMINGTON—Ar 24th, sch uarrie Melvin, from
Rook port.
Cld 24tli, brig Altavela, Field, Ponce; sch Leonesa,
Meyer, Hayti.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, sch Lena Breed,
for the laundry lias no equal. SOLD BY GROCERS·
Wheaton, Portland.
H. A. BARTLETT & CO., 115,117 N. Front-st., Phila.,
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, brigs Ν Stowers, Dunbar,
l43Chambers-3t., Ν. Y., 43 Broad-st., Boston.
Humacoa 17 days· Machias, Johnson, Cedar Keys;
de30
t4w
Dirigo, Coffin. Millbridge; schs C A Farnsworth,
Old
Harbor.
Benson,
Ja; Chas Rogers, Rockport,M·;
Saml Fish. Teel, Georgetown, SC; Neptune's Bride,
Grierson, Calais; Scio, Smith, and Bertha J Fellows,
Smith, Whiting; Spartel, Smith, do; Ring Dove,
Swain, and More Light, Allen, Calais; Quoddy, Fanβ'·
STATE OF MAINE.....
ning. do: Nettie WalkenDrew,Macliias: Commerce,
Torrev, Rockland ; Jas Η Deputy, McMahon, Bath ;
β>·
PORTLAND
Ida May. Haskell, Bangor.
Cld 27th, schs Lucy Hammond. Bngley, JacksonT>.
CLEVELAND, OHIO,
ville; Wm Penn, Thompson, Charleston.
NEW LONDON—Ar 24th, sch James Henry, TrueS'a
OHIO
worthy, New York for Newport, (put in for repairs, ! ZANESVILLE;
having been in collision.)
β'·
Μι, LOUIS,
S I'ONINGTON—Ar 24th, sch Susan Ε Nash, Nash,

Sept 18-sntf

A Valuable medical Treatise.
The edition

recent

liberally distrib-

people.

Railroad Business in Massachusetts.
—The Boston Advertiter publishes very elaborate statistics relative to the railroads of
Massachusetts, from the summary of which
the following is taken:

several clerks to transact the business because
ot his ignorance of Spanish, that he has acquired a knowledge of the language to which
he has applied himself by which he has been

that

The lim-

its of the present notice do not allow us to
present the results.of any of these interest-

CAPS.
BOY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

FË

λ

San Francisco.
SAN PEDRO—Ar 18th, barque Monitor, Emerson,
Humboldt.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, ship Ella Munroe,
Norcross, New York ; barque Mary Glover, Mitchell,
Port Discovery.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 23d, brig Mariposa, Staples,

SHOT,

MISCELLANEOUS.

'OR

DON'T!

| le deceived, but for cough», colds,
^ rarseness and bronchial difficulties,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
TACOMA—Sid 17th, ship Shirley, Matthews, for

GUNS,
POWDER,

ed for home. While traveling about her boot
became uulaced, but her fingers were too benumbed to permit her to fasten it again, and
soon began filling with snow, until she
finally
lost it off, and her stocking coming in contact
with the snow was probably worn off to the
ankle. An examination shew that one foot
was frost-bitten.
E. F. Small, a son of Mr. George Small, deceased, once cashier of the York Co. Savings
Bank of Biddeford, has been awarded one of
the Toucey scholarships at Trinity College,
Hartford, Conn.

Emigration.—The report of the Commission
of Emigratiou for New York states that
291,217 emigrants have arrived at that port be-

intelligent farmer, embracing as it
does carefully conducted experiments with a
large, variety of fertilizers applied to various
crops and different varieties of aeeds, and experiments testing the iattening qualities of

Mr. Lincoln may
to the embarrassed

frain him

Coun-

JOHN DUNCAN'» SONS, New York,
Agents for the United States.
octl6
eodsnly

Capt Matthews, of York, was taken with the
the small-pox on Saturday, and the citizens in
the neighborhood are excited about the probable spread of the disease.
The State is authority for the statement that
one or two new candidates for Reporter of Decisions will be urged from York County, and
among them the Hon. Rufus P. Tapley.
The Biddeford Times says that the little
daughter of Ν. M. Philbrick was quite badly
scalded Saturday by upsetting a coffee-pot
The Times says that on Thursday parlies at
the Saco depot observed a woman walking on
the track, going a short distance and filling
down. The parties went to her and fouul her
with one boot off and apparently benumbed.—
She was taken to the depot and as soon as she
was able to talk said that she lived in that city
and that her husband was at work chopping in
the woods near the Saco depot, and that she
had started out to find him, but after wandering around for some time and failing to hear
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Sauce

Buyers are cautioned to avoid the numerous
terfeits and Imitations offered for sale.
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Boynton,

'-«A * «»Εκκ.™>

of Stockton, lias a valuablo
five years' old colt, of the Buchanan breed, that
trots a mile in 2.42 1-2, and has been onered
$1500 for him
The Belfast Journal says that Carter & Co.
have laid the second keel within a week at their
yard. Thejast is to be a s· oouer of 200 tons
to be employed as a packet betweet Belfast and
Boston.
Belfast was snow bound from Monday to
Thursday. Τ jere was a fall of 18 inches of
snow in that time, which blocked the reads,
says the Age, keeping back the Christmas turkies, compelling people to be content with
"lean spare ribs." The connection in this last
statement leaves no room for the inference,
that reference i§ made to Brigham Young's peculiar institution.

J. F. Jefferds, of South Berwick, from Head to
Chief Clerk; Frank C. Emery, of Portland,
Curtis Stevens, of Manchester,
Phalon, of Salem, Mass., promoted from Postal to
Head Clerks; Henry Percival,of Waterville,W.
H. Bigelow, of Augusta, and
Cochrane, of Bangor, promoted to Postal Clerks
from Route Agents.

The report of the Farm Superintendent
contains much that will prove of gre it inter-

j

Judge Mudgett,

Postal Appointments.—The following appointments have been made in connection with
the postal service between Bangor and Boston :

his report President Allen

:

The Belfast Jsurnal says that Sewall Gil■ore of Stockton, was take·! with strions bieediug at the nose on Saturday last, which tke
doc torn could not stop for near,y twenty-four
hours. He is now considered out of danger.

Tiie New York Times say· that on Tmesday
[light a young girl, who was grossly insulted by
a ruffian on a Third-avenue car, was protected
and avenged, not by a fellow-pa««enger, or by
the conductor, but by the lionest, courageous
driver, The latter saw that the scoundrel was
annoying the girl, and that the «onductor had
not
noticed the affair. H· promptly stopped
his car, thrashed the villain, threw him into
the itreet, and calling a policeman, gave him
into custody. An act like this deserves the
warmest thanks of the community.

Legislature wisely made provision

concluding

T. Pettis of this city.

This splendid Hair Dye is tlie best in the world.
Ίιβ only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
ml Instantaneous; no disappoint mem ; no ridiculous
ints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
►ad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Slack or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
:lean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
3atchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. ΒΑ I CHE LOR. Prop., λ. Y.
octl
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Sch Island Belle, for Boston, put back to Vineyard
ÏHven 26th with lost* of fbretopmast, foresail, and two
be, and crew froet bitten.
Sch John
Hill, from Now York for Calais,
arted her ehaine at Vineyard-Haven 2Cth- and went
shore near West Point wharf. Vessel ti ht.
Sch Atnirald, Hickey, of and from Calais for Provience, with lumber, went ashore at Vineyard-Haven
8th. but was hauled off next day.
Ship John Bryce, of Thomaston, broke adrift in
'enarth Deck in the recent gale, doing considerab e
lamage to four steamers ana a brig in flic Roads.
Brig Nimwaukee, Irom New York for Marseille·,
>ut into Gibraltar Nov 26 with foremast sprung, and
vas discharging .'50th for repairs.
Ship El Doiado, Thompson, for New York, was
jadly damaged at Cardiff Dec 8, during the hurricane
jy collision with another vessel.
Br brig Amelia Ann, from Port Caledonia. CB, for
New York, struck on Hart's Island night of the 26th
mil sunk.

BATCHES LOR'S HAIR DYE.

SOMERSET COUÎITY.

Mr. Samuel Stone, of llipley Mills, had his
•and badly crushed last Tuesday, by a heavy
ihaft falling upon it. The physician attending
ιi 111 thinks'by proper care, he may save his
land.

anvt.liinff

last fall.

A committee will soon leave to
hunt up land for a large colony. It is believed that the ct lony will buy somewhere in the
United

Joseph

for the admission of the young ladies to the
benefits of the institution, and one entered

er's uniou.

committee wi.l ask

drawing.

Pel ley.

Decisions.

been

in free hand

The military instruction required by ConDeane of Bangress lias oeen given by Capt.
A course of lesions in book-keeping
gor.
anil commercial forms has been given by Mr.

Hon. Edwin B.

bly
of Reporter of

±

problems, and doing a large amouat of
field work.
The department of chemistry and the
dim idern languages continues under the
rection of Prof. Packard, who çives particu-

er

card

a

Favorable Mention.—The Buenos Ayres
andard of Nov. 6th, says:
"Captain Leonard Montgomery, of the barque
^oodside, arrived at this po't on Sunday night,
he following is a true statement of how his
essel went aground and was finally got off:—
,rrivr.l Sunday night, barque Woods id"., of K.
«wis & Co.'s White Line, Montgomery mas>r, from Portland, via Montevideo and the
Inglieh Bank, where the ship was run onshore
ν a Montevidean pilot, on the moraine of the
1st ult., at 5 o'clock. The Captain finding his
hip hard and fast decided immediately 011 sundug to Montevideo, then twenty-eight miles
way, for a steamer to draw his ship from the
iank. The first officer and four seamen voluneeritig for this perilous Toya»o, immediately
itarted for their destination in the teeth of abriek
jreeze, which increased to almost a gale, and
ifter toiling at the oars for six hours succeeded
η hoarding a French
barque, where they were
treated with the utmost kindness, and landed
safely in Montevideo at 4J p. m. In the meantime Captaiu Montgomery, with his reduced
crew, commenced the almost hopeless task of
rescuing hie ship from the hitherto fatal sands
of the English Bank; and after fourteen hours
of incessant labor succeeded (with the assistanee of a furious
squall of wind, for which our
river is so justly celebrated) in not only getting
his ship afloat, but in bringing her safely to
anchor off the Mount at 7 o'clock, p. m. ; and,
except the loss of the deck load of lumber and
one anchor, the ship sustained no injury, and,
as tte captain remarked, is all right and perfectly tight. On the morning of the let inst.,
he »hip was boarded by a multitude of gentlemen, citizens of Montevideo, headed by the so
well and favorably known gentleman, J ami 1
Scarnechi, Esq., who generously volunteered
for any service that might be required of them
But
to bring the ship into the inner harbor.
little assistance, however, was needed ; but what
renderwas needed was cheerfully and quickly
ed, and the ship was soon placed at safe anchorage in the port of Montevideo, when the
Captain, after taking a long breath, quietly observed that ho felt as light as cork. To say
that Captain Montgomery was simply lucky in
accomplishing the above, would not be doing
justice to the energy and pluck that accomplished the result."
The mate favorable mentioned above is Mr.

m
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eent for frm" any of the leading He tiae· in
and New York. Suits and Cloaks i, ade to
i«. κ. .iiAKTin,
No. 2 Modietes Building. Elm etviet,
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I'll Ε PRISMS
May bo. obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of Fes
eeudeu Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Branell & Co.
Andrews, Went worth, Glendenning Moses, Hender

8on, and Chisholin Bros., on
the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdou.
At Waterville. ofS. Carter.
At Gorliain, of News Agent.
At Bath, of J. O. ShawAt Lewistou, of W. F. Stanwood,

run

out

one

fore mncli damage

grocery business, aud subsequently an inspecter of customs under the oollectorship of Han.
Nathan Cummings. He removed to Detroit,
where he died some years sinee. Peter was at
one time a teacher in our public schools, and
for about twenty years, deputy col-

ο

afterward,

lector of this port. He died here in 1847.
Charles and Seward entered into the grocery
business iu the wooden buildiug adjoining the
Canal Bank, owned by the late Eobert Boyd,
esq about the year 1821. Subsequently they
removed to the corner of Federal aud Exohange
busistreets, and afterwards relinquished this
with
ness and removod to Central wharf, where

Ailv^rtiwerocutsi Te-Dnr,

I».\v

Gbarles Merrill died ill that city Saturday even·
a short illness, at the age of eighty-

years.
The deceased was born in Falmouth, and was
the youngest of four brothers—Joshua, Peter,
Seward and Charles—all of whom removed to
this city. Joshua was for a time engaged iu the

CITY AND VICINITY.

all trams that

nig, after

Fire.—About half past eleven o'clock Saturan alarm of fire was sounded from
box No. f>4. The fiâmes proceeded from a story
and a half tenement houso near the foot of
Green sjreet. The fire was extinguished be-

Charles Merrill.
Mr. .Tames H. Prince yesterday received s
despatch from Detroit, Mich., stating that Mr.

•

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Cantata and Tableaux—City Hall.
Fifth Entertainment—Army and Navy Union.
Music Hall—Morris Bros.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Closing Sale ot Holiday Goods—F. O. Bailey & Co,
Assignee»' Sale.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Mr. Andrew Scott, now of New York, they enthe
gaged iu the Guadaloupe business. After
dissolution of the firm, Seward went inio the
lumber business here. He died at his residence

Removed—A. H. Afcwood.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Blank Booke—Loring, Short & Harmon.
Ship Timber and Knees—L. Taylor.
Annual Meeting—Franklin Wharf Company.
Coopers Wanted—A. L. Hobson.
Bookkeeper Wanted.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Coupons.
Dressed Hogs—Woodbury, Latham & Glidden.

Park street, in 1867.
Charles removed to the town of Linceln,
Penobscot county, where he engaged in the
lumber business. Subsequently he removed to
Detroit, Mich, where he has since successfully
pursued the same business, leaving a handon

fortune to an only daughter who survives
He was one of the most sprightly and
active men of eighty years that we ever saw.
At his visit here last year he exhibited the activity of a man of fifty rather than that of a
man of four-score years.
Quiet aud unassum-

day night,

DECEMBER

TEEM,

him.

JUDGE SYMONDS.
otals. vs. Robert Gorry,

It Ε FORE

Saturday.—J. G. Tukey
Jr.

Assumpsit on account annexed for goods sold
and delivered, $167.10, and another item of a dralt
drown by plaintiff which was protested for non-payment, 279.76, making in all $446.86. The writ was
entered at the

April term, 1872, and within fourteen
days the defendant filed a plea of the general issue.—
At the present term the defendant filed a general
demurrer, wbich the plaintiffs refused to join, on the
ground that the time for filing a demurrer to the declaration expires with the time for filing the plea—
that is at the end of fourteen days.
The defendant claimed that the statute which provides that a party may demur at any stage of the
pleadings, mean· at any stage of the case, and is not
limited to the time allowed for filing the plea, repli-

cation, rejoinder,

etc.
The Court ruled pro forma

not

seasonably

filed and

that the demurrer was
rejected it. To this ruling

defendant excepts.
A hearing was then had and decision for the plaintiffs for $452.22, tbe full amount claimed.
Putnam for plaintifis.
Deane & Verrill for defendant.
In the case of William S. Nash vs. Lorenzo D.
King, which was replevin for a wagon, a decision was
*
rendered for the defendant.
the

xvay,

^uou «χ.

ο. ^nase ior

ι.

the

back were several endorsements,
wbich Oscar Allen testitied were in ihe baud

two

oi

writing

defendant.
The defendant says, first, that the note is outlawed
because, although he paid his brother the sums there
speciii ed, yet he never authorized him to endorse
them on the note, and did not know that
they were
so endorsed.
Be says the note was given his brothei
as collateral security for certain real
estate, the title
to which stood in defendant's name,
although a hail
of the

belonged

to Oscar

estate and these

;

that

sums

subsequently lie sold the real
of money paid were Oscar's
Defendant did not deny that
were in his hand-writing, but

share of that estate..
the two endorsements
thought they were not.

To rebut this statement the plaintiff
put in certain
letters of defendant in which he offers to pay the balante of the note, but claims that no interest should
be all jwed.

Evidence all out and arguments to be made at the
coming in of the Court Monday morning.
Puinam for plaintiff.
Giveen for defendant.
Monday the continued docket will be called and
Court will adjourn sine die.

Jtlniiicipal
JUDGE

Court.

MORRIS PRESIDING.

Saturay.—Olive Ann Mason.
Malicious mischief. Thirty days.
George E. Ward. Search and seizure. Continued
to Tuesday next.
Williams.
Brief

Saturday
tering day.

was a

Jottings·

cold, disagreeable

and

blus-

The cold moderated considerably yesterday,
and a quite full church attendance was the

of

a

most

heart

a

genial

ever

sincerely sympathize

will

with her in her affliction. He has gone down to the grave at a ripe
old age, with a character untarnished and a
memory that will be blessed.

and he wishes it contradicted, as he
has not so intimated to anyone. Correspondent
"W." of Zioii's Herald is mistaken. lie could
have found out all about it had he applied to
the right source for information. liy giving the
foregoing a place in your paper you will eblige
Congress Street i«I. E. Society.

gentleman,

Geo. E.

Bcueeiloer Cram.
comnmnity was saddened and

Our

pained
yesterday morning ou receiving intelligence
of the death of Mr. Eensellaer Cram, at his
residence, the evening before. Soon after break-

fasting Saturday morning
υ ui

he

xuc ν«οσ

was

«ναο

seized with

ic^aiucu

a

aa uiu

ical from the first, and terminated in death a:
a auarter before six o'clock Saturday evening
The deceased was a native of Standisb, borr
Nov. 25, 1S13, and was consequently 59 years o!
aje at the tiiuo of his death. Leaving his native town at the age of 18, he settled in Bridg
ton, and soon became, by his force of character, one of the leading citizens of the town,
In 1853 he was elected a member of the lowei
branch of the State Legislature. Removing tc
Portland in 1854 he soon became identified with
the business interests of the city, and by his
enlarged and liberal views and strict integritj
the confidence and respect f his fellow
citizens.
Many positions of honor and trust
have been filled by him during his life here.
He had been a member of the Bjard of Aldermen, and was often pressed to accept a candidacy for Mayor, but persistently refused. He
wa* a Director of the Portland Company, Diwon

and Treasurer of the Westbnok Manufacturing Company, Director of the Glas·
Works, President of the Rolling Mills, President of the Merchants' Bauk, and Director of
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company. His demise leaves a void among the busirector

of Portland, and will cause great regret among (hose who knew him and who had
honored him for the spotless integrity of his
character, for hie private worth and for his pub-

Loring, Shoht & Harmon have just completed a fine-set of blank books for the Portland Company, which it is a pleasure to look
upon on account of the nice quality of the
work and the faithful manner in which it is
executed. They have also ο» exhibition books
for the First National Bank of this city and for
some of the largest concerns iu th· State. Their
stock is well worth looking at.
mieCEI..LAXfEOU8 NOTICES.

family

of eight children.
The funeral services take place from the late
residence of the deceased, on the corner of Park
and Dauforth streets, at tv> ο o'clock to-morrow
a

afternoon.

The Biddeford limes §ays tha^ two of the
crew of the "Intrepid," the vessel that went
ashore on Wood Island, with the small pox oil
board, left Biddeford tor this city last week.
The new fire alarm boxes are Ν o. 64 at the
foot of Green street, No. 8 at the corner of

demnine Cbriatmiu Fcaat.
The pupils of the night school at the Fraternity were treated to a festival and supper on
An entertainment
ςϊνοη
Saturday night
in Fraternity Hall, consisting of a fancy drill
by those young masters of the rranual, Anderson and Osgood of the Cadets, and the play of
The Two Buzzards by young ladies and gentle-

Thursday.

Pendergrass,

Michael

partially buried in
slightly injuied.

a

the

sand

man

who

pit Friday,

was

was

but

llev. Mr. Hincks, of the State street church,
received an elegant sold watch and chain as a
Christmas gift from his parishoners.
There came near being a serious tiro at the
marble works of Gerry & Turner on Congress
street Saturday afternoon, occasioned by the
woodwork about the chimney catching fire.
Mr. Bourne, of this city, has completed the
slating of the new York county jail at Alfred.
A big dog in pursuit of knowledge, smashed
one of Wilson's grocery store windows on Federal street, Saturday.
The Eastern railroad has done a very large
passenger business the past season, the receipts
therefrom being largely in excess of previous
years. The income from this source during the
twelve months was $1,324,692.60. The numbei
of passengers was 5,299,000.
We are requested to say that Eastern Stai
Encampment, No. 2, will hold a special meetMembers
ing this afternoon at two o'clock.
will govern themselves accordingly.
The Willistoa chapel children will observe
New Year's by an entertainment.
The tableaux and cantata of Queen Esthei
street ehurct
are to be repeated by the Casco

society

on

Wednesday evening next,

at

Citj

Λ

of the High School. Supper was then announced, and a scene of feasting ensued, joyous
enough to do one's heart good simply to witness.
The tables were bountifully spread with
turkey, ham, tongue, bread and butter, cakes,
tarts and fruits.
The young guests brought
keen appetite and testified a lively apprecia-

men

tion of the wholesome and toothsome viands.
They ate their fill with a lofty contempt of
dyspepsia or nightmare, and had "just as much
A subsugar in their coffee φ they liked."
stautial part of the provisions was furnished
from the Park street festival of the previous
night, and numerou· friends of the Fraternity
This Î9 a work of true
sent generous supplies.
Christian charity and no one could have witnessed the rapturous enjoyment of the affair bj
the youngsters, without feeling impelled to
give liberal aid to so deserving and useful an
institution as the Fraternity. Too much praise
cannot be accorded to the ladies and gentlemen
who organized this entertainment, and who are
go constant and untiring in
carrying out th(
noble purposes of the association.
Wendell Phillips.—Hon. Daniel Dougherty has bean obliged, on account of ill health t(
cancel his lecture engagement with the Armj
and Navy Union, and the committee have «up

plied his place with the silver-tongued Ameri
can orator, Wendell
Phillips. It has, we believe, been some years since the prince of vitu

Hall.

peratists

The Germauia band will arrive in town this
afternoon to take part in the oratorio of the
"Messiah."
They make their headquarters a
the Preble House.
Miss Alice Carl having recovered from hei
illness, the rehearsals for East Lynne have beer
resumed, and the play will be put upon the

fore

boards at Music Hall,
mi

Saturday evening.

has

Allan line, had been lost at sea. The agents of
the line in this city have received no such intelligence and the report is utterly discredited.
The "Prussian" was spoken by the "Sarmatian"
off Cape Bace and was all right then.
The funeral services over the remains of the

].it»George W. Whittier will take place from
his late residence. No. 311-2Spring street, this
afternoon at two o'clock.
There are four cases of small pox at the hospital, and all the patients are doing well.
"Camp meeting John" Allen closed his series

meetings

in this city last

"Beechuut,"

a

evening.

correspondent of the Adverliier

learn that the custom of making
pleased
New Year's calls is to be fully revived in this

is

to

city.
The Allan mail

steamship

Peruvian

sailed

from this port Saturday night.
It is estimated that the recent heavy snow
storm New York will benefit Portland sleigh

builders $100,000.
We are informed that the person whom the

injured

an

opportunity

to

scold be

Portland audience, and the appetite ο
people for his eloquent invective has beet
a

our

sharpened by

a

long fast;

so we

may

expect

crowded house to greet him next Friday even
ing. Much credit ia due to the gentlemen o;
the Army and Navy Union who had the mat
ter in charge, for their energy and good taste ii
filling the vacancy on their lecture list so ac
auu

of

had

on

but no damage resulted.
Also, one
on Portland street yesterday afternoon.
There was a report current on the street yesterday that the steamship "Prussian" of the

day night,

Annie Mason

pursued

into Mansfield's
had no connec-

harness store on Friday night,
tion whatever with that establishment, but
there only

was

A Goldbjt Wedding.—The fiftieth anniversaof Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
ry of the marriage
Vanborn, was celebrated on Christmas eve, at
the residence of their sob, N»al Vanhoro. On
this interesting occasion, the aged parents
who had
were permitted to greet their children,
journeyud hence, from the North, South, East
and West—reuniting brothers and sisters, after
The number of
a separation of eighteen years.
relatives and friends were about sixty. In the
the destributiou of the presents
from the richly laden Christmas tree, bearing
testimony, by the profusion of its fruits, show
ered upon the aged
of the respect and af-

evening

came

pair,

fection with which they

were

cherished by

many hearts.

I. O. O. F.—At the last
meeting of Ligonia
lodge No. 5, held on Friday evening last the
officers
were
elected
following
far the ensuing
term:—Henry P. Cox, N. G.; lsaao F. Clark,
V. G ; Win. K. Neal, Per Sec. ; Fred A. Drinkwater, Jr., Bee. Secy.; Francis W. Buxton
Trcas. ; Franklin Fox, Bufus Stanley, S. B.

Beckett, Trustees.
Accident.—Mr. George Waterhouse, one of
the proprietors of the Preble House, had the
misfortune to slip from a step at the Do Witt
House, Lewistou, Saturday in sush a manner
as to fracture both booes of his

leg at the ankle.

ecvuiiii^

lue ociyivco υι
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who have so kindly aided them by their contributions and porsonnl services towards making
the receut fair successful, the proceeds of which
will reach about one thousand dollars.
S. W. Larrabee, 1
George

Junior Vi e Com., S. B. Graves; Quartermaster and Treasurer, W. H. Sarjent; Adjutant and Clerk, H. C. Houston; Surgeon, A.
O. Shaw: Chaplain, Rev. G. W. Bicknell; Officer of the Day, W. B. Mills;
Officer of the
Guard, Ambrose Hooper; Sergeant Major,
Frank W. True; Quartermaster Sergeant, Wu.
E. St. John; Trustee for three years, Past Com-

galls;

mander

W.If.Green; Delegates to Department Convention, Rev. George W. Bicknell,
Richard K. Gatley, Eziekel Η Hanson, John
A. Brown, Wm. H. Green.

HighStreetS. S. Festivities.—The ChristStreet
mas sociable in the vestry of the High
Church last Friday eveuing, was well attended,

enjoyed themselves hugeSanta Claue
The advent of a live
He was recaused a profound sensation.
ceived with roars of delight by the children. This wonderful man was kindly loaned
for the occasion by Leach, the well known dry
everybody

ly.

goods

merchant.

He scattered

his

royal benificence, forgetting

a

presents
no

one

present.
The Messla.ii.—The oratorio of the "Messiah" to be given by the Haydns at City Hall
this evening, has every promise of being a
marked success.
Mrs. Burnliam, Mr«. Barry
and the Gerrnania Band assist the Association.
The entire oratorio will be given, embracing
many beautiful choruses which are usually
omitted. The «trenuous efforts and marked
ability of this Society has made it the pet and
pride of Poitland, and we feel assured our citizens will "turn out" generally this evening.—
We understand that reserved seats can still be
secured at Stockbri ge's.
Morris Brothers.—The Morris Brothers
gave another of their mirth-provoking entertainments at Music Hall, Saturday evening ami
the audience by an entirely new programme. This first-class]minstrel troupe make
eastward and return to this
a short trip to the

delighted

city to

play

au

engagement Wednesday

even-

inff·
a verj
The Cadets.—The Cadets received
at Lewiston Friday night
reception
flattering
The
drill and promenade was witnessed

grand

hy

a

very large

company, and hearty applaus<

was bestowed
noticeable porupon the most
tions of the entertainment, The excursion was

a

pecuniary succès».

Parish Committee.

1500 Dozen Undershirts and Drawers, slightly damaged from the great Boston fire.
Very

cheap.

J.

Burleigh, 89

Middle St.

The administrator's sale adjourned from Friday, the 20th, will take place to-day at 10 a. m.
F. O.

Baily'e,

18 Exchange street.

Trotters.—"Wonder!" "Honest Shaker!
"Lucy Lightning!" and other well-known
trotters comprise the livery stack at Plum
Street stables, and also some of the most ole-

gaut sleighs
bee

seen

over

in this vicinity.

tne

Whitney

inducement ottered Dy ueo. A.
& Co., in their advertisement.
dec23-eod2w

The cheap 5t and best Paint in the wo Id is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland,

tf

Save your buildings by painting them be
fore winter comes on, with the Averill Chemical "'aint.
I'"or sale at S3 Commercial St., Portland,
tf

the debris.
As neither the police nor health authorities
desired to act on the request of Commissioner
Heeman to cause search to be made for the
bodies of the seven persons lost by the burning
of the Ceutre street building, the official who
was pecuniarily assisted by several citizens assumed the responsibility. After a long search
the body of a woman was fouud in the debris,
but as all the flesh had been burned off, it was
beyond recognition. Jno. Stewart, by means
of a clasp ring found on the body, identified it
as the remains of his sister. Jane
Stewart, who
was employed 'n the
buildiug. Search will be
continued to-morrow.
The Iflnnenm Fire.
Fire Marshal McSpeadon says that in regard
to the burning of Baruum's museum and menagerie, the fire originated under the floor immediately over the boilers, and from superheated steam, which in its effects is as destructive as burning gas or flame, and where it is
allowed to gain strength, is sure to be productive of the most terrible results.
He adds that
the attention of the managers-of the circus was
called to its condition, but the alterations made
were inadequate, hence the fire.
I.itrrarr 8 windier.
A woman lias been arrested in the Tremont
Houae on Broadway, on the charge of
representing herself to be Abby Medora Dyaa, authoress, of Plymouth, Mass., thereby obtaining
board at different hotels in the
She
eouutry.
says that she is the widow of Jean Henrico
Dyas, and has resided in this city for several
years, and was born in Philadelphia.
Ku Klax PriRtaen.
The steamer James Adger arrived on Saturday with ten men for the Albauy penitentiary,
convicted of ku klux outrages.
Among the
prisoners is Rev. John Exell, a Baptist clergyman of Soath Carolina.
Three others confess
to being concerned in 14 assassinations.
Accidental Shooting.
Frederick Campbell, who was found in his
room on Friday.dyiug from a
pistol shot wound
accidently received, is the son of Jacob Campbell, President of the Pacific Bank, and held a
responsible position in the banking house of
Vermilye & Co.
Criminal Neglect·
The burning of public school No. S, Jersey
is
ascribed
to the fact that the pip· or
City,
tunnel which served the double pnrpose of
heating and Ye tilating, was made of woo.l. It
seems that as far back as
August, only two
school houses in Jersey City were pronounced
safe, and the apparatus of the school just
burned was especially condemned.
FireH in New aTorh lant week.
Fire Marshal McSpedon reports 45 fires for
the week ending Dec. 28, noon.
Estimated
move

loss, $1,157,(500; insurance, 81,7β0,200. Eighteen

of the fires were caused by carelessness.
Railroad Colliaion.
Tho Erie Express train which left Long Dock
at half past 7 o'clock on Saturday evening
came i· collision at
eight o'clock with a
train from Wehawken about a mile west from
Tunnel.
coal
The
train at the time was
Bergen
endeavoring to switch off the track to allow
the express trais to pass. Five cars of the
tram were demolished and the first. nf the ten
locomotives drawing the express train was
thrown outside into the deep cut and badly
damaged. The express train was delayed two
hours. Nobody was hurt.
Escort Out.
Albany. Dec. 28.—Gov. Hoffman has accepted a tender of escort by the Jackson Corps on
the occasion of his departure from this city on
Wednesday next for New York, The Corps
acted as his escort on the occasion of his first
inauguration to which the Governor alludes in
his letter of acceptance,-and otherwise refers to
the kind attention he has received from the citizens of Albany.

Harper's Bazah.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
•irele. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner

of Oak street.

BY TELEGRAPH.

WASHINGTON.
Treasury Balances.

Washington, Dec. 2S.—The following are
the balances in the Treasury to-day: Currency
$5,730.900; coin 874,201,001; coin certificates
823,720,000; special deposits of legal tenders
from redemption of certificates of deposit, $25,-

450,000.

Better.

Senator Snniner

MATTERS IN MAINE.
The

Skowhegan

House

Burned..
Loss

over

$50,000—Insurance §33,000—Accident.

Augusta, Dee. 29.—At about a quarter pas
eight o'clock this evening, lire broke out iu the

Skowhegan

Hotel at

Skowhegan. The firemen
were unable to extinguish the tire on account of
tlio reservoirs being frozen.
The hotel was enThe cost of the hotel was
tirely destroyed.
about $50,000. About half of the furniture was
saved. There were two stories underneath the
hotel,

one a

millinery store, occupied by

R. R

other

wui'ti

*>11

rrtXTCll.

striking him on the head.
The stables adjoining the house

saved-

sixty

thousand dollars. The property is insured for about $33,000.
Mr. L. L Lincoln, Esq., the Superintendent
of the Maine Central Railroad, on being informed of the fire by telegraph, immediately had a
train in readiness to take the fire engines and
men from this city and intermediate stations
to the scene of the conflagration, but they were
not needed as the fire was confined to the hotel

by the Skowhegan fire department.
[This is the third hotel burned on

the same
built in 1867, and was the

The house was
largest in Somerset county.]
The Cold

of

case

pardon

hv the Grand

to

brought

the

attention

Snap.

Waterville, Dec. 29.—The weather still
holds very cold and severe here. This morning
the thermometer stood at 25° below and 31° be
low at Skowhegan.
Brunswick, Dec. 28.—This is the filth day of
At sunrise this mornextreme cold weather.
ing the thermometer stood at 20° below zero.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Small Pox.

Boston, Dec. 28.—Deaths the past week 147,
of which 63 were of small pox.
Accident.
Albert C. Abbott, a fireman of Charlestown,
who was injured by falling from a ladder at the
great fire, died in the hospital last night, aged
23 years. His brother was burned in the ruins
in the same fire and his body has not been
found.
His mother subsequently died from
grief at the misfortune of her sou3. At the
time of his injury he was engaged to a young
lady and fully ready to be married, and by the
desire of both parties the couple were married
at the hospital three days before the young

of

the

Hessian

authorities by

our diplomatic representative at
Berlin, assurance has been given him that
pardon accompanied on a condition of that
character, in no case will be granted by the

Grand Duke.

of Gold.

Tne Secretary of the Treasury has authorized
the Assistant "T-easurer at New York to buy
one million of coin each woek during the month
of January.
The Mexican Commission.
The commission to investigate into the depridations of the Mexicans on the Texas frontier,
expect to leave Washington on the 7th of
January, to resume their labors. Meade, one
of the Commissioners, has resigned.
The Kansas Bribery Case.
The Senate Committee on Privileges and
Eleetions will on the 10th of January resume
their investigation of the charge against Senator Caldwell, that he was elected by the bribery
of certain members of the Kansas Legislature.
Tha testimony taken by a committee of the
Legislature is already before them. They will
at the time above stated begin the examination
of witnesses, the sergeant- at-arms having summoned about twenty persons for that purpose.

The Mississippi Flood.
Memphis, Dec. 2S.—The river is" still rising.

feared if the rise continues the immense field of ice at the mouth of
Wolf river
will be swept down against the boats at the
levee with irresistible force. All boats that have
fuel have stea η up.
The Gas Co., have made
arrangements t > receive five car loads of coal
daily, which, with the present supply, will
enable them to supyly the demand for gas. The
price of <.oal has advanced to $2.50 per barrel.
Steps have been taken to prevent suffering
among the poor.
It is

now

The Mississippi Falling.
Memphis, Dec. 29.—The river has been falling since 3 o'clock this afternoon, but no new

disaster has occurred. The little steamers Heland Brooks and Summer Koou have sunk.
The R. S. Watts has been wrecked. The boilAll the freight on the Belle
ers will be saved.
of Pike has been saved except about 100 bales
of cotton. She is gradually settling and will
prove a total loss. Only the cabin furniture
will be saved, The condition of steamers Cleburne, Excelsior and Nellie Thomas and the

en

Shipwreck·.

λ

J

,1

v...*·

,i

Bost«n, Dec. 20.—German barque Frances,
from Singapore, ashore on Cape Cod, has worked further up 011 the beach, but iu other respects
remains as before reported. There is not much
water in her.
The steamer Charles Pearson arrived alongside Sunday morning with lighters
and began discharging her cargo. Cant. Kurtling of the Frances, died Saturday night.·
The ship Peruvian, from Singapore, ashore
on Cape Cod, has broken into fragments. Three
bodies have been rescued, one of which is that
of Thomas H. Bain, firs) mate. The rubber is
constantly washiug upon the beach, and is being s«ved under ijhe duections of the underwriters' agents.
About 1000 bales of hemp have been brought
ashore from the wreck of barque Kadash, at
Point Mai ton. The bodies oj Capfc. Matthews
and the seven seamen lost have beea recovered.

NEW TORE.
Various malien.
New York, Dec. 28. Arrived, steamship
from
Thuruigia,
Hamburg, and Ocean Queen,
from Aspinwall.
Broadway, to day, is filled with carts and
laborers removing the banks of snow.
The
principal railroad lines are rapidly clearing
their tracks, and it is expected by this afternoon
that the regular trains will be runuiri·» again.
A fire in Goldsmith's lager beer saloon, this
morning, caused damage to the amount of $28,000.
La Rue's sash factory, Brooklyn, was burned
last night, with two tenement houses, loss $10,000.
There was considerable suffering by the
occupants of the tenements thus turned out of
doors.
The brig E. McLeod, from Tobago, is jammed
in by ice between the highlands and Sandy
Hook, having lost anchors, chains, etc., and
drifted away. Tugs have been sent to her assistance.
The Masonic Lodge of Sorrow, in respect to
the memory of brother masons who have died
during the past year, was held last evening at
Irving Hall with great lolemnity.
The sub-committee of Louisianians yesterday
waited upon many prominent merchants with
a view to enlisting their sympathies in matters
in that State.
The steamship Adriatic, which sailed to-day,
goes to sea with one and two-thirds of another
blade of her propeller, not having replaced
tho^e lost on her late perilous trip from Liverpool to this port. Much anxiety is expressed
at her leaving in this crippled condition. Among
the passengers is Froude, the lecturer.
The Mr. Duuham injured at the Goose Creek
Bailroad holocaust belongs to Boston.
It is
stated that portions of the wreck underneath
the tracks are not yet explored, and it is believed that several bodies are yet to be found.
Among the insurances on Maillard'· Hotel
were $2500 in the Hartford company; $8200 in
the vEtna of Hartford; $3000 in the Springfield
and $2000 in the Merchants of Providence.
Accident.
In Harlem this morning, by the bursting of
a boiler range, a boy was killed, a lady wounded aad a slight fire was caused.

IVIurder.

Louisville, Dec. 28.—Levi King was arrested to-day charged with the murder of Richard

Baker, on Thursday. The two lived in the village of Arnold, a town about thirteen miles
from the city. On Thursday Baker and King
went to a store in that ν cinity and bought a

dress and trinkets. The
left the store together. and Baker failing to come home, search
was i nst tu ted, and yesterday his
body was
found in a ditch about one mile from the store.
An examination revealed the fact that Baker
had beoη stabbed in the heart, and that his
head a in face had been beaten and bruised entirely bfcyond recognition. A brother of the
dead man, however, identified the body by the
clothing. The dress purchased by Baker was
found in King's house after the latter*s arrest.
King denies all knowledge of the murder. He
says that Baker got drunk and he left him
asleep under a hay-stack.
men

—

Inhumanitr.
The various parties in interest of the propertj
ou Centre street, still refuse to take steps fei

There are prospects of
ice to-night.

general break up oi

a

Tannery Destroyed.

Cincinnati, Dec. 2!).—A special despatch
from Portsmouth, O., says the steam tannery
of Burke, Fender & Co., at Springville, Ky.,
opposite Portsmouth, was destroyed by fire yesterday. Lots $30,000; insured $19,000.

The

Snow Avalanche

in Utah.

Salt Lake City, Dec. 27.—But little add
tional intelligence has been received from the
Cottonwood avalanche.
It 13 asserted that
twelve men are missing. The slide came from
a mountain the distance of a mile, with frightful speed and force.
The storm prevented any
warning of its approach until it w .s upon thd
lines of teams passing at a point where it
crossed the road.
Men, mules, wagono and sacks of ore were
carried away like wisps.
The body of snow,
where the shovellers are at work, is very large
and the excavation very slow.
One dead body
was recovered
The storm continues
to-day.
with rain here and snow in the mountains. The
Pacific train was niue hours late.
Cotton Vessel

on

Ftre.

Charleston S. C., Dec. 28.—The British
barque J. B. Dupus, at this port for Bremen,
with 2249 bales of upland cotton on board, took
fire Saturday night in the cotton forward. It
wae filled with water by engines and sunk at
the wharf. The damage to the cargo by salt
water is large.
It will be discharged.
Two Uleu Scalded

in

a

Boiler.

Cincinnati, Dec. 28.—James Venters and
Audrew Diles, workmen in the Bellfonte iron
works at Ironton, Ohio, were scalded te death
yesterday while cleaning a boiler. The engineer supposing the boiler disconnected, turned
on

the steam while the

mon were

in the boiler.

Wife IKarderer·.

Indianapolis, Dec. 28.—Theo. Jones killed
his wife with a blow of his fist last night. He
He was arrested.
Theodore Brown killed his wife Thursday
last with a chair.
Terrible Fall.
Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 29.— Henry William·,
employed at Thomason's colliery, while cutting
ice slipped and fell 000 feet down in the slope.
He wss instantly killed. His body was terribly
A

mangled.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Varioim nailer*·

AUCTIGN SALES.

6enor

Purerto,

Bank, is

Spanish

the

President of

dead.

"THE MESSIAH!"

Closintr Nate o/ Holiday Oools.

The epizootic has broken out among the oxen
in the j risdiction of Cardenas and Cienfuegos. It is of a malignant type and in mauy
cases death follows almost immediately on the
auimal being attacked.

Cincinnati, Dec. 28.—The vote authorizing
the city to issue one million and a quarter in
bonds to aid the Cincinnati and Chesapeake
railroad, was carried to-day by nearly 7000 majority, being over one thousand above the necessary number.
METEOROLOGICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

War

TWENTY-FOUR

Dep't,

Office Chief
Signal)>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 29. (8.00 P. M.li
Probabilities.—For New England, northwesterly to southwesterly winds and partially
cloudy weather. For the Middle States, winds
veering to the southwest and cloudy weather
and light snow over the northern portion
probably turning into rain on Monday. For
the South Atlantic coast, easterly to southerly
winds and increasing cloudiness.
From Kentucky to the Gulf, southeasterly to southwesterly winds, cloudy weather and probably rain.
From Ohio Valley to the upper lakes, southwesterly to easterly winds, cloudy weather and
diminishing pressure. From Misseuri and
Kansas to Minnesota and Dakota, diminishing
pressure aud increasing easterly and northerly
winds and cloudiness with probable rain from
Iowa southward, but snow hence northward.
MINOR TELEGBAin».
despatch from St. Petersburg says the
Czarowitch is out of danger.
A

Lyman's paint

can

patent has been denied an

extension.
The resignation of Indian Commissioner
Walker has been accepted.
The car shops at Adrian, Mich., with six new
caaches, were burned Friday night. Loss $75,000.
One hundred and fifty men are thrown
out of employment.

There is an erruption of the volcano of Santana, in San Salvador, doing great damage.

The shipBonares went ashore on the Loo
Choo islands and became a total wreck.
Ali
but five of the crew were drowned.
In Cincinnati, 42,000
liogsjwere slaughtered
last week, and the number since November 1st
is 379,000.

FOREIGN
Provincial majors Refuse to Placard Da·
farre's Speech.
DiniK

"ΓΛ

no

mv

ν

»

the communes of France have refused to pla
card the speech of M. Dufarre, Miuister of
Justice, delivered in the National Assembly
during the debate two weeks ago, on the petitions tor the dissolution of that body. Diuarre
spoke ironically of Gambetta, whose speeches
he said were the cause of needles» agitation
throughout, and the Assembly by resolution
d reeled the placarding; of the speech.
Resignation of the French minister to
the

M.

Pnpsl

Conrt.

Bourgaing,

French Minister to the Papal
Court, has resigned because some French naval
in
officers
Rome at the beguiningof the holidays called on the King and Pope on the same
day and tendered their compliments of the
season.
The Monarchists seek to make a political matter outof the affair. The Union published an address praising the ministers act as
a striking liisavowal of the policy which would
abandon the holy father to spoliation and insult.
Various Matters.
The Paris Gazette says Prussia is treating
with Portugal for a session by the former power of Delago Bay, an inlet of the Indian Ocean,
in the southeast of Africa.
A Paris tradesman has been sent to prison
for two years for
displaying in his shop placards
containing remarks insulting to the National

reported.

Austria and the French War.
..mrnTO, TTgKch and Prussian newspapers
engaged in a lively controversy over
the disclosures made by Duke De Orammont in
regard to the origin of the late war. The Duke
brings documentary evidence to support the
truth of his assertion that Austria promised to
assist France in case of war with Prussia. He
publishes an Austrian despatch to the French
Government, in which a pledge is given in the
following works: "Your cause is ours. We
will contribute to the success of the French
arms." It is reported that the Austrian Government has determined to dispeuse altogether
with the services of Count Von Beust.
a

are

Cuban Ο Ulcers.

Madrid, Dec. 28.—The Imparceal to-day says
Gen Piettain will probably be appointed Captain General of Cuba.
Epidemic.
Brûsskls, D3C. 28.—Plnero-pneumonia has
become an epidemic in tho villages of Prussia
and Belgium, near the boundary line of the
two countries.
The Heir

Apparent.

St. Petersburg, Dec. 28.—The court physician has issued a bulletin stating that the feverishness of the Czarowitch bad somewhat increased to-day.
During the uight his Imperial
Highness perspired and had four and a half
hours uninterrupted sleep.
He is stronger today than yesterday,
Later.—The Physician Bulletin this morning
states that the Czarowitch passed a quiet night.
He bad five hours uninterrupted sleep. The
fever has neither increased nor decreased. The
patient's condition as to strength is satisfacElection Riot.

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Peruvian—102,987 lbs
bac m. 15,900 do beef, 155,500 do butter,
19,460 do
cheese, Gtf,00U do oil cak··, 18,200 do potash, 8000 do
ext£ hemlock. 8400 do leather. 4462 do cooper or».·,
1780 do buckwheat, 53,ΐ'8υ do cott n, 156,280 do lar·!,
7980 bush wheat, 70υ bbls flour, 160 do apples, 88 sewing machines, 18 pkgs sundries.
CARDENAS. Bark Eliza White—3654 «hooks and
heads, 258 lihd shocks, 623 pairs heading, 12,350
hoops.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Carlotta—1400 bbls flour,
1200 bush malt, 36,370 lbs butter, 6560 do
lard, 60 bills
50 eases bouts and shoes, 192
pekgs merchdu-

gaper,

Hoaton Slock

Liât.
[Sales at the Broker's Board, Dec. 28.]
Boston and Maine Railroad
Eastern Railroad
Sales at Auction.
Franklin Company. Lewiston
Bates Manufacturing Co
B( «ton & Maine Railroad..,
124$ @
Maine State 6's, 1889

have won the election.
The Pope and German Emperor.
Berlin, Dec. 28.—The North German Gazette stigmatizes the allocution of the Pope,
delivered at a consistory held iu Borne on the
2;M inst., as an unpardonuble insult to the
"The colossal impuEmporor of Germany.
dence of the Pope," says the Gazette, 'proves
the inevitable necessity for the immediate passage of a law defining the boundaries between
the State and the Catholic church.
Passports— The Ruler of Brunswick.
After the first of
UI^IUIUUJ

iivill

January,

X- Xt»UV;C

Π 111

UC

persons

entering

ICl^UUCU

hu

securities:
United States coupou 6's, 1881
United Statesδ-20's 1862
United States 5-20's 1864
United States 5-20's 1865, old
United States 5-20's 1865, new
United States 5-20's 1867
United States 5-20's IF68
United States 5's. new
United States 10-40's., coupon
Currency 6's
The following were the closing

lusurgent Attacks.
Havana, Dec. 28.- The insurgent· attacked
Marayaria on the night of the 12th in»t. The
town was iu a defenceless condition, the regulars and volunteers being absent. The man-ofwar Hulva landed her marines and sailors, who
drove out the insursents, not howe er before

In tha
the latter had sacked several houses.
attack 20Spaniardswere killed. The insurgents
succeeded iu carrying off their dead and wounded.
On the night of the 19th inet., during the
absence of the troops on an expedition, the insurgents, under command ot Viuceut Garcia,
eutered the town of Holguin, and captured fort
Peringuajerar. The Holguin volunteers had
been previously ordered to march into the fort
to replace the
troops withdrawn, and as they
approached, not being aware that it had fallen
into the bands of the enemy, they received a
heavy fire from the insurgents.
The volunteers aud a few regulars subsequently attacked the insurgents, aud messengers
wers despatched to recall the troops.
Opera J
tious were suspended till davlight of the 20th,
after
when the insurgents withdrew,
sacking
six establishmedts and a number of private
houses.
A Spanish Leut. Colonel, Major and
The reporte
several other officers were killed.
as to the total loss of the
Spaniards are conflicting, some placing the figure as high as GO
killed.
Troops are moving rapidly in pursuit
of Gracia, auxious to avenge the death of their
comrades.
Full particulars of the affair are wanting.
Seventeen insurgents surrendered at Trinidad
Friday. Gen. Kiquelime has established his
headquarters fir the campaign at Puerto
Principe. It is reported that Gen. Ceballos
will return to Spain on the arrival of Gen. Cordova.
Central American matter·.
New York, Dec. 28.—Panama papers of the
18th state t'iat there is a revolution in Canca,
headed by the Bishop of Pasto against President Mosquera, growing out of the latter designating Gen. Santa Coloino as his ( Mosquera's)
successor.
Santa Coloma is in command of the

government troop and
has already occurred.

a

reported engagement

The volcano of Sannana, in the northern part
of San Salvador, is erupting, and it is feared
that many valuable coffee plantations will be

destroyed.
Bogota has beei seriously inundated, many
people being drowned, and much property destroyed.
Cnitom Heine Fraud·.

The Intendeute has ma.de public a nnmber of
fraudulent entries in the Custo'n House; also
the s^mo of the officials implicated in the
frauds. The exposures cause much excitement
among the office-holders and merchants. It is

106

112J
102$
124}
99J

HAYDN ASSOCIATION
H A. L L
ok

Erie
Erie preferred
The following were the
road securities:
Central Pacific bonds

of

78J
804

sales

34

>5 bash;

XT.»

PORTLAND
will

Commission Merchants,
—AUD—

AUCTIONEERS
NO. W EXCHANGE HTREk f.
Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S.BAILEY,
OEO. W.

PARKER.

RbferkyCF.H—Messrs. H. J. Libby & to., and Hon
Charles P. Kimbii
or
»n ?, Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee &
Sli^pard, Benton.
split

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CADETS

Agency

10,000 bush oats,

Dec. 28.—Provisions—Pork at 1175
spot; 12 00 bid the last half of Fe.b. Lard—kettle rendered nominal; steam held at 71 @ 7 1-16, freely bid. Bulk Meats uncliange Ishoulders at 3} @ 3Jc;
clear rib sides 5|. Bacon unchanged; shoulders
4} @
Green Meats held higher;
5c; clear rib sides 8c.
Live Hogs firm 3 70 @ 3 95, mostly at 3 85 @ 3 90.—
Whiskey steady at 88c.
xOLKDO, Dec. 28.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat firm and in fair demand; exrta White Michigan 1 82; No 1 White Wabash 1 86J; Amber Michigan, casli and Jan 1 67}; Dec 1 68; No 2 Red 1 61$ @
1 62$. Corn steady ; high Mixed, new, 37c; low do
new 36}c.
Oats quiet at 22c.
Dressed Hjgs 4 35 @
4 45.

Receipts—8,000 bush wheat, 4000

bueh

corn.

Shipments small.

Detroit,

Dec. 28.—Wheat active and higher; extra
No 1 White at 1 74 @ 1 74$; Amber Michigan at
Corn steady at 41c. Oats in good demand at
fcge. Live Hogs 3 60 @ 3 85. Dressed Hogs at 4 40 @

1 87;
1 64.
4 50.

Charleston, Dec. 28.—Cotton firm; Middling upl'J|cSavannah, Dec. 28.—Cotton firm; Middling up-

lands

19fc.

Moiulr, Dec 28.—Cotton firm ; Middling uplands

19* ® l?fc.

Orleans, Dec. 28.—Cotton firm; .Middling

uplands 19fc.

Havana» Market.
Havana, Dec. 28.—Su^ar—Full prices asked but
no demand, owing to the holidays and the unfavorable foreign advise ; quotations nominal. Sugar in
warehouses at Havana and Matanzas is 98,000 boxes
and 1100 hhds; receipts for the week 2500 boxes aud
575 hhds; exported 4200 boxes an I 575 lihvls to the
United States. Freights quiet ani steady.
Exchange firmer ou the uuited States excited; 60 days
currency 10$ @ 11 prem ; short sight 12} (a) 13 prem ;
short sight 24} @ 25J prem ; on London 35$ @ 36
prem; Spanish Gold 7$ prem.

—

OK

Bakers.
Bookseller» and Stationers.

MOYT, FO«C

αο
ιβοο,οια,
Erie Kail way at

50.

M.—Consols closed

Dec. 28—2.30 P.

un-

Liverpool.Dec. 28—2.30 Ρ M.—Cotton closed nnebanged; sales 12,€05 bales, incluping 3000 for export
and speculation.
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Furniture and flou <e Furnishing tiood?».
BliKJ. Λ O A UH,ror. Exebange ami : « d·

!

era! Kri'clM.

ΙΙΟΟΡΙδΛ Ac

BAT'OUT, Old Pout O/hre,
Exchange MlreeU
L, F. I20YT, No. 11 Preble Street· Upboiateriag

Furniture aud Upholstering.

dene lo order.

Hair Hoods and

Horse and Ox Shociar

Wednesday, New

Jewelry

Evening.

offering such inducements to
fail to meet their a proval in
No better assortment of

the public
the way of pur

LOTIIItOP,DI!VK>S« I'O
Hreel aud 4Si Market Ht.

d

Plumbers.
JAJIEI nil.LRR.iMo.DI Fc-lrrnl «trrrl.
Kv#pf ilcmrriptiou of VI' a ter β7· χ Mir*·· wr-

Festival

rançe'l aud

Morris Bros. Minstrels

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.
Keal Estate Agent».

MATT WHRELEB,

join C. PROCTER. No. 0:<
Kxrhauge
Htreet.
ft UO. R. DAVIS Ac Co.. No. .ΊΟΙ l-*J Congre»» Htreet.

DICK MELVILLE,
BOB BIBDCB,
DAVE

Silver Smith and Gold and Silrer Plater.
WL· PEARHO*, No.
Ten* η le Ht., near
Congre*». All hinda ofNiiver aud Plated
Ware Repaired.

HOLBBAOK,

THEO. JACKSOX,

Boston

entire Comi>an y of Start In

a

Silver and Plated Va re.

Entertainment.

Holiday

Tickets now ready and for sale at
IIawe· & Cragiu'· ΙΠαιΙβ Store.
de». 30

5th

Entertainment—Arm; & Navy

ABNEK LOWEI.I.,3»l CrutirM Htreet.

Schools.
E>RMSn
St

to be

Course

Stair Bui Mer.
Β. F. lilBBV,
«itair».

Hon. Danl. DouShcancel his engagein nt on account of ill-health, the
managers havs» secured Hon. Wendell Phillips to fill the vacancy. Introductory Conccri by Portland Banrl. Evening Tickets 50 ci s. Reserved seats 25 cts. extra, A
fewxnoice fears can be secured at Rand & Th >m«s.
Doors open 6$; Concert 7.15; Lecture 7.45. dec30did
to

IIOOPKR Ac CO., Httece«»©rw to
Ijittiefleitl Ac WiNon, Cor. York Ac staple Htreet».

Watches, Jewelry,

J. W.A H. II.
Ac Union Ht*.

kennedy7of

boston.

citizens of Portland and vicinity are informed
that Mr. Kennedy will commence cla&ses for instruction in all the

THE

Latest and Most Fashionable,

Ball and

Drawing

Applications

Boom

Dances.

made at the Ladies' Drawing
Room of the Hall from
can

he

2 O'clock P. πι., Wednesday, Jan.
1st, to 6,
on each
a. m., and

At all Ike

85,000

succeeding day duriug the week, from
from 2

6 p.

to

m.

Term» made known

—

FOR

01

BOOTS

Calf, Goat, French, Kid and Serge, in fact anything you want in the shape of

can

or

Rubbers

11 Market
declO

—

Que étions

tvy cat cfi the sam·. TJ e gen >ne A'tam* n's Botanic
Cough Balsam is prepared < uly by F. Λν. Kinsman,
the inventor and sole proprietor, "fI> protect your
selve-from iiuix.sition examine tbe bottle ami s.e
tbat tbe words "
W. Kinsman, Dru2gi>t, Augusia,
Me., art blown in tbe gla-s of the bonlc.
Having «•xamined tbe formula from wbich Adamson's Β tanic Cough Balsam is prepared. we rec mmend it as a safe and reliable medicine Γ τ H e cure of
coughs, colds, whooping cough, as: Imr», lung diseases,
&c.
GEO. W. MAiiTIN. M. D.,
Augusia. Me.
8. H. STEAKNS, M. L>.
Price 3-1 and 75 cents. Larg·; battles ti e cheapest
Rpwnr l for h R ttcr Article !
$IOOO for a cut it wi. not ''arc!
FRANK W. KINSMAN, !>ι priw r.
No. 142 Water St., Augusta, Maine.
For sale by all Druggists.
nov 1 < <, 1, t

of Life.
on

appli-

FAI.nOI TII HOTEL·.

Dancing Academy

MR. J W. RAYMOND, will commence a
the instruc ion of Jtiveniiesiu the
accompttsument of Dancing on

3 oVlocV. P. Μ.
Terms, Three dollars for the

course

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
[Incorporated

of twelve le·-

fashionable Dances will bo taught.

l»2».]

Co., Ag'ts,

Office 44,44 & *J(i Oliver Siwc,

MASUFACTUBERS OF

BOSTON

ALL KLNDS OF
*mall
η.4€ΠΠΜ
on
»EWIN«
sold
monthly Caah KiiMfalmrutN, or work furnished
alter the tli*t payment of TKN DOLLARS which we
require in cash; the balance to be paid for in work,
which we fumiili at good prices. This is an extra
chance to g. t a good Sewing Machine on easy pay-

Pure White Lead !
Dry an<l Oronnd in Oil,

ment. We will pay cash for all work done over ien
dollars per month*. Ladies on our wurk can easily
earn from

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE% TIN-LINED P-i PL·', IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS. AC., &C.

Twenty to Thirty Dollar* per Hlonth,
than enough to pa ν their instalment on ma-

more

iu oil,
Our Tare White Lead, both dry and
we warrant to be Htrirllf pnrr« und «UARA.ntee
that for fineness, body an I aur<itnlU9> ** i* nnf aurnasse I l»y any Lead in the market, either foreign or

Square.

neatly executed

at

this

on or

Temple

Every

American.
I F" I η order to protect ...ir«.ve«,
as our trade-mark »■·

address

J. H.

UPHO

\γ. f,

Placé.

BOSTON.

NOTICE

Monroe's Sixth Reader j
Went worth's Arithmetical Problems;
The series of Arithmetics prepared by D. B. Hagcr
and known as 4<Hager*a Arithmetics;
The ludepen lent Fifth and Sixth Headers ;
The Boston Primary School Tablets;
Swinton's Word Book.
Mason's Manual of Gymnastic Exercise, and Monroe's Manual of Vocal and Physical Culture.
Per order of Sup't School Committee,
JOSEPH H. COFFIN. Secretary,
dccl9eod3w
Portland, Dec. 18, 1872.

call

in.

Ν. II. Willi. F & Co.
13

used, viz :

pound

into the Country.

Good Agents "Wanted
Town.

is hereby given that the following books
and chaits have been selected by the Superintending S.-hool Committee of the city of Portland,
an 1 adopted for use in the public schools, in place of
the several text books upon similar topics heretofore

IΝ TING

is

J. II. Cbadwick &

ti

Machines!

7or particulars.

School IBooks.

JOB

!

H ALL!

class f »r

Machine* Sent

TT&S3wis

office.

An

Philosophy THE

ΤΠΕ

chiue.

find at reasonable priccs at

GOLDTHWAITES.

Ρ

η τι

COUNTERFEITS
AND IMITATION».
bigb reputati u gained by Adamsm's Botanic
Cough Balsam frr \be cure of C «nghs, Col s,
Astbira, awl Consumption,lin» given tise io .spurious
c mpounds which are peddled nut through tbe c un-

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,
DKC. ISlh,
at

REWARD!

eacn ween

Parents are particularly
best of reference* given, i
tf

Calvin Cooper Bennett, ΓΗ. D.,

0ft

HtorcK.

REWARD
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Inquiry.

on

oiki-urutt.v

New School of

Drug

$1,000

«noir
ivuu

τ»

will be devoted to children.
invited to be present. Tilt
dec28

Sewing

BOOTS

Slippers

Discove y !

BOSTON.

Ladies, Hisses & Children's Winter Boots

you

Great

A

&e.

nCDFFFKK.Car. Middle

Army and Navy Union Hall

dal2

for all hands, from Father down to the littlest shaver

Boots, Shoes,

17 1-4 Union Htreet, up

ft. L.

DAi\CI.\(i SCHOOL.

great variety of style*, qualities and prloe·.

KIP

in

FHFXCII <l('IIOOI..4'i·

ml

found anywhere.

CALF
in

π

Congre»» Street·

EVENING, Jan.Sd.
FRIDAY
eriy having t»en oblige 1

j. w.

iMnuner.

lin HI*.

sons.

SLIPPERS

up ia the Vs(
attended to.

«et

P. FEEUfY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

BILI.T ilIOKBIS,

and tbe

euame

Λ. H. DAVIS Ac CO.. Ho. MO fiddle AlrNb
J. Η. Ι,Α.ΊΙϋΟΝ. lUMliMIe Mt.,r.r.Croaa.

Jobbing promptly

All the

TOILET

(il

Photographers.

MUSIC HALL, JAN. 1, '73.

Raymond's

basing.

Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetiugs.

Paper

JUVENILE CLASS.

and :im
cannot

Tllddlr and

If. E. IllvDl.UX. i.t i l-J C.u|rm Mi.

able to all who tttend.
Tickets 25 cents; for sale at usual jdaces and at the
Hall, boors open £; commence 7.45.
de.-3Ud3t

Holiday

I/I

Mason* and Builders.

Q'ieen, together with th ;t
Ora«4 fantata of (^uofn Esther,
reidere 1 by a select Choir dlrec ed by J dm L. Shaw,
will afford an enter aiument both pleasing and profitand

Z~n"

miner by 9.
For·· Ht.
t Jan 2173

and Fine Watches.

J. It. Dl'BAJI Λ CO.,
λ lift Federal .Street*.

The manners, c stoma and life scene* of the ancients and the rieh costumes of th Persian Court

α r

Λο. iuo

ManuL.„.~rers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet· lia^s.

—

Tear's

|io*«i'il«

<»e»t

CO.,

ΛΙΧΕΚ !.DWKI.I.,:i«l C.nrrwlllrml.
Αχβαΐ· lor lloteard IVatcb Coaipajy.

HALL·
ON

Article*.

F.

D«*i«in the
Υ Ο L'a ft Ac

The beautiful Tableaux and Cantata of Queen
Esrber, givn at Casco street Church on Chiisi-inae
evening will be repeated at

—

Toilet

MIIKttKY. Λ ο. !» Clnpi·'» It. o.U
Cougr^AM mm··. .μρ.«ΐΐ' l>; I i»r *·ι»ίΙ·

J.

Cantata and Tableaux.

CITY

tlouv to order.

DATiD \v. ι»ι·:α>;;, λ®, «h FulwIJh.
All kin il» of IJphots «riii^ auJ Ucpairiux

Floor Tickets («old by members only) admitting
Gentleman and Lody. 31 ; Galery tickets, 50 cents;
t >r s·»' it the d >or and at tlie usual place*.
Clothing checked free. Refreshments in Rcc ption
Room.
3fPo.stivel»* no floor tickets sold at do^r.
dec25
dtd

acceptable.

Holiday trade,

«look,

WALTfiJl COivJLl He CO.,
Arini.c, 3ίο·
I» Free Htreet·
CEOKOI A. WHITNEY, Ho. 5tt Exebuage 81.
Upbolnteriuy of rn.ii U>u>i«

:

full and splendid assortment of goods, I

prepared

Π. Hay'».

11

F. ftY.TOOXD*, Iuiiia Ml. Velvet
aye il huJ liaixiirJ.
FO*I EK'ri Dyr Ιΐαακ.ϋ

Grand march by the Company with the
new Drum Corp·.
Color Guard Fancy Drill.
Compnuy Drill, Capt. Andenon.
Formal Surrender of the command by
Cant. Aaitcrnon to Capt. Robinnon.
Company Drill, Capt. Robinnon.
Drill by the illarkero, height 4 feet 3
inches.
Fancy Zonare Drill.

Slippers.

useful, appropriate

orer

Dye-House.

Before the Ball the following programme will be

carrie

L ASCASÏER

or

and litiilders.

Furniture--Wholesale aud Retail.

Happy New Year
Boots, Shoes

Plum

WHITNEt Λ. TO 12A il M, Pcitrl
Rtrml, oppoMXte Park.

"

good pair of

Ml.

Htrci't.

DU. W. K. JOH.MOI,

CITY

dec27tf

a

Priatrr'·

Dentists.

CHRISTMAS

present of

I·,

—

Free cards of admission may be obtained

AND-

.Middle

Exebaugc, Ko. Ill fcxt'haage
^lALL Ac M11AClil'OUD, No.

cation to

MERRY

Bill.i:i>.

WTO. A. <jll.\CV. Kooui

Tuesday Evening, December 31st,

Discussion of Practical

IF YOU WANT

A

—

New Year's

London, Dec. 28—11 A. M.—Consols opened at 91}
@ 91| for money and account.
securities—υ. s. o-ïu s

let·

Book Binders.

And

1S67, 92 ; do 10-408,88} ; new r>s, 95J ;

to

au.l

CORK.!>.. 14 Pnrl HI.

Mtrcet.

8 to 12

Enrop«au Markets.

a

[Vlacbiuee for mule

Repairing.

BALL

Cincinnati,

make somebody

for Sewing Machine».
UTtU, I*·. il'J middle*!. All

H.

W. C.

bush wheat, 45,1,000 bush rye, 14,000

on

A

J· S. lillLEV &
CO.,

give their First

Shipments—6,000 bbls flour, 4,#00 bush wheat, 6,000
7,000 bush oats 0,000 bush rye, 6,000

London,
changed.

in
of J. li. Adie, Freed η» Milliken aud Bankruptcy
John P. David.
dec30dût

kind* of

bush corn,
bush barley.

9

Aernkjuee

Grand Military and Civic

Whiskey firm at 90 90c.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 24,000

American

soloists:

as

Mr*.

THE

6 ·^ J oaotl y

■

seller \Jan ; No 3 do at 108; rejected at 95c. Com
active an 1 higher ; No 2 Mixed at 30| @ 31 on spot:
31J do Jan ; rejected at 29£. Oafs firm ; No 2 at 24};
rejected 21J @ 22c. Rye quiet ; No 2 at 69c. Barley
firm ; No 2 Fall 65} @ 67c.
Provisions—Pork steady
at 11 50 cash or «eller Jan. Lard
steady at 7c. Green
hams in good demand at fullprlces; other meats
quiet
but firm, holders ask.ng 4 40 @ 5 10. Bulk Meats n-u
changed; shoulders packed on the spot or seller De
and Jan 3}; short rib middles, 33 lbs av at 5}. Dresse \ Hogs in fair demand and higher at 4 25
4 30.—

New

Bankruptcy

At same time an I place, η >te of Ώ. B. Hllman due
the esta e of J. B. Adi·; notes due lie estate of
Preedo
Millikon; book account due the estate of
J«hn P. Davie.
C. P. MATTOCKS.

CADETS ALL·

Dec. 28.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
at 6 25 @ 7 50. Wheat active and higher ;

000 bush corn,
bush barley.

Voices,

Mr. Λ. L. «HAW.
Ban·,
JULIA N.CI081B,
Conductor, Mr, Hermann Kotuchmar.
Tickets of admission 75 cts., for sale at Hawes &
Cra^u's, Ira C. St «ckbri-lge's, and A brier Lowell's.
The sale o< reserved seats at $1.00
each, will rominenee at 1. C.
Stockbrklge's on Thursday, Dec. 19.
Doors open at 6J; Perfoimancecommence
at 7J.
H«cl6utd

Pianiet,

902
37*

Barley steady;

f|n*in-ll

a

200

and the following talent

102&

11 50. Beef dull and unmess; prime
changed; sales 75 bbls at 10 00 @ 12 00 for new nlain
mess ; 12 00 @ 13 50 for new extra do.
Beef Hams
quiet at 31 00 α) 33 00 for uew Western. Tierce Beef
sales
100
tes
at
21
00
22
00
for
new prime
quiet;
@
mess; 23'J0@ 25 00 for new In lia do. Cut Meats
sales
50
tes
hams
at
8
10c
quiet ;
pickled
@
; middles
scarce and firmer; sales 500 boxes of short clear at 8c,
500 boxes long clear, ι■ ext week's delivery at 6Jc;
500 boxes loug and short clear for Feb and* March ai
6$c. Lard weak steady; sales 500 tes at 7|@7}c
for No 1 to prime steam ; 8 @ 8fc for kettle rendered ;
sales of 750 tes f >r March at Sic ; 10 )0 f >r Feb 7 15-16.
Butter steady at 10 (t£| 16c for Western ; 24 @ 30c for
State. Cheese dull at 11 @ I4£c for comni >n to prime.
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine dull at 59* @ 60c.—
Ro.siu firmer at 3 65 @ 3 70 forstrained. Tallow quiet;
sales 30,000 lbs at 8@ 8fc.
Freights to Liverpool quiet; Cotton per sail 5-16d;
Flour 3s; Corn 8d.

Γψ

two lots oi Ian I, a lease,
mortgage and
claim» ilue the estate of Ν. M.
un
notes
and accouuts due the estate of Woodman,
Wo hiiuuu \ Littlejohn.
G. F. KM FRY.
C. P. MATTOCKS.
Assignees In
of Woodm tU & Littiej vim.

Mpi. II. W. WETHERBEE. ftoprano,
Mr·. 1IABSL ΒIB*MAM Nepmno,
Mr·. FLORA E. BARRY, Contralto,
Mr. H. THURSTON, Tenor*·,
fflrrC.H. McLELLAlV, Baritone,

mess

JjJrt ^

chauge street,

76

Canada West at 1 14. Β irley Malt iore active; sales
21,000 bush : Western at I 25. Corn—receipts 78,000 ;
Corn is quiet and a shade easier : sales 54,000 bush
at 66c for fair Mixed Western afloat; 64c for do in
store; 65 ^ 66c for new mixed Western ; 67 @ 67£ fur
Yellow Western. Oats—receipts 9100 bush; Oats in
moderate demand and steady; sil«s 3S.000 bash at,
46 a} 4Sjf for new Western Mixe ; 45 @ 47c tor new
Blàck Western ; 50 ® 52c f<»r n.-w White; 46J for do
State. Eggs unchanged 38$ 'a) 34c for Western. 35 «;
36c for St.:tie and Pennsylvania; 3G (g) 38c for Jersey.
Hay quiet and unchanged. H >ps quiet an I linn ;
1872 quoted at 46(gô55c.
Leather quiet an 1 firm;
Heml<)Ck sole, Bueuos Avres and Rio Grande light
middle and heavy weights at 28 <«> 31c; California 27J
@ 28$c; Ormocodo 27 @ 28$c. Wool quier and very
tirm; no transaction rep >rte t. Coffee quiet and unchanged; Rio quoted at 15J @ 18}:.· in Gold. Sugar
quiet anl Arm; fair to good refining .uoted 9 @ 9g;
sales of 100 hhde Cuba at 9} @ 9$c.
Molasses quiet
and steady ; New Orleans quoted 60 @ 70c. Rice dull
aud nominal at7}@8fcc.
Petroleum quiet and
steady at llj-c for crude and 274c for refined. Provisions—Pork is firm; sales 475 bbls at 13 50 @ 13 75

Chicago,
extra Spriij

DEC. 30,

The Germania Orchestra,

quotations for Pacific Rail-

Ohio, 7 10 @ 12 50 common to
Louis; market closing-juiet. South
unchanged; sales 4ôo bbls at 6 25
fair extra; 8 15 @ 12 50 for good,

new

Chorus

81

to choice do. Rye Flour quiet; sales 180 bbls at 4 70
@ 6 £5. Corn Meal dull and unchanged. Whiskey
dull; sales 50 bbls at 97c. Grain—receipts of Wheat
8S0J bush; Wheat a shade firmer with moderate export and home trade demand; we quote at 163 ai
1 63 for No 2 Spring in store an i afl »ai ; 1 63 @ 1 67
for No 2 do; 1 70 (gj I 85 fur Winter Red Western ; 1 85
@ 2 00 for Amber Western, latter outside price, very
fxncy; sales 72,000 I ash at 1 65 for No 1 Milwaukee
in store, 1 07 do afloat,1 58} @ 1 61 for No 2 do in store
and afloat,1 57Ï for No 2 Northwest afl >at. Rye quie:

for

Grand

74|
98j
61 !

eomraoii to
extra
ch.iice extra St.
era Flour quiet and
@ 8 10 for common to

unchanged.

SATURDAY, Jan. 4i h *t 10 o'clock Λ. M.,
ON(ball
sell at office of F. O.
Bailey Λ. IV., 18 £*-

117Ï

Domestic iTIarkefN.
New York, Dec. 28—5 P. M.—Ashes qniet and
firm at 8 50 for pots. Cotton in limited request ;
market closing firm ; sales 1624 bales at 20jc for Middling uplands. Flour—receipts 4817 bbls; Flour is
quiet and firm; sales 89,000 bbls at 6 65 @625 for
superfine Western and State; 6 8Π@ 7 05 for common to
g x>d extra Western and State ; 7 10 @ 7 85
for g-»fM_ to choice
do_; 7 90 @ 8 65 for common to

and

EVENING,

The Performers comprise

112}

Union Pacific do
Union Pacific stock
Union Pacific land grants
Union Pacific income bonds

good

Pule.

—

we

MONDAY

1164

109J
1134
quotations of

It

,

112*

117
Ill

F. O. BAIT.Κ V Ac CO., Auctioneer».

dec3U

CITY

117#
1124

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
Pacific Mail
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated

|«U"

vide themselves with passports.
The Speiier Sehe Zeitung strongly opposed
the decree of the Brunswick council of ministers issued on the 6th of December, providing
that upon the demise of the present sovereign,
Duke William I, the ex-Kiug of Hanover or
his son shall succeed to the throne.
The Ducal house of Brunswick is on the point of becoming extinct, as the present sovereign, who
is (itf years old, is unmarried. His only brother,
whom he succeeded, fled the duchj on the
breaking out of a riot in the city of Brunswick,
in Septe m lier, 1830, and was afterwards declared by a resolution of the German diet as
"unfit to govern."

124J

New York Mtock and fleney Market.
New York, Dec. Ob—Mornina.—Gold at 111J.—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, long, 109§
@ 110$. Stocks firm. State stocks very dull.
The following were the quotations of Government

ands at

to

com meuei η
ai lu A.
we
^
the c-jnsïg ment
store No. I* Kxeb· iigt- sued,
eoii.d>tin.' of Bronze Dining Room m miment». 11 anakerchief and Glove t.oxts, Fa.cy Worn
Β<λ.·β, Τ dot
Sett·, ( nc Glass Goods. &c. Also the 3 lie
lie remaining on hand.

iay G<>od»iii

—AT—

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

tory.

Mattamoras, Dec. 28 —The election for
municipal officers atTampicois reported to have
passed off very disorderly.
During the counting of the votes a disturbance arose during
which eight persons were killed and wounded.
Each side claims
Great excitement prevailed.

TUESDAY, Dec. 3!it.
M. and
ON
P. M.,
shall ci
H >li

Grand Oratorio of Handel's will be
presente
the public by the

This
to

—

Baihoad Aid.

....

less critical. It is now believed the gas companies will have little or 110 trouble in supplying the demand for gas.

will return to
His efforts to abandon the
revenue frauds have been partially successful.

Spain shortly.

water.

τι..

Sale
were

The cause of the fire was probably a defective
chimney. The total loss is between fifty and

site.

alleged

An

TTW

grocery store, occupied by Joscph
Smiley ; goods all saved.
Hon. D. D.Stewart was quite badly injured
by a box thrown from a third story window

reported that the Intendente

Senator Sumner is be tier it. health than at
the adjournment of Congress last week and
takes out door exercises daily.
His attending
j Assembly.
physician calls to see him regularly.
One of the sub-committee of the Committee
Varions Matters.
of Thirty of the Assembly called upon PresiNew
York, Dec. 28. —A Washington dent
Thiers to day and and a courteous and
special states that Mr. Simner's health is pre- conciliatory conversation ensued oo the various
his
him
twice
a
carious,
physicians visiting
proposals for constitutional reform now before
day.
the committee. There were concessions on
It is stated that the House
both
sides. The President urged the creation
Appropriation
Committee yesterday approved of the
of a second legislative chamber, but made uo
approof
for
five
8750,000
priation
compound engines,
distinct proposal in reference thereto.
and they will probably be constructed in New
A Strike Anticipated.
York and Philadelphia. There onlyremains of
London, Dec. 28.—It is expected that 70,000
the appropriation $700,000 for the naval and
coal miners will strike work on the first of
marine corps.
Mr. Wheeler of New York, has withdrawn in
January.
marine Disasters*
favor of Blaine for the Speakership.
The Amyntas was lost while on a voyage
It is reported that Connt Certio, Italian Minfrom Holynead for Washington and every perister at Washington, has been
If
re-called.
true, there will be a vacancy in the British- son on board perished.
There was a sevi-re gale in the English chanAmerican Claims Commission.
nel yesterday.
Several marine disasters are
The Emigrant Convict.

Mrs.

was a

The

G. Α. Β.—At the annual meeting of Post
Boswor.b, No. 2, (1. A R., held at their hall
Friday evening, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Post Commander,
John Yeaton, Jr.; Senior Vice Com., H. P. In-

and

Brock,

J. H. Webster,
Samubl Fogg,
J. M. Palmer,

Packet Sank*

Evansvtlle, Ind., Dec. 29.—The LeClair,
No. 2 transfer packet of the Evansville. Henderson & Nashville Railroad was struck by a
eake of ice to-night and suak in five feet oi

*υιυ,

most of American orators.

with

casually.

A Card.—The undersigned, together with
the ladies of the Second Parish, desire to express thanks to the ladies of High street and
Slate street societies, aud to all other friends

ness men

lic usefulness. He leaves a wife, a daughtei
and a son, the latter of whom is at present in
Spain. He has one brother. Hon. Marshall
Cram of Brunrwick, who is the sole survivor of

Kimbai.l,

Parrish Collector.

at

result.

M un joy and Wilson strpets, aud No. 9 at the
corner of Merrill and Quebec streets.
They will begin to cut ice on the basin next

■»

was

open to
the calls of distress or charity, his hand was
ever ready to afford relief according to his
means, aud no one ever went away from him
empty-handed if his appeal for assistance was
an honest one.
Mr. Merrill leaves one daughter to mourn the
loss of one of the best of fathers, and there is
not a citizen of Portland who knew him but

xi

planum.

Vint >n for defendant
Κ. M. Richardson et als. vs. Calvin W. Allen.—
Action to recover the balance of $150 due on a promissory note giron by defendant to liis brother Oscar
O. Allé;it and by him endorsed to plaintiffs for value.
The note was for $300 and given in 1862, on one year
On

ing iu his manners, he
temperament, and with

doue.

A Correction.
To the Editor of the Prett :
Will you please give space in your paper for
Your issue of Saturan important correction.
day contained the statement that "lîev. Mr.
Pitblado would probably leave ;the Maine Conference iu the billing." This is news to the

some

Superior Court.

was

the exhumation of the bodies of the burned

girls from the ruins. The Board oi Health and
police say that they have no legal right to re-

46 & 48

HOOPER,

au

LSTEEER,

I-oungM,

MIDDLE ST.
TT&8

ed

of the crelit-ore
the estate of Levi A. Ca ts, lato of Fret*port,
in said county, deceased, give notice iliat six rnoa bs
from the third tlay of lvecember, 1872, are allowed
said creditors to present an prove their claims, and
that we will be in session for the purp se of
said claims and proof thereof at tbe otlice ot E.
Wells, in said Freeport, on the last Saturday* of
January and May. 18î^, from two to five o'clock P.

againsi

receiving

Kn-

1B<lcd Chuir., 4c.

kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-'69TT&Stf
boxed and matted.
ire-.ill

6d6meod

berland,

Suits, ι,ο«ηΒρ«· Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
«*e.l

€«.,

Commissioner*' Notice

MANUFACTCTIEB OT

ncDonou;h Paten»

&

Commissioners, appointed by
THE.heundersigT
Judge of Probate for the C-»un y of Cumto examine the claims

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

Parlor

have adopted
s'"r· with

red

AGENTS FOR Tilt: CO.,

j

ocl0eoel2w

Phillips

vrc

|

M

AMOS FUSLD,

Freeport, Dec. 26,

1872.

I Oommis.l„oer8.
dec27oawS3w

Too Much Credit.
Mr. Keene, a shrewd and thrifty farmer
of Allenborough, owned a large tlock of sheep,
and one autumn, when it came housing time,
he was greatly annoyed upon missing a num-

FORTES !

PIANO

ceipt.

Another spring-time came and Mr. Keene's
sheep were again turned out. Ancther autumn came, and the former again look an

stock, and this time fift :eu
missing. As before he made out
sheep
the bill to Tom Stickney for the whole number missing, but this time Tom objected.
"
t is too much of a good thing," said he.
"Fifteen sheep! Why, bless your soul, I
hadn't a fifth part of them."'
account of his
were

Mr. Keene was inexorable.
"There is the bill," said he, "and I have
made it out in good faith. I have made no
fuss when my sheep hare been missing, because I deemed your credit good and suffi-

cient."

"Well," groaned fom, with a big gulp, "I
suppose I must obey; but," he add d, emphatically, "we'll close that account from
this time. You have given me too nuch
credit alt gether—some other rascal has beeu
stealing on the strength of i ."—Pittsburg
Chr$niclt.

Measurement

weight, whether

in

much

varies

Hay.—Hay

of

coarse
moist or

green or old

fine,
very dry

when cut,
when stored, depth of bay, and other

or

causes.

with some practicc, farmers
may soon learn to make a pretty near guess,
by measuring, and observing the conditions
above mentioned. Fine, solid hay, not too
old wheD. cut, when settled under eight or
ten l»et, will weigh at least a ton for 500 cubic
feet. Clover will be much less in weight;
and the top of the bay will of course be les».
The Mass. Ploughman, gives several instances
where 450 feet of fine solid hay, low down
in the bay, weighed a ton ; but more commonly it required 500 feet.

Nevertheless,

Getting Trees wbll Started.—"Johnston, in the American Rural Home, says that
last spring he cut down to the ground 15,000
apple trees one year from the eraft, all from
two to three feet high, and that now they
have new tops from 3 1-2 to 5 1-2 feet in
height, with a single, smooth, strong and
stocky stem, and are better rooted than two
He
or three year old trees usuaJly are.
uuiLivaturs

mai

(mm»

uiicu

uiakc

gie«b

a

seeking to develope loot»
during the first few year» of

mistake iu not
rather than tops,
the life of a tree.

The Last Half Million
aH

—OF

■#>

Bonds!

7 Per Cent. Gold
H

Β· Wt |lSSUED

BBS

ririï

THE—

THE'SBim·

BY

CHICAGO

on

over

The Trustees,
the 31st day or

Premiums

STREET, Corner

GORHAM'S
Annual Exhibition and Sale
—

OF

—

Elegant Piano Fortes.

Marine

on

1873

Feb. 7,1872.

«

.""Λ,"'!,· E"&·'

Joseph

Er3··

Η

Pucker, Esq.,
—>4·

Henry Sargent, Esq.,

Cash Assets,

Amount of Poller,
Dir.'s added to Dec.

equipment

The Bonds

twenty-four

of

fir^t-class

locomotives

cars.

$18,500 per mile, are
f»r $1000 each, and have forty years to run, the interest (at 7 per cent. g«>M,> payaDle in New York
are

at the rate of

April 1st and October 1st.
The present price is 90 aud interest from October
xst, the Company reserving the right to advance the
price at any time»
Early orders are suggested, in order to secure any
portion of this extremely desirable loan.
further particulars, statement of earnings,
line, Ac., apply to

For

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,
—AND—

M

Vavcan

OB TO

Result of

Policy No. 14,470 on

UAD Λ Γ<Τ7
issued

have decided to issue Policies for the
sum
$30,000 on approved lives and hereafter
to discontinue the i-sue of TONTINE POLICIES,
this plan having proved unsatisfactory.
Old Policy-holders and all others desiring Life Insurance or any information on the subject are requestThe trustees

ed to call at my office for documents which

Bearing

name

18th, 1872. by the retirement of Mr Stephen R.
Thurston who is about to remove to another city.
The Fire and Marine Insurance business will be
continued at the old stand by PRENTISS
LORING,
nnder the style of
LORING & THURSTON.

BLANK BOOKS

on

Single and Double Trimmed and Untrimmed Sleighs
+

Shop.

A. F. CLARK,

REMOVAL.

C

BY M. y. B. ST1MS0N.

I

I

As an economical measure it has no
equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its
adoption will
save 20 per cent in the cost of
living.
oein, posu-paiu m
1Λ31 «luacxj.
package
of any number, to any part of the United
States ο
British Provinces on receipt of order with
in
price
► closed.
Full particulars on application.
Sampl
copies by mail post-pai l for 10 cents.
MM· A» J?ïc]K.fcWWiΕA" DO., PiiblimbfrM
129 Middle St.. Portland. Me.
sep23-d&wt,f

R.

DYER

.

2 7 2

MIDDLE

J.

&

have

a

E. BARBOUR

Merchants National Bank of Portland, inc.
Stockholders of this Bank, are berèby notifleil that their annual meeting for the choice of

THE

Directors and the transaction of such business as
may legally be brought before them, will be holden
at the Bank on Tuesday, Jan.
14th, 1873, at 10 o'clock

Scbago Oye Works,
17 PliUlfl STREET.

We have bought out the above establishment, with
al the machinery and
good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted
by a practical
ch^iii 1st and dyei s ; fully confident of
turning out
WO! Κ that cannot fail of
satisfaction.
giving
Ladies* dres«es colored and finished in a
superior
style. (Jent's garments cleansed anil colored without
beinj: ripped,and warranted not to smut,and
pressed
in
superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and frame-l
; blankets scoured
nd the wool raised. JOHN S.
MILLER & CO.,

"βρ2β

13th, 1872.

driving, well broke and stylish four
A FINE
old COLT, with Sleigh, Harnes^'and
Robes lor
«ale at
year

No. lv

_

*T,ES,
Street.

kin-l and

attention or confinement of
certain to prevent the disease at-

are

any vital

parts.
prepared by

PROUT &

HARSANT,

banking

room

by constant
no20

other First Class

Also Kansas and Nebraska Bridge and School
Bonds, and other choice investment securities for sale
at prices that willpay over 12 percent, on the amount
invested.
THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers,
No. 14 Pine Street, New York.
decl7d&wlm w51

Clothing

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice
and all kinds of goods dyed in
CLOTHES
thorough
Also
a

great variety, selected from the BEST
STOCKS in
New York, just oj>ended at

LOWELL'S,
301

Second-hand Clothing for sale.
orders will receive prompt and faithful atten

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER!
OF ALL KINDS
furnished by the cargo, at short notice, at lowest
prices.

CaU earty Cor

e

BY

—

de«Md»w

DAVIS,
152

Argus Copy.

Com'l Street.
de9eoillm

SLEIGHS !

For

have

a stock

Sleighs

Style, Finish

any.

and

and

of

Carriages,

Durability are not surpassed

Sale at ten per cent cheaper than

bought in the city.
Nov, 21et,

1872.

OEMS OF STRAUSS ! !

Tbe surprising success of this brilliant book con
(int»es. Edition after edition is eagerlv called for.
250 large pages of the Best Strauss Music.
Price,
IVds, $2.50; CI., $3.00; Fine Gilt for presents, $4.00.

SCHOOL·

nas

—FOR THE—

Municipal

can

be

City and County Bonds registered un
MISSOURI
der the laws passed at last session of the Legislator. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State

Treasurer in New York. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must remaiuso under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
rates that giVe prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative.
Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.

CHARLES 1*1. 1IAWKEK,
mch22dtf
48 Exchange »t., Portland.

CONVERTIBLE

BONDS.

ALLEN, STEPHENS&Co

WM. H USE.

Springfield,

AGENTS

777

Mass.

WANTED.

For most Important Book ever Published "Every
Horn Owner's Cyclopedia.." New Horse Disand all others of which the horse is
subject,
fully explained with sucsess/ul treatment, every
horse owner should buy it. Also New ιΥΙαρκ ol
•Jr
li rLartiest As so rtmciit foi
at once for terms tc
Agents in New Eng and.
D. I*. GUERNSEY, Publisher. Concord. Ν. II
ease

Mpfeâfifl iffl ÎT^icl

dec3-d4wt

DOBooks?

absolutely

the best

selling

Send for circulars of Vent's Unabridged Illustrated Family Bible. Over lioc
pages 10 by 12 in., 200 pages Bible Aids, &c. Arabesque SO 25; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp, $8 25; Full Gilt, 2
clasps, $11 00. "Beldkv: the White Chief." foi
Winter Evenings. 36th 1000 ready. The Americas Farmer's Horse Book: The Standard.
4f>th
1000th ready, Epizootic Treatments, &c.
C. F.
VENT, Ν* Y. & Cincinnati. Vent & Goodrich, Chicago.
dec3-4wt

Cheap Farms !

Free Homes <
On tl)e line of tlie UNION L'ACIFIO RAILROAI!
Ιΐ,ΟΟΟ.ΟΟΟ acres of the best Farming and mineral
Lands in America.
tf.OOO.OOO Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
now

for sale.

for Grain growing
any in the United

Fertile Soil,

and Stock Raising unsurpassed by
States.
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms given,
and more convenient to market than can be found
elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Actual Settlers.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled te
η UrtmoD^u.l .·.«■* β 4Î«h Λ

iylMtf

O. F.

iioutly eK«eute(l

\VlT!\r.¥ λ- 8AMPMOM. Aicenia*7Ο Ijonsg WUarf, JBo.< Ion.

Steamships:—

"
William Lawrence. ," Capt. W. A. Hallett
"William Crane" Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
"Rloœkatone,"
Capt. Geo. Π. Hallett.
"
William, Kennedy ," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
•'Mi Clellan "Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail ; and by the Va. & Ten
Air Line to all points In Virginia, Tennessee, A'
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and Ro
noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
In" the Rait. Λ Ohio R. R. to
Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
^
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00
ime 48 hours; to Baltimore $15. tune 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
3X Central Wharf. Rnstnn.
junc2tf

I er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
χ out β. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
second stitckcan be cut, and still the cloth cau53 not. be pulled apart wiibout tearing it. Wo pay
φ agents from 875 to $2."50 pet month and expenses,
Ur\or a commission lrom which twice that amount can
ITbe made. Address Secomβ Λ Co., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.
del 7
t4w

classes. Old people, the η^ΜΙβwhn
ογα in of onterine li:
who are
just entering life, aild
of
both
sexes buy and read with
wi
youth
the
^greatest profit.
HHCrMl. those
t.hnef
Vaged,

•g

9 MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECKET
®
DIO LEWIS' last and best book.
s
*3 It is meeting with the greatest success :

Φ and there's MON JE Y IN IT.
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sent
tu free. Geo. MAcLeak, Boston. del7t4w

to

@9ff?®?^^PI8CaHtle,

London

SATURDAY, Dee.
immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations)
$7© to $SO
Payable iu Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight (JÎNCabiii Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sicbt Drafts 011 England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

Acute, Sprains, Sore Throat, Bruises. Chilblains,Pain
in Chest, Back or Limbs, Crouu, Stiff Joints, Strains
and Scalds, Bunions,
Frosted Feet, Catarrh, &c. It has a pleasant and
will
not
grease· or st in the most
refreshing odor and
delicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every
For sale'by ail
Bottle.
Family. Price 25 cents per
druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Prop., 203 Greenwich
decl4t4w
St.,Ν. Y.
AGENTS WANTED. ACT AT ONCE. Tbere
is a PILE of money in it. The people everywhere are EAGER to buy the authentic his-

LIVINGSTONE'S «ΤΚΪΠΤί»

FARE

only book on the subject that tells the whole
story. Don't be humbugged with any other. This

full page Ennearly 800 pages.
gravine* and ^lapsi^^ûj Price $3.50, The Prosit
at
For
will
sell
first
sight.
choice of terri tor ν
pectus
address, at once, MUTUAL PUBLISHING, CO.,
Conn.
deel4+4w
Hartford,

MOTHERS'

This is the best opjmrtunity

GUIDE

offered to agents
to eauvass for a live book. Every Mother needs and
wants it. It sells rapidly. Experienced canvassers
pronounce it the best, selling book in the market.
Send for circulars ami see our extra liberal terms.
Address CONTINENTAL Publishing Co.. 4 Bond St.,
Ν. Y. Cily.
decl4t4w
now

at

this

can save

$4

BOSTON

ANns Destruction

A history of this renowned city, from its earliest settlement to tlie present time. Sample copies by mail
WM. FLINT & CO., Springfield, Mass.
50 cts.
dec!4
t4w

!?90 made Dec. 3d by

one

agont selliug

West, Northwest

decl4

t4w

OUT OF THE FIRE.
rnilE

subscriber would respectfully announce that
in another Mill and
l,ly mP»iûed
Bar M,1,e0ttk
««I'ronu.tly

ai'rmf"r

B· C

·»0«»ΑΛί.

from this date.

our
eases

NORTON MILLS CO.,

Lumï»or Manufactures,
Mills and Island Pond. Vt.

τ
L»
£orton
Island
Pond, Sept. 5,1872.

de7tf

NOTICE is liereby given that arrangements have
been made with the Portland Dispensary,
by which
the physicians connected with that institution
will
b· iu attendance from three to four o.clock p. m.,
every day, Sundays excepted, at the

Wanl"Room in the City

via

ami Southwest !

prepared to Vaccinate with pure and reliable virus,
all nerauna. renidentK of Pi»rt1e.mi- ινΐ>.Λ uro «««κίο
pay l'or such service.
The physician g wiTl also vaccinate such persons at
their residences, who from sickuess 01 other causes,
are unable to go to the
appointed place, provided
their names and places of residence are left at the
Mayor's Office.

Benj. Kiiitrxbiii'Y,
Doc.

23, 1872.

and is
time of

CUNARD

landed aud

WHARF,

embarked at

Ε 1ST

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-ff
Bangor, Me.

BOSTON.

S M ALL

i\ A.

DRAFTS FOR £1 %ND UPWARDS ON

Yaclit A Boat Sails.

Awnings, Verandahs,

For Cabin Passage pply at the Cabin Office, 80
State street, and for > eerage Passage at the Steerago Office, 99 fetate street, Boston.
J AMES
ALEXANDER,
jnLVlly
General Agent.

TENT!* AND HACK.
Canvas Sigus, Flags and
Awning Bonier» made and
bettered in tile beet manner.

*ryWay>n. Box and Boat

PROCURE TICKETS

composed
Disinfectants as were used in the
Hospitals and Peel Wards of tue Army during the
late War, and affording to the Individual Person
the
same protection that was secured to
physicians,
Atmn and attendants. Put up ta a convenient
form to be cairied al»out the person.

SULLIVAN & LOTZ, Proprietors.
For

sale by all D. uggists.

Paralysis

THE

Posters, Transparencies,
tl-Tenl»

Ticket Agency !

The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
the town of Amherst, Mass., for the treatment and
oi Paralysis in all its
tonus. Spinal Diseases,
Cui'rajted C ids ami Limbs, Crooked Feet and
•nul ilands. Enlarged Joints,
Wry Neck. Curvatures
ot the Spine, Hip Diseases,
Rickets, St. Vhus's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and aJ Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Cauvnlsiens, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Lungs, Cancum

cers,

Hysteria,

be»· and

inoMt

«'«'liable

p.

VECETABLEnULMONARrnAlSAM

jgïP*R«liablc information cheerfnliy furnished at
wl"»
times.
apGd&w

ill

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

131
It short notice.
«

Ε■

S W A Ν Τ Ε D.—Coast w isc juid For-

îlgn.

η

Portland. Me.

Α Γβιιγ Business Opening
man of unexceptiona- J
a
young or middle aged
ble character. Experienced accountant and one
l»ou*and dollars capital. Investigation is invited,

t^OU

kiklree* Box l'Olô

Portland Me.

novâltf

R. J. JOURDAIN.
PROPRIETOR OP THK

Parisian (Jallery of

Anatomy, Boston,

just published
edition *»f his lectures,
most valuable information
HAScontaining
the
anew

en

consequences and treatment of diseases (1 the
w ith remarks on marriaannd
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with lull
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a eh
j
causes,

]

venerea!

infection,

and

yet published, comprising

the

any address for 23 cents.
fl>r. Jourdain'*

means of cure, be :
on the subject ever

150 pages.

Address,

Mailed free to

ion-lilting

Offirr,

61 Hancock Hired.
B2e»3on, .Tla^.
junl4dlvr

Browns bronchialc
%

IJ
W

and

13ABCOCK
lire

attended to.

eodtf
(

ÎC l!,

undersigned,

ΒΕΝ·Τ· W. JONES. Harbor Master,
55 Commercial Street.
,.
Portland, Dec. 10, W72.
dee^ldlm
_

on

I'lKBItAn

vessels arriving at this
iiort, having slokut»·
of any kind on
board, will report the same
without delay to the
and wait for order η
before hauling to the wharf.
_

ter

ing the most comprehensive work

Street,

173

Ν" Ο T

RVAN&KELSEI,
Commercial Street,

oct9t

Dr.

I

j

OR Ships. Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
Other building purposes, furnished by the cargo

>

&e

ν R T? S r
j'[T ; iREAT Wonder.—The New England
Carpet
C·.. established over a quarter of a century ago, having expended much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low
price, after years of experimenting with the bear,
artizens,
have .rought out a carpet which they have named
and will be known as («Κ K;VI A!V ΤΛΙ*Ι<:*ΎΚΥ
reirg exact imitation of Solid Brussels, the first
thousand pieces of wldch in order to introduce
them
wifl l.e sold for 37$ cents per yard.—v"
amples s« nt bv
mail iu receipt of io cents, or 5 dliferent
patterns
50
cents.
NKW ENGLAND CARPKT
$711 W :i-Inn* ton Ntrert. llo«ion, t'©.,
Jimnn
d4w
I

Office, 49 1-^ Exchange Street

n Cl/TLER BROS. & CO.
ALLi:%f*Nc2
.-J -^Fbopri ETOfts. Boston

*'

lc(.

A. H9 κ W

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

VΕS

10

l'OBTI'AlVD.
AM orders by mail promptly

route from Portland or Boston, or New
York, to
wiy point desired, at the lowest rafeM, at the ol
md reliable Union Ticket Agency of

etc.

Af ply to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. I)., Amherst,
to F. E. FAXON, ESQ., Ag nt for the Institute
No. 1 Pemberton square, Boston.
OCtl3-d«Sfcwl2w \v42

or

Consolidated

49 1-2 Exchange

Travelers for CAT.IFORNlL
Sand the Went, South and Ν ortn^•--^3we»t, may obtain through Tieketa
r__

the

dec23eodlm

and Deformities Cared

FOB COUGHS, COM». .V,
ONLY
CKNTS
^ x s·
Sept 5-demue

Covers, Canvass Advertising·!

OLD

Passenger

LEAVITT

manufacturer of

OF IRELAND.

AT

POX,

of such

reproductive system,

Passengers booked from or to Loudon, Bristol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or Derry, for 330 currency.

THE BANK

Hay···.

Λ Saw Guard Against

making

the best connections and quickest
any route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House-examinat on.
For full particulars enquire at
Railway Station
or any of the Companies
agents in New Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD,
oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.

Jr.,

lmd

CARBOLIC AMULET

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAB,

PASSAGE!

Bnilding,

On Myrtle Street,

GRAND TRUNK is in splendid running condition, is fully supplied with first-class rolling stock,

lb"!
*

ISâSîëôÂôôë^êvêgl

PERKINS & CO., Agent.
Portland, Me.

Free Vaccination!

THE

EITHER WAY.

""bv

A fine engraving. 22x28 in., sent by mail for «1.00
We also mail Button hole <S Sewing Machine Thread
Cutters, aud Needle Threading Thimble, price 25
cent» each. Circulate of various other Novelties
mailed frequently to all old and newagente, add ress
AMERICAN IOVWV CO., 302 Broadway, χ. λ".

each Ticket

on

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

$30 CURRENCY

AGKNTS WANTED for

of Por";u"'. retires from
i1i'iE't<?E
interest and responsibility
ft

York.

Ton

has

THE

J. W.

including the

Passengers

;

■

■«♦ftie-MW&F Aweow 6ru

WEST !

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Naginaw,
M. Paul, *alt Lakr City, Ornver,
Wan Francisco, and all points

WEEKLY

LIVINGSTON LOST AND FOUND.
The

GO

by buying

r,DjRÊÔT

STEERAGE

TO

LEADING

CONSUMPTION.

Waldoboro,

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lineoinville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitefield, Mondays,
Wednesday» and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro' for North Waldoboro',
Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight takeuat low rates.
C. A. COOMBS. Sun't.
jy2Udtf

No. 3 India Street.
nov20tf

CHfÂHO
SAILINC<p^%

Inflammation,Neuralgia, Burns

Damariaeotfca,

and Kockland.
Steamers leave

REDUCED.

PAIX, PAIN, PAIN, CAlTf JPÏIOIÎIIVE.

1)1 SKA 8Γ. β

'i !î;î «iTecta to 1)· lookd for by taking the
iiuiir? and controlling
> :.i"p P£CTOit.»L «Γι», η ?
m
lnoncc over ai y co«:;;h, prouiotiug bleep,
In tli tf.roat,
si*iit«atioD
the
dnr
,«i! lying
tickling
or cxpcctù'utlou,
;;in Γ ft healthy i* .c?io
; ο hn'urvat^. botwocu the pa.oxysme
«»:' coughing, invigorating t'-u? whole system,
•ring the cough, mil l.·»· ;r· .iliim; to
•o of iU greatest h\->— sound lungs;
thereby insuring immunity fro* Consumption.

P.

PERUVIAN, Cap», Smith.
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

STEERAGE

ALL

ACT,

»

arren and Kockland.
No change of cars bet vrcvii Portland

Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert VJnal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00

Return Tiokets

Portland, Nov. 19th, 1872.

It

Direct rail route to Wise asset. New

granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

The great discovery for the relief of pain and a sure
and immediate cure for Rheumatism—Chronic and

and THRILLING ADVENTURES during
28 years in AFRIl'A, with account of the Stanley Expedition. Over OOO pages, only ûjt^.50,
Is selling beyond parallel. CAUTION. Beware of inferior works. This is the only complete and reliable
work. Send for circulars, and see proof and great
success agents are having. HUBBARD BROS., Pnbdecl4+4^
siiers, Boeton, Maes.
AGENTS, now is your chance!

& LINCOLN BAILKOAD

OF THE

—

Passengers booked
derry ana Liverpool.

:

posterity

Limington, dally.

Canadian and United State* flails.

male

ASTHMA,
t

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eâgle
and Limington .dally.
At Ceutre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate «lavs.
At Centre Waterboro' for
Limerick, Parsonsfield,

KNÔX

Steamship Co.

THE CARRYING

,

RAISING ΟΓ El. 3 OZ>.
V »ϊ 00 ΓI Ν « -CoV GII, C Ror P,

Passenger trains leave Portland
for Rochester and intermediate stations
*
"
at 7.15 A. M., au-l 1.30 P. M..
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
oyer Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at, Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conwav Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Bostou
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and at
8.30 A. Ail. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at (^30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
decie-tc

Line.

FOB

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
I 3SO· 37* Xj XJ 23 3>T SB

Wiuler Arruiigcweul.

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf. Boston,
Semi-Weeklv, 2.30 p. M.i'or NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Montreal Ocean

Coulis, Colis, Hoarseness,

<

Steamships

UNDER CONTRACT

FOR

REMEDY

RELIABLE

lMjitiLsrny® nociiESTEn railiioad.

end

t4w

TBAIN*.

OF

On anrt after Mouday, Nov. 4th
.'rains will run as follows :
Passenger train for South Paris at
7.30 A. M.; for Island Pond. Quebec.
and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
1). C. Steamship Line.

Allan

eodly

ARRANGEMENT.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every §500 additional value.
O. «T. BRYDGES. Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

jn23-ly

DAVIS,

φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
PROVED COMMON SENSE FA MI L Y SEWING
£? MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
pS*· licensed and warranted for live years. Wo will
I pay §1,000 for any machine that will srw a strong-

half the rate of

one

Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

Com'r U. P. Κ. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.

*Ç $75 to $250 |ier month everywhere,

Sat'd'y.

Wharfage.
Insurance

TIME.

Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2.50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sloeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and
Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.

sailing vessels.

.Notice.

ST.
New

■ NTINfi

stations.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Wliarf, Phila-

Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published iu English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.

Address,

&

Druguists generally.

nov21

Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,

From Pine Street
delphia, at 10 a. m.

Apply

AGENTS want

Valley,

IVo

<Iec3-4w1

BANKERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAS,

M PINE
Lia

or

HORACE ORBE LEY Λ FAMILY

A 7 per cent,
mortgage bond for sale on one
or the great roads
running from New York City—on
the uird largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all tiie Midland issues, affording tbe
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Pi Ice, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most profitDie investments ottered in this market for years.

WOOD
at No. 43

Pa. ;

OUTFITS FREE !
Agents Wanted Everywhere' for

BONDS.

MIDLAND

Montieal,

tory of

be

JOHN ADAMS, Sacearappa.
nov22eod2m*

for sale
HAiD and SOFTAlsoWOOD
Dry Edgings.
coin street.

Tbis thorough and practical method, has
acquired a
Reputation as one of the very fn'st instruction Books.
Sells largely.
Published with
American, also with Foreign Fingering. Price $3.00

—

CURTIS &

WOOD Σ

Congress Street

man

WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the Parle

or

HOLIDAY GOODS!

Cleansed.

ALTERATION
WINTER

—A>rD—

WedVy

by

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

"boston"

Leave each port every

Bold

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
nov4ti
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..

STUBBS, Agent.

Steamship Lino.

OF

1 Milton Place, Boston.

IVo.

R. R.

βΤΑΟΒΝ

until 4

DISCOVERED
DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures—THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued,
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Huntiug, &c. Full Account of this most interesting part of the Globe. Outfit sent for $1. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.;

liCT-V'EN

Registered

A. R.

OtiDEJiSBURG

Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell. and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R's., and the 1.U0 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Boston.
Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. B. R.

day.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby,. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifa*, N. S., Frefterickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I,, and Sum-

letters to the

Sec that each bottle has PERU-

V!AN SYRUP blown in the giass,
ïftmphlcts Free·
SETH W. FOWIE & SONS, Proprietors,

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
intil further notice, trains will run
fc-ww
«■a·*»8 follows :
■**—
A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
Tlie 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will be Freight
with passenger cars attached.

same

sailing

&

CHANGE

and after MONDAY, Sept.
30th, the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
S. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, loot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at G P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

of

i nppy men and women ; and
< ι valid» cannot reasonably hes4-ate to give it a trial.

F. CHASE,
Portland Division.

Supt.

PORTLAND

On

days

t ires, to

tAccommodation trainv
tl'ast Express.
SSÉ^Tlie Pulhnan Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 7.00 A. M., and
3.20, P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
no30tf

'cak, sickly, suffering créastrong, healthy, and

t

morning.

ARRAN GEMENT.

on

î£d, 1^7^·

Dec.

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
M..t8.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., t3.15P. M.,*8.00P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 110.00 A. >1, ilO.
35 A. M., t3.00 P. M., t5.40 P.M., *10.05 P. M.
L«ave Biddetbrd for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping ear express tram. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Moraing, does not run Monday

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

M.
sep23-t30 thsn old

I

A.

Portland,

PHIL· A DELPHIA

MASON & HOADLEY.

Pin no-Forte. Cabinet Organ,
IVlelriicon,
iiuilnr, Cornet, Violin, Fife, Accorik\in, German Accordéon, Clarionet, Flute, Flageolet. Price of each
book 75 cents.
These little works are great favorites, because they
ate cheap, are full of easy and
lively music, and have
enuogb of instructive matter for the wants of amateurs.
The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail
price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
dec21d&w2w
tc
w52

WILBF.B

"

M.

Calni» and St. John. Digby,
Windaor and Halifax.

o'plock P.

UXouday,

oss

ί

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun.'"^Ifflv,
*
Ays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t7.00 A.
M., 0.55 A. M., $3.20 P. M., t 6.45 P.

1^.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

merside, P. Ε. I.
Freight received

of Constitutional Vigor,
isoases of the Kidneys and
i .ladder, Female Complaints,
< nil all disease-· originating in
<
bad state of the blood, or acompanied by debility or a loi»
: fate of the system.
Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
are
not folenergising effects
lowed by corresponding reaci ion, but are permanent, infuring strength, vigor, and new
I :fe into all parts of the system ,
< nd building up an Iron Conf'itution.
Thousands have been changed
i y the use of this remedy, front,

)

—rp

W L. BVLLINGN. Agent

FALL

r'iwa, Boil.·*, Nervous Affections,
an<l Fevers, Humors,
ί hills

ARRANGEMENT.

C'oiuiucuciu{j

BOSTON,

AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most liberal terms ever offered. THE DISCOVERER

for

PERSON'S SINGING

all

m.

WINT ER

low rates.

Ρ ΑΛΕ RI C'A IV ADVICE AGENCY;
Bh dec3-4wt
CALAIS, Maine.

Beginners H
On The PIANOFORTE, By

*

as

bill will be sent.
Wional
S< nd for cir ulars. Address

eodlyr

AND EUTTEKTCK'S

Middle St.. Up Stair?.

we

among all

Winner's New Schools

173

I

no20

sup-

LJ dential. Each letter asking advice, whether
or Medical, should enclose One Dollar with
^
" Legal
stamp; Receipts and Formulas, Fifty Cents
®
with
stamp. If the questions asked are çom™
plex, requiring an extended reply, a small addi-

Ζ^-*

Sewing Machines

Value of Property, $15,000.000.

Fine

Wholesale Agents.

ELIAS KOWt

GUARANTEED BY T1IE NEBBA8KA CITY NAT'I. BANK.

Warburton, 165 Middle Street.
sepl0'72

in

and gooc

10 Per Cent. Bonds of Otoe Co., Neb.

GOOL· MACHINE
THREAD 2 spools for 5c.

Cleaner

abundant material for the instruction of evenir-Ss, and other Singing Classes. Widely used. Costs
ie-s (liana Church Music Book. Price 75 cents.

\

Sewing Machines

large trade,

Glove

will renovate them
thoroughly. Price 25 cents per
bottle. All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers.

shal

LUKE & F. H. BROWN.
North Bridgton, Me.. Dec. 2, 1872.
decl2tf

IMPROVED HOWE
and all

a

jPLUMM E~&

THE

eodlv^

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOYES

Hid

promptly

are

del7

ABE vekvt stylish when not soiled.

atten

Liberal iuducements will be given. A fine
opening
s here presented to a
good party wishing to engage
η Country trade.

janl 73t·

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Waldoboro Steamboat
Co., lor the
choice oiDirectors, and tor the transaction
of such
other business as may
come before them, will
legally
be held at the office of Ross & Sturdivant. 179 Commercial St., Por«land. on Tuesday the seventh
day of
January 1&73, at3 o'clock P.M.
dc25
WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk,

of

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle,

System

we

cellent one, commanding
transportation facilities.

All

use

may be

ri utation. Branch offices
about to be estabin οtiier States. All correspondence that
4 lished
receive will be regarded
strictly coufi-

Land

F. C. WELLS & CO., New York,

bring our Store Business to a final close as rapidly ai
circumstances will allow, an'l therefore offer for salt
our extensive stock of Merchandise,
fresh and ir
order, comprising all varieties of Goods usuallj
ept in Country Stores, and also to Rent the Store
newly finished and furnished, for such a Term o:
Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is an ex-

tion

Hair !

THOMPSON'S POMADE OPTIME

tFebl

our

ner.

Glossy

inodorous

Patterns of Gariuenis

Company.

Soft,

eodlyr

ALL DESIRE IX, ALL MAY HAVE IX

EXCHANGE ST.

Special Notice.
in future to devote exclusive
INTENDING
tion to
Manufacturing Dopartment,

on

Secretary.

R.

Price, 25 aud 50 Cents per bottle,

Beautiful,

required

Mil (I Climate.

THURSTON'S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powcler.
no20

any article

HAVE BY USING DAILY

JOUYEN'S

food

THE

at

PLUM STREET S""
decl3

8

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
del4d2tawtd

ANNUAL MEETING.
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby not ified co meet at, the office of
eaid Company on MONDAY, the 6th
day of January,
18". 3, at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of
choosing seven Directors for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of any other business
which may
then lie legally acted upon.
decl6d3\v
GEO. A. WRIGHT,

Prrm^ietors.

Horse and Sleigh for Sale

They require neither
tacking

—

nov25

Portland & Waldoboro Steamboat Co.

4w

AND

Rubber Boots & Shoes,

the 14th day of January, 1873, at 3 o'clockTUESDAY,
p. m.
SAMUEL· SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Dee. 13th, 1872.
decl4dtd

chasing.

___

Blair's Gout and Rhenmatic Pills.

CHILDREN S'

A M.

Specialty THE

St.

by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

large assortment of

!

Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
of Portland, are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will be held at their
Banking Iicom, on
My Bindery is used entirely for the manufacture of | TUESDAY, the 14th, day of January next,
at 3
BI^ANK BOOKS, all of which are made under my
o'clock P. M., to choose five Directors for
theensuing
own supervision and satisfaction
guaranteed in every year, and to act on any other business that may
particular.
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Please Call and Examine before PurPortland, Dec. 13th, 1872
lmo

Exchange

of Gout and Rheumatism,
and cured in a few days,

STREET, MENS', W0MENS', BOYS

The National Traders Bank.

DAYIS,

1ÎHE13IÀTÏSM

excruciating pain
THE
relieved in two hours,

3w

Ocean Insurance

a

2md&w

ALL MAY

goods,

Baiikiug

hand and made to order at short notice at prices
low as can be furnished by any house iu New England.

York,

New

nov7

GOUT and

any

ing

pli d a< trifling cost. This system has proved
highly successful in Euro· ean countries where
|B( certain classes could not aflord to pay the high
prices charged for nrofessional services. Our re<* ceipts
will be the latest and best discovered,
while our medical and legal instructions will
have the indorsement of gentlemen of wide repA

Philadelphia,

BAILEY & NOYES, Agents.
PORTLAND, MIE.

50 Exchange Place, IN". Y.
decl3
deod&w4w
w51

THE

on
as

Sons,

Washington St., Boston.

354

GIBSON, CASANOVER & CO., Bankers.,

annual meeting of the Stockholders of The
Canal National Bank, of Portland, ior the election of seven Directors, and for the transaction
of
such other business that may
legally comc before
theiu, will be held at their
on TuesHouse,
day t.he 14th, day of January 1873, at 11 o,clock
P. M
del3dtd
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

of Every Kind

il E. 14th

.,

The Canal National Bank.

Corporations

&

SLEIGHS !

will be held at their

Mills and

Chickering

Is a pass book designed for the use of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for

THE

Railroads,

or

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

Stockholders of this bank are
notified
that their Annual Meeting for thehereby
election of Di
rectors for the ensuing year and the transaction of
any otherbusiress that may then come before them,

Insurance Companies,

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

THE

The Cumberland National Bank
of Portland.

Counting Rooms,

PIANOS,

MUTUAL BENE HT ACCOUNT BOOK,

transaction of such other business as may legally come before
them, will be held a^
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the
fourteenth
day of January, 1873, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 13, 1872.
decl4dtd

Banks,

UPRIGHT
"of

y*.

1TI.,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O'CLOCK t>. JNI.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken

&c.

Augusta at 7:00

EASTERN AM) PORTLAND, SACO, k
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Having commodious Cabiu and Slate Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

a

riched and vitalised blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching .out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wont'erfttl success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Com·
plaint, Dropsy» Chronic I)iar-

Frpm Augusta aud Lewiston at 0:35 p. ui.
From St. John, Bangor, &v.., at 1:20 a. 111.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hafl- !
fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Aetiug Superintendent.
dec3tf
Augusta, Nov 30, 1872.

^it—«.THE SUPERIOR SEA-i'iOIAG
^ϋίν-πΒ.
STEAMERS
FOBGH'f
ίΙ'ΓΪ
and
JiO> I'KISAL,

£a.*ilport,

anil

ly

Bath, Lewistou, Rockland. Augusta, Read field,
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 5.30 p. m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. in.
Train* are Due at Portluud.
From Augusta,. Bath aud Lewiston at 9:45 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at

tiie United States.

An important enterprise, designated to
supply
public want long felt, Las been established
by
the undersigned. Engagements have been made
with leading professional men in the United
States by svhich Medical and Legal Advice, Receipts, Formulas, and directions for manufactur-

"trahi.)
Bath, Lewiston, Rockland

3:12 p.

ut 4 P.

ATLANTIC WHARF,

"«•w'

"a thousand ills," simply
Toning up,Invigorating and
J italising the Si/stem. The en-

cures

Dec.

For

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers toi Prince Edward's Island; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey & Co.'s
Stages for Cape B-elon.
K2T RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight juid further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr.. Atlantic Wharf, or
oci 8tl
JOHN PORTEOX
Vgent.

FOR

pî.

•i, isr«.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at 12:15
ni. (sleeping and day cars on this
=5inîr3a.
■"

For

HALIFAX DIBKCT.

FOR

RAILROAD.

CENTRAL

Arrangement, Ceuiuivucing

i·

a. 111.

ARRANGEMENT.

Every Saturday,

dec3tf

WiaU

fc

our

The undersigned hopes that the same
generous
treatment of the insurance public toward the old
firm of Lonng & Thurst >n
may be given the new
one as at present constituted.
dec271w*
STEPHEN R. THURSTON.

Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
THE
of Directors and the

Cities,

and

call especial attention to

LONDON", ENGLAND,
and sold by all Druggists.
nov20
eodlyr

Casco National Bank.

Counties,

& Sons' Mammoth Manufac'y

A. CARD.
We

interest at 7 per cent, in Gold Coin,
equal to the present standard."

H

are so

is more than one-third larger than
any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment" oi
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Seduced Rates upon the 'One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions : and they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and'very
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now ottered.

Offered.

MALNE

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA. Capt. E. I>. Mulligan,
leaves Portland

Send forCircular
4wt

Receipts,

still regarded and universally

pronounced by all the great artists.
l)r. Franz Liszt says: "Γ consider the Chickering Piano superior to any made in Europe or Amer
ica, and am fully c onvinced that they were justly
entitled to the First Prize.

dtf

curity.
Pamphlets and further particulars may be had by
applying to

Mr. Thomas L. O'Brion will still be connected with
the Fire Insurance Department, of this Agency.
Portland, Dec. 26, 1872.
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LEGAL ADVICE!

The Standard Instruments of the World,
and

Verdin,

Notice.

respect.

bargain.

St.

ooie

Price One Dollar per Bottle.
decl3

ALL COMPETITORS.

OVER

These Pianos
conceded to be

Chickering

in New York, London, or Frankthe Main, at the option of the holder. When
bouds
wfll
be registered by the Trustee—the
desired,
Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. Interest payable January and July.
This road is now completed from Jacksonville to a
Junction with the CHICAGO & ALTON R. R. at
a distance ot over 30 miles.
The mad, so far
as t^mpleled, is
thoroughly equipped, JENTIREWj\
FOR, and in full operation, and it is
upon the completed portion only, that bonds am oui tn·—.ff.·
j—
M^.^aeor^nnn
terest in currency. Bonds upon the remaining portion ol the road will be sold at a much higher price
and will be ottered only upon completed road. This
road traverses the garden of the State,crosses all the
most important roads, controls the enormous coal
min s at Verden, and its bonds are most highly esfeero Ί by those whose investigation has been most
so irening.
We have personally examined every detail oi this Company, and have gone repeatedly over
the entiie line. We are consequently enabled to recommend these bonds as an absolutely perfect se-

firm heretofore existing under the
of
THE
LORING & THURSTON wasdiseolved December

lozo. ana

eiuii biuce

diseases, Blotches, lielons, Pustules,

Mlave you a DyapepMtic Stomach i unless
is promptly aided the
system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty ot
the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without
reaction, it will
impart youtlilul vigor to the weary suiferer.
Have you wcal&ueeta of the Eiite^tiaiee?
You are in danger oi Chronic Diarrhoea or the
dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
to
tendency
inflammations.
Eav«
on weakness of the
Uterine or
Urinary Organs i You must procure instant relief or you are liable to
suffering worse tlian death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGCt, t8 Piatt St.. New York.

Have been awarded to our Firm

HAVING ΤΗΙΚΤΓ YEARS TO BUN.

dtf is

AGENTS,

is invited to my stock which is one of the largest in
the State, comprising all the ditierent size- and styles
of binding. Having had many years of experience,
and employing the best workmen in every department I feel confident of giving satisfaction in every

a

cheer-

LITTLE,

decis49 1-9 Exchange

PORTLAND.

dec24dlw

BLANK BOOKS

NO.

we

fully furnish.

PAYSON,

Fortes

Eighty-one First Premiums
$8.000 00
0,10S 37

$14,1 OS 37

W. I>.

System

THESE

ituu

WINTER

digestion

Reduced Rates at

Standard Piano

skin

or

Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jlurubeba to cleanse,
purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.

«

1855.

Total,

Opposite Marr Brothers.

_decl3

April,

Extract of .1 nrubeba

plant
curative agent.
In there want of actiou in jour Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrof-

/Ί.Ι) XT' XT'Τ T7V

■

—

The special attention of purchasers of

IN

retains all the medicinal virtues
peculiar to the
and must be tftkeu as a permanent

θ-J? rice

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

dec23

λ η. 53

il

OF

Gen'l Aarent for Maine & New Hampshire,

at. t.llA lnnroaf AOnV» nrfnoa

BOOKS !

Dr. Wells

41,000

the life of the late

Amount of Poller,
Dividend» added thereto,

has removed to

HALL L.

Ο

Boston.

PAYBOX TUCKER, General Agent,
3.33 Commercial Street, Portland.
1 >ee. 2, 1872

DIRECT !

powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced so by the
medical
authorities of London and Paris, andleading
has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Compétition

offered at

now

uceu uiuuu

No. 22 Preble St, up stairs, Pain)

GENERAL

Blank Books

$5,743

OO

Are

esq.,

Exchange St.,

93 NASSAU ST., KTFW YORK,

BLANK

OO

Should this Policy now become a claim, hi* heirs
would realize upon this investment nearly $2500.00
more than 7 per cent, compound interest for all
the money paid to the Company.

BANKER AND BROKER,

W. a SHATTUCK Λ Co.. Banker»,
deMd&wlm

~$*0,615

W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run a.follow h :
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
•very MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at 5 Γ. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R.. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at ο P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are lifted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making Oris the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers be-

relief
do-es, but which, from
and kindred diseases to
uor is it a doctored
liquor
name of "Bitters" is so

Express.

t Fast

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK

use brings Piles
aid in weakening the
invalid,
which, under the popular
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a liiOMt

These Standard Instruments

Coupons payable

Pen

ME.,

PORTIiAND
—

OO

a

The Per;: vie. η Syrup, a Protect-'
ed Solution of the Protoxide of.
Iron, is no combined as to haee
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
cf Nature's Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, ami

Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
*
Accommodât ion.

NEW ARBAIVOKHKNT.

physic which may give temporary
to the sufferer for the first few

FRANCE.

10,«1 5 OO

Premiums paid in 38 years,

tort

maps of the

ITa«i«*kt

£10,000

1873

Northwestern
Southeastern R. R.

The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having

It is not

AND

Jacksonville,

very

Sons

ulous

—OF THE —

<te24

|

Co

Stesmixiiip

_

For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

the life of

Total,

BOUGHT,

increased.

Agents Wanted.

lllaine

MAKES THE WEAR STRONG,

gers ticketed and baggage checked through.
S3P"Freight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.

May S-dtf

AHËBICA,

THK

Chicago,
operation by January
1st, and the earnings of the road will be thenceforth

and about 800

Jxer all

issued by this Company in 1843, (not by the
EQUITABLE COMPANY as advertised by its
Agent) and now stands as follows, viz

its

largely

on

Cheapest Security

will be in

SUBSCRIPTION.

HIS

P. M.
For Mauclieetcr aud Concord, N. 11., via C. & P. R.
R. Junction, t3.20 P. M.
For Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, *9.55
A. M.
For Lowell, *7.00, *9.55 A. M.. and t3.20 P. M.
For Milton and Union, *7.00 A. M. aud 13.20 P. M.
NOTE.—Tb* *7.0») A. M. and t3.20 P. M. train eonPassenliens at Bouton with trains for New York.

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Jones' Landing, oil and afterOct 10,1872,at 8.45 A.
M., ami 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Jones' Landing at 0.15 and 3.45 P.
M.
Farertown and back 25 cents, children halt' prico.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
oclodti

tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to anil from
Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to semi their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 08. E. R., New York.

HANOS

was

and above all expenses,

them an1

or taeir

Good

continued

CYRUS W. FIELD

COUPONS

pany are safe bfyond question.
The Indiana Divis on, giving direct acacse to the
coal mines, and completing the connection l>etween

their

TU EM WHEN HE PAYS

Intelligent men and* women wanted everywhere.
To get good territory, txclusieely
assigned, semi
early for circular and terms! J. B. FORI> & CO.,
New York; Boston, Mass.; Chicago, 111.; San Francitu o, Cal.
decl4td4w

Have Taken the First Premium

$50,000,000

Policy No. 421

way be disapointdd.
Our Pianos sold on easy
iustalments, if desired.
Old Pianos taken in exchange
and fair prices allowed.
We shall also otter a large
variety of rich Piano
Covers at very low prices.
de27d3w

H. M.

or

GETS

OV NEW YORK.

now

interest obligation upon Bonds, for the same time,
being but $160,416.67 gold.
The net earning* increased from $15,853.45, in December, to $28,399.62, in October, the latter being at
the rate of $310,795.44 per annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds upon the
whole road is $280,000 gold. The 132 miles are, therefore, earning net, more than enongh to pay interest
upon the entire bonded debt upon the 212 miles.
These fig-ires give the best assurance, to careful investors, that the First Mortgage Bonds of this Com-

?86,739
2·405/οΊΪ
Ϊ*
274.34ο 01

&

Checkering

Mutual Life Insurance Co

Mrs. C. Butler,
Henry H. Wilder, Esq.,
Calvin S. True, Feq.,
Biddeford,
and many others.
rlie occurrence of these annual sales
here, and the
large number of eilizens that have placed confidence
in him and purchased these Pianos from
to year,
euables Mr. Gorham to teel that he is notyear
a stranger
here, and that all those who may in the future
entrust him in the selection of a Piano
Forte, will in no

Company

41

Correspondent,

RIGHT COMPANY

THE

K. Bridges, Esq.,
Florence McCarthy, Esq.
M s. Α. Κ. Shattuck,
Horace True, Esq.,
R. H. Ingersol. Èsq.,
C.

217,500 00

Office. 166 Fore St.. Portland, Mc.

Knowing!'

Worth

WITH THE

Geo. C. Johnson, Esq.,
J. M. Elliort, Esq.,
Samuel Giikey, Esq.,
Thomas KanuaU, ίβ^.,
Daniel -s· -'on·». W,
Franklin Tnkey, Esq.,
Aijmeuis οπιπη,

S. W. Slilphen, Esq.,
C. L. Gallison, Esq.,

$8,143,240 00
3,378,050 ou

Life Insurance

W. H. furoer Esq.
Mrf!· »·'·1 Short,

JareclCiane, Esq.,
Barnes, Esq.,

$5,375,793 24

Ji, II. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vicc-Pres't.

dlm-eoUllm&w6w

"Something

citizens Portland who have purchased this Piano, are :
Hon. C. P. Kimbal·,
H. B. Brown, Esq,,
W. Richardsan, Esq
Mrs. Woodbury S. Dana
W. \V. Harris, Esq.,
Mr. D. Choate,
vi. G. Palmer, Ebo.,
Gordon R. Garden, Esq.,
John E. Palmer, Esq.,
Geo. F. Ayer, Esq.,
W. H. Waldron,
Robert 3. Hull, Esq.,
Esq.,
Geo. H. Knight, Esq.,
A. Evans, Esq.,
W. H. Stephenson, Esq.,
Chas. Staples, Jr Esq.,
J. 11. Coffin, Esq.,
John Bradfoid, Esq.,
Ν. B. Noble. Esq.,
J. 0.
Eso.,
Chas. Stanwood,
L>. W. Sr.nbDrn, Esq.,
Esq.,
Sam'1 Wateihouse, Esq.,
Ira.
"
vVic-i*n, Esq.,
Frank E.
κ. P. Jo
Pray,
R-v.. -ar on, Esq.,
μ u^l
i' ^

H. C.

18

$14,806,812 37

JOHN W. MUNGER,

of

Îl^i w!1!0U'e'„K8<|··
Wilson, Esq.,

2,033,675

$7,446,452 69

Premiums,

April next.
By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. Η. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

durability.

τ
Jesse
D.

$5,412,777 51

1871.

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,

are

the choicest class of French Art-printing in oils—the
perfection of Oil-chromo)— We also give the superb
$10 i»»i»' of Genuine French Oil Chromos,(6 Wide
Awake"& <éFaei Asleep," subjects LIFE-SIZE
charming/ac similes of original Oil PaiutingH. This
paper has the largest circulation in the world. It will
next year be made better than ever.
Serial tales by
world famous authors, L. M.
Alcott, Edward Εggleston, Harriet BeecherStowe, etc. Nrw and
brilliant contributors»
Illustrated Holiday Number
and back nos of Miss Alcott's story free. The most
taking "Combination !" ΊΊκ> largest commission s paid ! |;
One Agent made $800 iu 3 months; another §537 in
35 davs; another §94.40 in one week; one
$37.60 in
one day, and many others from §5 and $10 to S40
per
day. This gear our oilers areeven more profitable. |
No waiting for the premiums. The Subscriber

from which date all interest thereon
The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates wliicn
issued (in red scrip) for gold premiums ; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for tlie
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeoncl oi

Of^Place of exhibition to be given hereafter.
These Pianos are constructed in the
most thorough
manner, being ma !e in every part as well as
money
and hands can buiM them. Mr.
Gorham being a
practical workman himself. In
of conpoints
many
struction they are peculiar. And for richness and
grandeur of tone, Nicety of Action, Elegance iu finish, a d for eves y Quality requisite
in a really hue
Piano, these cannot be surpassed.
EVbBV PIANO 18 FULLY WABBAN·
TEDFOB FIVE YEARS.
Parties desirous of obtaining a
really fine Piano at
a very moderate
price, are invited to examine them.
Mr. Gnrham will be
to Bhow their advantagpleased
es to all.
The large number of prominent citizens
we refer to
below, that have purchased these Pianos, and who
will testity to the satisfaction
they are giving year alter year, and the
steadily increasing sale we are having, is the hest proof we can
oiler for their excellence

Martin, Éiq.,

■

were

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY.

t.

December,

1871. to 31st

ëTKâ»EB
liî X I* Il Ε S S,

representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next,
legalcease.

*·

many

January,

FRENCH OLEOGRAPH
called "Pet's 3?ai*aclise." (Oleographs

Iron in me Blood

Winlrr Arrangement, Deeembcr 4, |N7i.
Train» leave P. S. & P. R. r. gta.
TSwMS^tioi», Portland, for Boston, at *7.00
g·*9.55 A. M., and t3.20 and *6.45
Fn
■_'TTf
Returning, leave Boston for Portland
at *7.30. t8.30 A. M., and *12.30 and *3.15 P. M
Ι
For Rochester and Alton Bay, *7.30 A.M. and 13.20 ]

Nt«at>iboat Company.

Peak'* I*land

MEDICAL,

BOSTON * MAINE RAILROAD.

For Peaks' Island.

will

Portland,

Among the

1st

Six per cent interest on the outstanding cert ificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof,
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 18G8, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof,

Portland for their
coniidenc« and very liberal
patronage, he has received in the sale of these
instruments, at each sale during he past three years. And
informs
respectfully
them, that he ill open his annual
exhibition and
Sale in

and

Risks, from

Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

Total Amount of Assets,

Ι|β. Ο. L. GORHAM, manufacturer of the celolfM bratod «OKHA.fi
PIANO FOBTB»,
desires to thank ttie citizens of

Commencing Tuesday, Jan. 7

William, New York.

oi

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

Picture ever ottered, the new and exquisite £12.00

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Ret unis of Premiums and
Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz :
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*l.er Stocks.
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

$269,313.48,

an

on

1S4-J.)

IN

in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs
December, 1871.

Total nmount of Marine

offered for sale, about $3,500,000 having
already been sold.
The road (211 miles in length) is the air line, low
grade route to Chicago from the Indiana Coal Fields.
That portion of the road (132 mile*) which has
been iu operation since December, 1871, has earned,
Are

I GRE AT COMBINATION
md the very best business opportunity ever offered,is
,o be found in an Agency for
taking (subscription* to
Henry Ward Bccchcr's
Jreat LITERARY, FAMILY NEWSPAPER, with
which is given away the larges; and best Premium

Premiums received

Danville & Yincennes JANUARY
Railroad

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
51 WALL·

Mm.

paid

MISCELLANEOUS.

(ORGANIZED

ber of hii finest muttons ; among them three
and fator four wethers whicu he had raised
tened for his own table. He λ as sure it was
could
he
not the \ork of dogs, and the most
do was to await further developments.
On the followkg spring, when his sheep
institu ed a
were turned out to pasture, he
careful watch and ;re long he detected Tom
act of
Stickney, a neighboring farmer, in tli
no noise
pilfer ng a sheep; but he madewas a man
about it at t >e time. Stickney
well-to-do, and Keene did not care to expose
Autumn ame again, and upon counting
Keene found eight 3h ep
up his flock, Mr.
form to
missing. He made out a bill in due and
preThoma Stickney for the eig it sheep
sented it. Stickney choked and stammered,
but did not back down. Like a prudent
the bil. and pocketed the reman he

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE PBE88.

Extinguisher

!

Bills in Equity bare boeu
filed and suifs commenced
against the G.ABDNaB aud
National Extinguisher
Company as JeWnging of this
rights—against
uotupeuy'e Sugar
Refinery,
the Oxnard
X(
t-oston. Eagle Hotel, Concord, and others· and all
1» irties are warned against buying or using Firo Extinguishers of anv kind, in which water impregnated
* itn Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the Extinguishing
by our Comelement, except those manufactured
pany,or others duly licensed and arihorized by us,on
f.»r
infringement.
of
immediate
pain
prosecution
,,

American Consolidated Fire ExtinguishSouth .Market Street,
Company.

er

Itoston.
dec7

--

D&W4vW

Snnford's Improved Refrigerators.
Tho three points oi excellence which I claim, are:
of pure sir;
1st; constant and thorough eirculatton
mould nor taint ; 3rd; no
•_ ud ;
ryness, no dampness
Inter ingh'ng of odors; purity and active air, the
elem nts of its success. Call, or send for circulars
M
u(actured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL bet wee Cross aud Cotton sts., near Leayltt, Burnham
i«e House, Portland, Me.
Λ β
}e4«kf

